OPTICS & ACCESSORIES

LEICA

GEOVID HD-B
BINOCULARS

High-Quality Glass With Integral
Rangefinder & Ballistic Computer
For more than a century, Leica has been
known for some of the highest quality binoculars in the world. Available in 8x42 or
10x42, the Geovid HD-B has a laser rangefinder that’s accurate out to 1,400 yards, plus
an integrated ballistic computer with an in#100-013-805
clinometer, barometer, and thermometer.
It’s pre-loaded with 12 ballistic curves for various calibers and
bullet weights, so you can enter your rifle’s zero distance and
view to calculated values - all at the push of a button, without ever taking your eyes off the target! Premium porro prism
lenses deliver superb color and contrast with uniquely bright
and clear detail resolution. Lightweight but very strong magnesium alloy and Titanium frame and perfectly-smooth focus
make these glasses delightful to carry and use. Rubber armor
protects your investment against shock and impact.
#100-013-804AQ Leica 8x42 Geovid HD-B w/
Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic
Computer, 9E00DYS ������������������������ $ 2945.00
#100-013-805AQ Leica 10x42 Geovid HD-B w/
Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic
Computer, 9E00GBE������������������������ 2995.00

CL COMPANION
BINOCULARS
SWAROVSKI

rifle/shotgun sights

Superb Edge-To-Edge Clarity;
Range-Finding Model Available
The Swarovski name is synonymous with the highest quality
optics. Swarovski binoculars combine advanced roof prism technology with highly specialized coatings to provide extraordinarily
bright images and consistent edge-to-edge clarity. Magnesium
frames provide a rugged housing that’s less dense than aluminum so it keeps Swarovski binoculars light enough to pack everywhere. Adjustable eye cups let you find the perfect eye relief,
even if you wear glasses, and the dioptric adjustment rings let
you quickly and easily adjust for any differences between eyes.
CL Companion binoculars offer Swarovski’s customary highquality glass and lens coatings in a compact, lightweight package that forms one of the smallest 30mm binoculars available.
Weighing only about 18 oz. and measuring only 4.7" long, CL
Companion binoculars can focus on objects as close as 9.8 feet
away. They come with an attractive nylon carrying case, lens
caps, neck strap, manual and other accessories.
#100-011-781AQ CL Companion Binoculars, 8x, 
7Z979K00��������������������������������������������������� $ 979.00
#100-011-782AQ CL Companion Binoculars, 10x, 
7Z1059I00������������������������������������������������� 1059.00

OTIS

LENS CLEANING KIT
Helps Keep All Your
Optics Clean & Fog-Free

All-in-one kit helps
you protect and preserve
the functionality of your
optics, so you can see the
target clearly. Includes the necessary components to remove
oil, dirt, and dust from glass and optics-grade carbonate, leaving it resistant to fogging and further dust contamination.
Use to clean lenses on scopes, rangefinders, laser sighting devices, binoculars, cameras, and eyeglasses without damage or
scratching. a
b
SPECS: Kit contents: 1/2 fl. oz. (14 ml) of lens cleaner, mohair lens brush,
anti-fog lens swabs, lens tissues, and lens cleaning cloth.
#668-000-097AQ Lens Cleaning Kit, 8F10I16������������������$ 12.99
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GALAZAN WINCHESTER M70/94

UNIVERSAL REAR SIGHT
ELEVATOR KIT

FRONT SIGHT HOOD
Front Blade Protection
& Enhanced Sight Picture

24 Of The Most Popular Elevators
Universal Elevator Kit contains 24
elevators, covering the most common
ones you get calls for. Included are six
double-step short elevators; 6 doublestep long elevators; 6 standard width
(.080") single-step elevators and six
special narrow width (.050") singlestep
elevators. Don’t pass this kit up - a real
money maker and lifesaver for any gun
shop. a
b
SPECS: Length and width varies. Blued steel.
STOCK #
QUANTITY
FITS
#080-506-001AQ
6
.080" wide single-step
#080-506-002AQ
6
.050" wide single-step
#080-506-003AQ
6
short double-step
#080-506-004AQ
6
long double-step
— Advise # — Sight Elevator Refill, 8K7Q99 ������������������$ 10.99
#080-506-000AQ Rear Sight Elevator Kit, 8K23I10������� $ 31.99

DECORATIVE SLOT BLANK
Finely Crafted, Custom Pattern Looks
Good On Modern & Classic Rifles
Not just another slot-filler, but an
attractive, all steel blank that hides the
unsightly appearance of an empty sight
dovetail on your favorite sporter rifle. Stylish, diamond shape
with decorative, milled edges blends naturally into the barrel contour for a truly finished look. Polished and blued with
enough room for custom engraving, if so desired. Fits standard,
.375" x 60° dovetails without fitting. a
b
SPECS: Steel, polished blue finish. 1" (2.5cm) long x 9/16" (1.4cm) wide. Fits
.375" x 60° dovetail.
#080-000-193AQ Decorative Slot Blank, 8K14D24�������� $ 17.99

SIGHT DOVETAIL SLOT BLANK

Protects the front sight from damage caused by normal
field use. Open front design allows plenty of light to reach the
front blade and provide an enhanced sight picture. Spring steel
construction for durability. Available for Model 94 carbine with
sight ramp and pre-64 Model 70. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. 1" (2.5cm) long x 1/2" (12.7mm) wide.
1
Model 94 - /2" high (12.7mm). Model 70 - 11/16" (16.7mm) high.
#344-000-007AQ Model 94 Carbine w/Ramp Sight
Hood, 4D4L99���������������������������������������������$ 5.99
#344-000-008AQ Pre-64 Model 70 Sight Hood, 
4D4D99 ���������������������������������������������������������� 5.99

HERITAGE ARMS REMINGTON 600

VENTILATED RIB
Replace Soft Factory Plastic With Steel Or Aluminum
Fits and looks like the original rib, with greatly improved
strength. Fully finished for easy installation; exactly replaces
the now obsolete and unavailable factory, plastic rib. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. Aluminum, black, anodized, matte, finish.
171/2" (44.5cm) long. Uses existing screws.
#429-000-001AQ Steel Rem. 600 Vent Rib, 
9B101Q30��������������������������������������������������� $ 124.99
#429-000-002AQ Alum. Rem. 600 Vent Rib, 
9B84K95����������������������������������������������������� 109.95

WILLIAMS

ALUMINUM SLOT BLANK
Fills Empty Sight Dovetail
Without Fitting
Machined, aluminum, slot blank
drops-in easily to fill the empty sight
dovetail for a clean-looking barrel.
5-40 set screw locks blank in place
and makes removal easy. Black anodized to blend well with
most blue finishes. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. 3/8" (9.5mm) x 5/8" (15.9mm). Fits standard, .375" (9.5mm) x 60° dovetails.
#962-000-034AQ Aluminum Slot Blank, 2F4P50 ������������$ 6.95

Fill Empty Dovetails For A Clean,
Finished Appearance
The perfect cure when removing factory sights or restoring antiques to original space. Mild steel
blanks machined slightly oversize
for a close, perfectly blended fit in
barrel sight dovetails. Easy to shape, file and blue. a
b
SPECS: Mild steel, blued finish. 12" (30.4cm) long, fits nominal 3/8"
(9.52mm) x 60° dovetails.
#080-770-375AQ Dovetail Slot Blanks, 8K11K23������������ $ 15.75

MARBLE

Ready To Fit & Shape For Custom Applications;
Fits The Unique, Metric Dovetail
.375" high blade lets you zero the military Mausers, like the Model 96 Swede and
98, and other rifles with a metric dovetail,
to point of aim. Square post blade gives
an easy-to-see, well defined sight picture
with the original, issue rear sights. Plenty
of extra material so you can file and shape
the blade to original contour or a custom
shape - and just the right height. 5.26mm dovetail fits the
Mauser front sight base. Fits most Mauser 91 through 98 rifles
with military sight base. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. .077" (1.9mm) wide, .375" (9.5mm) high
above 81° x .207" x .062" dovetail. May require minor fitting.
#078-050-000AQ Mauser Front Sight Blank, 
8G11J59 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 14.99

KENSIGHT AK-47

ADJUSTABLE NIGHT SIGHTS
Genuine Trijicon Lamps For Fast
Sight Acquistion In Low Light
Drop-in sights with genuine, Trijicon lamps feature polished quartz
lenses, which make these sights the
perfect upgrade for AK-47 rifles and
variants used during low light periods. Sight bodies are EDM machined
from rugged, 4140 steel, then heat-treated to Rc 38-40 and vacuum tempered to retain the extra-tight tolerances. Rear sight
fits AK-47, Norinco 56S, Mak-90, and Polytech AKS variants.
Fine line serrations on the rear blade surface help cut glare in
bright light conditions. Features click adjustments for windage and uses standard issue, tangent rear sight increments
for elevation adjustments. Robust, Front post has M6 x.075" tpi
thread to replace standard issue front sight post on all AK variants with a front sight base.
SPECS: 4140 steel, blue, matte finish. .076" (1.9mm) diameter Tritium
lamps.
#100-002-630AQ Rear AK-47 Night Sight,
5A111A41 ����������������������������������������������������$ 147.95
#100-002-631AQ Front AK-47 Night Sight,
5A38H86���������������������������������������������������� 44.99

FRONT SIGHT ELEVATION CORRECTION CHART
   How To Use Table Below - Suppose a rifle, having a sighting radius of 24" between front sight and receiver sight, shoots 6"
high at 100 yards, even with the rear sight adjusted as low as possible. Remove front sight and measure overall height, preferably with a micrometer. This might be .410", such as a Marble No. 41N. Reference to columns for 24" and 6" on table below will
show a necessary correction of .040". This would mean a new, higher front sight (with an overall height of .410" plus .040" for
a corrected height of .450") such as a Marble No. 45N, should be installed.
   Sighting in should be done with a benchrest or prone with a sand bag or other rest for the rifle. Do not put rifle barrel
or forearm directly on solid surface, but put the back of your hand or wrist on the rest and hold forearm of the rifle securely
in your hand with approximately the same tightness of grip you would use when shooting at running game. If the forearm
or barrel is rested directly on the sand bag or rest, the rifle will shoot higher than when held firmly while shooting at game as
more “muzzle flip” will occur.

NO. 87 SLOT BLANK
Ready-Made To Fill Sight Dovetails
Polished blue or matte stainless steel,
flat top blank fills empty sight dovetails. a
b
SPECS: Carbon steel, blued, polished, or stainless steel, matte finish. Fits
nominal 3/8" (9.5mm), 60° dovetails. Approximately 5/8" (15.8mm) wide overall.
#579-087-100AQ No. 87 Dovetail Slot Blank, Blued, 
9G4L75������������������������������������������������������������$ 5.99
#579-000-014AQ No. 87 Dovetail Slot Blank, SS, 
9G6L63������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99

MAUSER FRONT SIGHT BLANK

Amount 1"
of Error 2"
At
3"
100 Yards 4"
Given in
5"
Inches
6"

14"
.0038
.0078
.0117
.0155
.0194
.0233

15"
.0041
.0083
.0125
.0167
.0208
.0250

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

16"
.0044
.0089
.0133
.0178
.0222
.0267

17"
.0047
.0094
.0142
.0189
.0236
.0283

AMOUNT OF ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY TO CORRECT ERROR
Distance Between Front & Rear Sights
18" 19" 20" 21" 22" 23" 24" 25" 26" 27" 28" 29" 30"
.0050 .0053 .0055 .0058 .0061 .0064 .0066 .0069 .0072 .0074 .0077 .0080 .0082
.0100 .0105 .0111 .0116 .0122 .0127 .0133 .0138 .0144 .0149 .0155 .0160 .0156
.0150 .0159 .0167 .0175 .0184 .0192 .0201 .0209 .0217 .0226 .0234 .0243 .0251
.0200 .0211 .0222 .0234 .0244 .0255 .0266 .0278 .0289 .0300 .0311 .0322 .0333
.0250 .0264 .0278 .0292 .0306 .0319 .0333 .0347 .0361 .0375 .0389 .0403 .0417
.0300 .0317 .0333 .0350 .0367 .0384 .0400 .0417 .0434 .0450 .0467 .0484 .0500

31"
.0085
.0171
.0259
.0344
.0431
.05175

32"
.0088
.0177
.0268
.0355
.0445
.0534

33"
.0091
.0182
.0276
.0366
.0458
.0551

34"
.0093
.0188
.0285
.0377
.0472
.0567

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

B

D

A

C

Instructional video
available at
Brownells.com

A = Distance from centerline to top of barrel at rear
sight. Barrel outside diameter divided by 2.

B = Rear sight height.

C=D
 istance from centerline to top of barrel at front
sight. Barrel outside diameter divided by 2.

D = Front sight height.

DETERMINING FRONT SIGHT HEIGHT
When you have a rear sight and need to find the correct front sight height, the formula is (A + B) – C = D. With
the rear sight in place:
1) Measure barrel diameter at the location of the rear
sight and divide by 2 to get Dimension A.
2) If the rear sight is adjustable, set the blade in the
MIDDLE of its travel. Then measure the total rear
sight height from the top of the barrel, to the top
of the sight blade to get Dimension B. For example,
on a WGOS with a ¼" blade, the mid-setting is .462"
high, so Dimension B would be .462".
3) Measure the barrel diameter at the projected location of the front sight and divide by 2 to get Dimension C.
4) Add Dimension A + Dimension B, then subtract
Dimension C from the total to get Dimension D,
the required height of the front sight above the
top of the barrel.
5) Choose the tallest ramp and shortest sight blade
combination that’s closest to the results in Step
4. In the example below, the required front sight
height is .587". A Williams 3⁄8" (.282" high) ramp and
a Marble #31MR sight (.312" high) will provide a
combined height of .594". Or combine a Williams

HIVIZ AK-47/74/AKM

FIBER OPTIC FRONT SIGHT

For Fast Sight Acquisition in Low Light
Self-illuminating, green, Trijicon® tritium dot allows rapid, front sight acquisition
during low light conditions. Blade is extra
wide for increased contrast and visibility
during bright light. Machined steel ears
protect the tritium insert from damage.
Parkerized finish helps prevent corrosion. Dovetailed base with
steel,Allen head screw holds tight under heavy recoil. Drop-in
fit with original issue flash suppressor. a
b
SPECS: Machined steel, Parkerized finish. Base - .625" (1.6cm) long, .630"
(1.6cm) wide. Blade - .4" (1cm) long, .11" (2.8mm) wide, .25" (6.3mm) high.
.07" (1.7mm) O.D. green tritium center. Includes setscrew. Replaces standard issue front sight.
#100-004-184AQ M14/M1A Tritium Front Sight, 
4K55D12������������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99

HIVIZ

FIBER OPTIC RIFLE SIGHT

.250" high blade with a Williams 7/16" (.3445") ramp
for a total height of .5945".

DETERMINING REAR SIGHT HEIGHT
When you have a front sight and need to find the
correct rear sight height, the formula is (C + D) – A = B.
With the front sight in place:
1) Measure barrel diameter at the projected rear sight
location and divide by 2 to get Dimension A.
2) Measure the barrel diameter at the location of the
front sight and divide by 2 to get Dimension C.
3) Measure the front sight height from the top of the
barrel to the top of the sight blade to get Dimension D.
4) Add Dimension C + Dimension D, then subtract
Dimension A from the total to get Dimension D,
the required height of the rear sight above the top
of the barrel.
5) Choose a rear base and sight combination with a
total height closest to D. If the rear sight is adjustable, the total height should match Dimension D
when the sight is positioned in the MIDDLE of the
adjustment area.

EXAMPLE WITH NUMBERS

D = .587"

B = .462"
A = .475"

Eye Grabbing Dot For Fast
Target Acquisition
Front sight: six, interchangeable, fiber optic rods offer a choice
to match nearly all shooting and
light conditions. The glowing, orange and green light pipes provide
great contrast against dark target backgrounds. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. .315" (8mm), .380" (9.7mm), .420"
(10.7mm), .500" (12.7mm) height. Standard 3/8" dovetail. Light pipes: 1/16"
(1.5mm), 3/32" (2.4mm), 1/8" (3.1mm), diameter. .720" (18m) long.
#638-115-000AQ .315" Fiber Optic Sight, 8C24P32 ����� $ 28.99
#638-000-013AQ .380" Fiber Optic Sight, 8C24K32����� 28.99
#638-000-014AQ .420" Fiber Optic Sight, 8C24A32����� 28.99
#638-000-015AQ .500" Fiber Optic Sight, 8C24K32����� 28.99

OVERSIZE DOVETAIL FRONT SIGHT
Plenty of extra meat and blade
height to finish into the exact front
sight you need. Oversize 60° x .395"
dovetail base; available in two blade
widths for short- and long-barrel applications. a
b
SPECS: Cast steel, in-the-white. Dovetail
- 60° x .395" x .100". Blade - .590" (15mm)
high, .065" (1.6mm) or .100" (2.5mm) wide.
#011-001-065AQ .065" Oversize Front Sight,
1A8N99������������������������������������������������������������$ 8.99
- 5 or More .065" Oversize Front Sight, 1A6L32���� 6.32
#011-001-100AQ .100" Oversize Front Sight, 1A8C99�� �� 8.99
- 5 or More .100" Oversize Front Sight, 
1A6Q32�������������������������������������������������������� 6.32

C = .350"

MARBLE

#95 FOLDING SPORTING REAR SIGHT

FRONT SIGHT CALCULATION:

REAR SIGHT CALCULATION:

(A + B) - C = D

(C + D) - A = B

(.475 + .462) - .350 = .587

(.350 + .587) - .475 = .462

.937 - .350 = .587"

.937 - .475 = .462"

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Traditional Appearance;
Folds Down For Storage
Or Carry

.700"

.950"

Folding design helps
prevent accidental damage
to the rear leaf. Leaf easily
flips down, out of the way, when your favorite lever or singleshot rifle is stored or carried. Long shank, barrel-mounted sight
is fully adjustable using the center plate and center plate lock
screw—no need for a separate elevator. Flat top leaf with white
diamond sight insert helps improve sight acquisition and

order on the web

brownells.com

Bright Fiber Optic For Easy Aiming
Replacement front sight post has
a light-gathering fiber optic rod to
produce a bright dot that’s easy to acquire in a broad range of light conditions. Easily replaces the post on most
AK-47, AK-74 and AKM rifle sights,
no gunsmithing required. Unique,
U-shaped rod gathers far more light
than a standard straight rod—perfect
for low-light situations. Comes with
two green and two red interchangeable rods that can be changed quickly using the included tool,
so you can customize the sight picture or replace a damaged
rod quickly. Elevation adjustable. a
b
SPECS: Black steel post with 2 green and 2 red fiber optic rods. Includes
detent pin, sight wrench, fiber optic rod removal tool, carrying case, and
instructions.
#638-000-190AQ AK-47 FO Front Sight, 8C22B89������� $ 24.99

MARBLE

FOLDING LEAF REAR SIGHT
Perfect “Back-Ups” For Scoped Guns
Folds down when not in use. Strong spring secures sight
in “up” or “down” position. The reversible notch piece gives
choice of “U” or “V” notch. Styles and heights available to fit
most standard rear sight dovetails. The chart shows the overall
sight height for those sights below.
69 & 69W - Height, .370" (9.4mm) to .480" (12.2mm).
69H & 69WH - Height, .470" (11.9mm) to .600" (15.2mm).
69EH & 69WEH - Height, .520" (13.2mm) to .640" (16.3mm).
No. 69EH and No. 69H are .096" (2.4mm)
higher than standard folding leaf; EH model
adjusts for elevation from .538" to .657".
Blade & Screw replacement parts available
to maintain your existing, folding-leaf
sights. a
b
#579-069-000AQ No. 69 Flat Top, 9G14P62����������������������$ 19.99
#579-069-001AQ No. 69H Flat Top, 9G14F62������������������ 19.99
#579-000-071AQ No. 69EH Flat Top, 9G15Q31���������������� 19.99
#579-000-073AQ Blade & Screw, 9G1A19�������������������������� 1.99

FLAT TOP FOLDING LEAF SIGHT WITH WINDAGE
NO.69W - “W” indicates Windage and can be used wherever
No. 69 sights are indicated in
Marble sight chart.

69WEH

69W

NO.69WH - “H” indicates “high”
and can be used wherever No. 69H is indicated. “H” is .096"
(2.4mm) higher. No.69WEH - “EH” indicates “extra high” and is
elevation adjustable .538" to .657".
#579-069-002AQ No. 69W Marble’s Flat Top,
Windage, 9G15A43 ��������������������������������� $ 21.99
#579-069-003AQ No. 69WH Marble’s Flat Top,
Windage, 9G15G43��������������������������������� 21.99
#579-000-072AQ No. 69WEH Marble’s Flat Top,
Windage, 9G15A43 ��������������������������������� 21.99

alignment. Screw and drift adjustable for windage. Fits nominal
3
/8" dovetail. May require minor fitting. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, polished finish. Leaf - .300" (7.8mm) high, .630"
3
(15.8mm) wide. Fits nominal /8" (9.5mm) dovetail.
#579-000-082AQ #95 Folding Rear Sight, 9G20P30 ����$ 27.99
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rifle/shotgun sights

CALCULATING SIGHT HEIGHTS
   Determining proper sight height is not difficult. Just remember the front and rear sights must be the same height above
the center of the barrel. And, when you make your measurements, you MUST use a caliper or micrometer. A few thousandths
can have a substantial effect, and this is no place for a tape measure or eyeballing!

AMERIGLO M14/M1A

TRITIUM FRONT SIGHT

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

MARBLE

DOVETAIL FRONT RAMP

MARBLE

UNI-RAMP FRONT SIGHT

Graceful & Attractive For Rifles &
Muzzleloaders

Solid steel ramps for custom fitting fiber optic, ivory and
brass bead sight blades. Available in two heights and four barrel
contours to fit a wide selection of current and older production
rifles. Ramp attaches to barrel with a single screw under the sight
b
body and solder; flat base is drilled for two mounting screws. a
SPECS: Steel, blue, polished finish. .340" (8.6mm) wide. 2" (5cm) long.
Height is from the top of barrel to the bottom of dovetail.
STOCK #
BL DIA. HGT
STOCK #
BL DIA. HGT
#579-000-034AQ .625
.100"
#579-000-038AQ .625
.225"
#579-000-035AQ .6875 .100"
#579-000-039AQ .6875 .225"
#579-000-036AQ .875
.100"
#579-000-040AQ .875
.225"
#579-000-041AQ Flat
.225"
— Advise # — Dovetail Front Ramp, 9G8M52���������������� $ 11.99

The Standard In The Industry

MARBLE

Glowing, 3/4" long, fiber optic rod
gives excellent visibility. Quickly replaces screw-held front sights on rifles, shotguns and muzzleloaders. Two blade heights and two barrel contours to fit a
variety of applications. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, polished finish. 2" (5cm) long. Height - .405" (10.3mm)
or .470" (11.9mm). Barrel Contour - 5/8", 3/4", 7/8" diameter. Optic rod 3/4"
(19mm) long, orange.
STOCK #
HEIGHT
CONTOUR
PRICE
5
9G13I65 $ 16.99
/8"
#579-000-016AQ
.405"
5
9G13B65 $ 16.99
#579-000-017AQ
.470"
/8"
7
9G13F65 $ 16.99
#579-000-020AQ
.405"
/8"
7
9G13K65 $ 16.99
#579-000-021AQ
.470"
/8"

CONTOUR FRONT SIGHT

Precision-made sights for rifles, both with
and without ramp bases. The blade is gracefullly contoured, sloping toward the front.
Made of steel and nicely blued to look good Ramp Front, Gold
Glow Sight
Barrel Front, Ivory
on any gun. RAMP MOUNTED FRONT SIGHT:
“MR”features a straight-sided base for guns having a ramp base on the barrel. All “MR” sights have a .340" (8.6mm) wide base. The
BARREL MOUNTED FRONT SIGHT has rounded base sides for guns with the front sight dovetail cut directly into the barrel. “W” sights
have a 17/32" (13.5mm) wide base. Ramped and Barrel front sights are available with three beads, Pope’s Island Gold, flat faced gold
available in 1/16" (1.6mm) or 3/32" (2.4mm) diameter. Ivory, flat faced white polymer in 1/16" (1.6mm) or 3/32" (2.4mm) diameter. GLOW
b
SIGHTS: Two colors - Orange or Green .060" dia. optic rod. RAMP MOUNTED - .340 wide base. BARREL MOUNTED - 17/32" wide base. a
SPECS: Steel, blue, polished finish. .620" (15mm) long.
— Advise # — White or Gold Sight, 9G9M75������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 13.99
— Advise # — Glow Sight, 9G11N92 ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 17.99
RAMP MOUNTED FRONT SIGHTS
glow SIGHTS
HGT
MRBL # STK# 1/16" GOLD STK# 1/16" IVORY STK# 3/32" GOLD STK# 3/32" IVORY
STK# SIGHTS
STK# ORANGE
.260
26-MR
#579-502-621AQ
#579-502-622AQ
#579-602-621AQ #579-602-622AQ
NA
NA
.290
29-MR
#579-502-921AQ
#579-502-922AQ
#579-602-921AQ #579-602-922AQ
NA
NA
.312
31-MR
#579-503-121AQ
#579-503-122AQ
#579-603-121AQ
#579-603-122AQ #579-603-126AQ #579-603-125AQ
.343
34-MR
#579-503-421AQ
#579-503-422AQ
#579-603-421AQ #579-603-422AQ #579-603-426AQ #579-603-425AQ
.375
37-MR
#579-503-721AQ
#579-503-722AQ
#579-603-721AQ
#579-603-722AQ #579-603-726AQ #579-603-725AQ
.410
41-MR
#579-504-121AQ
#579-504-122AQ
#579-604-121AQ #579-604-122AQ #579-604-126AQ #579-604-125AQ
.450
45-MR
#579-504-521AQ
#579-504-522AQ
#579-604-521AQ #579-604-522AQ #579-604-526AQ #579-604-525AQ
.500
50-MR
#579-505-021AQ
#579-505-023AQ
#579-605-021AQ #579-605-022AQ #579-605-026AQ #579-605-025AQ
.538
53-MR
#579-505-321AQ
#579-505-322AQ
#579-605-321AQ #579-605-322AQ
NA
NA
BARREL MOUNTED FRONT SIGHTS
glow SIGHTS
HGT
MRBL # STK# 1/16" GOLD STK# 1/16" IVORY STK# 3/32" GOLD STK# 3/32" IVORY
STK# GLOW
STK# GLOW
SIGHTS GREEN SIGHTS ORANGE
.343
34-W
#579-103-431AQ
#579-103-432AQ
#579-203-431AQ #579-203-432AQ #579-203-436AQ #579-203-435AQ
.375
37-W
#579-103-731AQ
#579-103-732AQ
#579-203-731AQ #579-203-732AQ #579-203-736AQ #579-203-735AQ
.410
41-W
#579-104-131AQ
#579-104-132AQ
#579-204-131AQ #579-204-132AQ #579-204-136AQ #579-204-135AQ
.450
45-W
#579-104-531AQ
#579-104-532AQ
#579-204-531AQ #579-204-532AQ #579-204-536AQ #579-204-535AQ
.500
50-W
#579-105-031AQ
#579-105-032AQ
#579-205-031AQ #579-205-032AQ #579-205-036AQ #579-205-035AQ
.538
53-W
#579-105-331AQ
#579-105-332AQ
#579-205-331AQ #579-205-332AQ
NA
NA
.570
57-W
#579-105-731AQ
#579-105-732AQ
#579-205-731AQ #579-205-732AQ
NA
NA
.312
31-W
NA
#579-103-132AQ
#579-203-131AQ #579-203-132AQ #579-203-136AQ #579-203-135AQ

Sight
No.
26MR
29MR
31MR
34MR
37MR
26MR
41MR
29MR
31MR

Total
Ramp Height
3
⁄16"
.3545
3
⁄16"
.3845
3
⁄16"
.4065
3
⁄16"
.4375
3
⁄16"
.4695
5
⁄16"
.4795
3
⁄16"
.5045
5
⁄16"
.5095
5
⁄16"
.5315

Sight
No.
26MR
45MR
34MR
29MR
31MR
50MR
37MR
26MR
34MR

MARBLE Chart To Determine Overall Sight/Ramp Heights
Total
Sight
Total
Sight
Total
Ramp Height
No.
Ramp
Height
No. Ramp Height
3
5
7
⁄8"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.5420
41MR
.6295
37MR
.7195
3
3
9
⁄16"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.5445
53MR
.6325
26MR
.7295
5
7
3
⁄16"
⁄16"
⁄8"
.5625
29MR
.6345
45MR
.7320
3
7
7
⁄8"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.5720
31MR
.6565
41MR
.7545
3
3
5
⁄8"
⁄8"
⁄16"
.5940
37MR
.6570
53MR
.7575
3
5
9
⁄16"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.5945
45MR
.6695
29MR
.7595
5
7
9
⁄16"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.5945
34MR
.6875
31MR
.7815
7
3
3
⁄16"
⁄8"
⁄8"
.6045
41MR
.6920
50MR
.7320
3
5
7
⁄8"
⁄16"
⁄16"
.6250
50MR
.7195
45MR
.7945
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MARBLE’S SIGHT SELECTION CHART

Solid Steel Body For Strength;
Long Rod Picks Up Lots Of Light

Sight
Total
No. Ramp Height
9
⁄16"
34MR
.8125
53MR 3⁄8"
.8200
50MR 7⁄16"
.8445
37MR 9⁄16"
.8445
41MR 9⁄16"
.8795
53MR 7⁄16"
.8825
45MR 9⁄16"
.9195
50MR 9⁄16"
.9695

MARBLE

SPORTING REAR

WINCHESTER RIFLES
1892 Rep. .25-20, .32-20, .38-40, .44-40
1892 Carb. .25-20, .32-20, .38-40, .44-40
1892 Carb. with ramp
1894 Rep. .32-40, .38-55
1894 Rep. .25-35, .30-30, .32 Spec.
1894 with ramp .25-35. .30-30, .32 Spec.
1894 Carb. .32-40, .38-55
1894 Carb. .25-35, .30-30, .32 Spec.
1894 Carb. with ramp
Mod. 61 Pump Action .22 Cal.
Mod. 62 Rep. Rifle .22 Cal.
Mod. 63 .22 L. R. Auto
Mod. 64 .25-35, .30-30, .32 Spec.
Mod. 65 .25-20, 32
Mod. 67 Single Shot .22 Cal.
Mod. 68 .22 Cal.
Mod. 69 .22 Cal.
Mod. 70 All Cal.
Mod. 71 .348 Cal.
Mod. 77 .22 Cal. S. L. Rifle
Mod. 88 .308 Cal. L. A. Rifle
Mod. 100

FLAT TOP
66
63
63
66
66
66
63
63
63
63
63
63
66
66
63
63
63
66
66
63
66
63H

MARLIN RIFLES
Mod. 39, A Rep. Rifles
Mod. 39 A with Ramp
Mod. 56 22 Cal. L. A.
Mod. 36, 336 rifle and carbines
Mod. 336, SC .35 Cal.
REMINGTON RIFLES
Mod. 12 Rep. Rifle .22 Cal
Mod. 121 Fieldmaster .22 Cal.
Mod. 121 Fieldmaster (1936 Series) .22 Cal.
Mod. 141 Gamemaster .30, .32, .35
Mod. 241 Speedmaster .22 Auto-Ldg.
Mod. 33, 34, 41, .22 Cal. Single Shot
Mod. 341 Speedmaster .22 Cal.
Mod. 510, 513T
Mod. 511, 512, 550, 552
Mod. 514
Mod. 521T .22 Cal
Mod. 572 .22 Cal.
Mod. 700
Mod. 721, 722 All Cal.
Mod. 760 All Cal.
Mod. 740 .22 Cal.
Mod. 740 ADL
Mod. 742
Mod. 760 .22 Cal.
Mod. 725

63
63
63
66
66

LEAF REAR
FULL BUCK
68
65
65
68
68
68
65
65
65
65
65
65
68
68
65
65
65
68
68
65
68
65

64
64
64
67
67

65
65
65
68
68

69
69
69
69H
69H

37M
45W
37M

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
68
65
65
-

69
69
69
69
69
68H
69
69
69
69
69
69
69H
69H
69H
69H
69
69
69

31W
37M
37M
31M
37W
31W
31W
37M
37M
37M
45W
37M
41MR
34W
37M
41
41
31M

63
64
63
64
63M
64M
66H
64
63M
64
63
64
63
67H
63
64
63
64
63M
64
63
64
63M
64M
63
64
63H
64H
66
67
63H
64H
63H
64H
63H
64H
66H
67H
66
67
On late Model 700, 721, 722, 725, 740, 760 No. 25 Ramp
Sight Base is required to use Marble Open Rear Sights (not stocked)

FLAT
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69H

FRONT
MOD.
NO.
31W
31W
45W
894
34W
34W
34W
34W
45W
45W
41M
26MR

SEMI-BUCK
67
64
64
67
67
67
64
64
64
64
64
64
67
67
64
64
64
67
67
64
67
64H

SAVAGE RIFLES
Mod. 340, .30-30 Cal. for Gun with Slot in Ramp
Mod. 342 .22 Hornet
Mod. 1899 E. F. G.
Mod. 99R .250 and .300 Cal.
Types A, B, C, D & H. Serial No. below 297,000 in Cal. .22 HP. .25-35, .30-30, .303-.300
For Featherweight
Mod. 99T .30-30 & .303 Cal.
99F, G & EG .22 Cal. HP; 99RS .250
99F, G & K .30-30 & .303; Carbines .250, .30-30, .303
99T .22 HP, .250, .300, 99A, E. F. G. EG.K & R .250, 99G, K, RS .300
Mod. 110MC-MCL
Mod. 99DL .300 Sav.
Mod. 99E .243, .300 Sav. and .308

63H
63H
66
66
-

64H
64H
67
67
-

68
68
-

69H
69H
69
69
69H

45W

63
63
66
66
66H
66
66

64
64
67
67
67H
67
67

65
65
68
68
68
68

69H
69H
69H
69H
69H
69H
69H

34W
37M
45W
26MR
29MR

STEVENS RIFLES
Mod. 87
Mod. 87K

63H
63H

67H
64H

68
65

69H
69H

37W
37W

BROWNING
22 Automatic late models
22 Automatic
Mod. .30, .06

63
-

64
-

65
-

69
-

37M
-

-

-

-

69H
69

45MR
41MR

STURM-RUGER RIFLES
Mod. 44 Mag.
Mod. 10/22
- No sight available.
† Used with 9⁄16" Ramp.
‡ Used with 5⁄16" Ramp.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

MARBLE

BULLSEYE REAR SIGHT

N.E.C.G. “MASTERPIECE”

FOLDING FRONT SIGHT

ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT
Precision Windage & Elevation Adjustment

Allows Use Of AR-15 Rear Sights
On Your Sig; Fits Factory Sight Dovetail

Long
Short
Fixed

For Fast Target Acquisition & Improved Accuracy
Barrel-mounted, dovetail Bullseye sight gets you on target fast with perfect alignment for improved accuracy. Steel,
double-ring peep design ensures consistent sight alignment
and helps improve shooting form. The moment the rear sight
is misaligned, the front sight drifts out of the center ring, telling the shooter to re-align. Replaces standard 3/8" dovetail rear
sights on many rifles. For use with bead-type or traditional
blade front sights. Adjustable models are available with a short
or long base and six-position step elevator that’s adjustable in
.030" increments for precise elevation settings. Fixed model
features the same Bullseye peep design but without the extended base and is not elevation adjustable. All models are drift
adjustable for windage. May require minor fitting. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, polished finish. Fits nominal 3/8" (9.5mm) dovetail. Out9
16
side Ring O.D. - / " (1.4cm). Inside Ring I.D. - .15" (3.8mm). Adjustable .338"-.535" (8.6mm - 13.5mm) elevation adjustment in six, .030" (.76mm)
increments. OAL from rear of dovetail - Long: 21/2" (6.3cm). Short - 11/2"
(3.8cm). Fixed - .438 (11.1mm) fixed height from bottom of dovetail to
center of inside ring. 7/16" (1.1mm) long.
#579-000-163AQ Short Adj. Bullseye Sight, 
9G14L62��������������������������������������������������������$ 16.99
#579-000-164AQ Long Adj. Bullseye Sight, 
9G14C62���������������������������������������������������� 16.99
#579-000-165AQ Fixed Bullseye Sight, 9G14J62������������ 16.99

MARBLE

Flip-up front sight deploys with the flick
of a finger to provide instant back-up to keep
you in the fight if your Sig 556’s primary optic or laser sight fails. Fits the factory dovetail
on the gas block, and is the correct height to
allow use of any Midwest Industries AR-15
flip-up rear sight. Uses standard A2 front sight post to ensure
correct sight picture and easy adjustment using an A2 front
sight tool. Super-smooth pivot mechanism with sturdy ballbearing detent locks positively in the raised position and stays
locked until you hit the pushbutton release. Folds down neatly
out of your sight path when not in use. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black.
#100-004-065AQ Sig 556 Folding Front Sight, 
2A80A65 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 89.99

MEPROLIGHT

®

All Steel Replacement Sights With
Excellent Low-Light Visibility
Easy-to-install, adjustable replacement sights equipped with
Meprolight’s standard, tritium insert with visibility guaranteed
for five years. All sights fit in the factory sight bodies. No alteration to the gun. Fits Remington model 4, 6, 7400, 7600, 870, 1100
and 11-87 equipped with adjustable rifle sights.
SPECS: Steel sight body, blued. Tritium inserts. Includes front and rear
sight.
#387-310-460AQ Rem. 870, 1100, 11-87 Night Sight, 
2B85D69 ����������������������������������������������������$ 101.35

SPORTING REAR SIGHT

Traditional Sights Fit Many Brands

REMINGTON RIFLE SIGHT

LIPSKI

COMPETITION REAR SIGHT BASE
Easy Rear Aperture Sight
Mounting For Target Rifles

Flattop

Semi-Buckhorn

Full-Buckhorn

Sporting Rear Sight Base with three styles of Uprights. Perfect as replacement sights for customizing the sight picture, or
adding adjustment to fixed sight guns. Fits standard 3/8" dovetails; available with Flat Top, Semi-Buckhorn or Full Buckhorn
Uprights. a
b
SPECS: Dovetail Model - Total heights: #63 and 64, .275" (7.1mm) - .505"
(12.4mm); #63H, 64H, 66H and 67H, .350" (9.0mm) - .630 (16.0mm); #65,
66, 67 and 68, .300" (7.6mm) -.510" (12.9mm).
STOCK #
#579-063-001AQ
#579-063-003AQ
#579-066-001AQ
#579-066-003AQ
#579-064-001AQ
#579-064-003AQ
#579-067-001AQ
#579-067-003AQ
#579-065-001AQ
#579-068-001AQ

STYLE
SHANK
FLAT TOP SIGHTS
Dovetail
Short
Dovetail
Short
Dovetail
Long
Dovetail
Long
SEMI-BUCKHORN SIGHTS
Dovetail
Short
Dovetail
Short
Dovetail
Long
Dovetail
Long
FULL-BUCKHORN SIGHTS
Dovetail
Short
Dovetail
Long

MODEL
63
63H
66
66H
64
64H
67
67H
65
68

— Advise # — Flat Top Rear, 9G14C62������������������������������ $ 19.99
— Advise # — Semi-Buckhorn Rear, 9G14G62�������������� 19.99
— Advise # — Full-Buckhorn Rear, 9G14C62���������������� 19.99

Attach receiver-style target sights
to your favorite rifle without drilling
and tapping. AR-15 model clamps
to flat top rails; WR fits Weaver-style
bases; WR-MJT accepts Lyman MJT and Williams Target Foolproof sights. Once sight is mounted to base, the entire unit may
be removed and re-installed without loss of zero. Pre-drilled
side mounting plate accepts Redfield Palma, Warner, Zelenak
and other sights using 10-32 mount screws. Mounting plate is
adjustable for vertical and horizontal position. a
b
SPECS: Steel, matte black. Adapter base 2.25" (5.7cm) long, .90" (23mm)
high. Threaded 10-32. Weighs 3.1oz. (68 g).
#527-100-015AQ AR-15 Sight Base, 7B64I67������������������� $ 69.99
#527-100-100AQ WR Sight Base, 7B64I67����������������������� 69.99
#527-000-004AQ WR-MJT Sight Base, 7B64B67����������� 69.99

N.E.C.G.

EXPRESS SIGHT

Fast Sight Picture, Elegant Looks
Classically styled, all-steel sight with
one fixed, plus single or double flip-up
leaves give fast pickup and clear sight picture for hunting in thick cover. Install directly on a rib.
SPECS: Machined steel, in-the-white. Height from top of base radius to
bottom of dovetail is .250" (6.3mm). Total sight height to top of middle
leaf is .755". 1-Leaf Sight: .98" (25mm) long, 2-Leaf Sight: 1.4" (3.5cm)
long, .7" (17mm) wide.
#661-000-028AQ 1-Leaf Express Sight, 1F69E99����������� $ 80.00
#661-000-029AQ 2-Leaf Express Sight, 1F82K31����������� 90.00

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Notched, “V”-style blade is fully
adjustable for windage and elevation.
Machined from solid steel, polished
and blued to compliment the finest
sporting rifle.
SPECS: Steel, polished, blued. 23/16" (5cm) long, .546" (13.8mm) wide, 1.6
oz. (44g) wt. .322" (8.1mm) from top of barrel to top of base. Solder-on or
drill and tap for 8-36 screw.
STOCK #
MODEL FITS BARREL DIA.
PRICE
1F83K31 $ 99.00
#661-105-830AQ
MR-L
.731" To .830"
1F84N86 $ 99.00
#661-105-930AQ
MR-X
.831" To .930"

N.E.C.G. “MASTERPIECE”

BANDED FRONT RAMP
Classic, Hooded
Front Sight Bands

Window-Style

Machined from solid,
mild steel; classic sight that’s
easy to fit and finish. A wide
selection of interchangeable
blades match any hunting situation. Accepts “Masterpiece”
front sights only. Hood shown is optional. Hoods are available
in Medium and window-style Large hood that features lightadmitting side cutouts for use with fiber optic front sights.
SPECS: Mild steel, in-the-white. Band - approx. 3.3" (8.4cm) long. Height
shown in chart is from top of barrel to bottom of dovetail. Hoods - approximately 11/8" (3.1cm) long, Med. - .630" (16mm); Large - .708" (18mm) I.D.
STOCK #
MODEL I.D. (MM) HEIGHT
#661-120-551AQ
1
.551" (14)
.500"
#661-120-571AQ
1A
.571" (14.5) .421"
#661-120-590AQ 2
.590" (15)
.421"
#661-120-618AQ 3
.610" (15.5) .421"
#661-120-650AQ 4
.650" (16.5) .421"
#661-120-670AQ 4A
.670" (17)
.386"
#661-120-689AQ 5
.689" (17.5) .362"
#661-120-708AQ 5A
.708" (17.9) .386"
#661-120-728AQ 5B
.728" (18.5) .362"
#661-120-748AQ 6
.748" (19)
.362"
#661-120-768AQ 6A
.768" (19.5) .362"
#661-120-787AQ 6B
.787" (20)
.362"
#661-120-827AQ 6C
.827" (21)
.362"

PRICE
1F62A51 $ 75.00
1F62A51 $ 75.00
1F62I51 $ 75.00
1F62D51 $ 75.00
1F62E51 $ 75.00
1F62K51 $ 75.00
1F62C51 $ 75.00
1F62A51 $ 75.00
1F62Q51 $ 75.00
1F62K51 $ 75.00
1F62P51 $ 75.00
1F62B51 $ 75.00
1F62Q51 $ 75.00

#661-120-100AQ Medium Sight Hood, 1F22D31����������� $ 25.00
#661-000-045AQ Large Window-Style Hood, 
1F29B99������������������������������������������������������� 34.00
“MASTERPIECE” FRONT SIGHTS Spring-loaded plunger and detent,
located in the “Masterpiece” Banded
Front Ramp, hold the sight blade into
the longitudinal dovetail; set screw
firmly locks the sight blade in place. S-5
S-4
S-1
Styles available: S-1 - 5/64" (1.9mm) and
3
/32" (2.3mm) diameter silver bead. S-4 - fixed silver 3/32" diameter
bead and fold-down 11/64" (4.3mm) diameter Ivory bead. S-5 - 3/32"
x 11/16" long red fiber optic light pipe.
SPECS: Steel, blued. Base - 7/8" (22mm) long, S-4 is 3/4" (19mm) long; 7/32"
(5.5mm) wide. Blade - 9/16" (14.3mm) long. Height - shown in chart is from
bottom of dovetail to top of blade. S-5 Light Pipe - 3/32" (2.3mm) Dia. x
11
/16" (17mm) long.
STOCK #
#661-121-197AQ
#661-124-256AQ
#661-000-040AQ
#661-000-041AQ
#661-000-042AQ
#661-000-043AQ

order on the web

MODEL
S-1
S-4
S-5
S-5
S-5
S-5

brownells.com

HEIGHT (MM)
.197" (5.0)
.256" (6.5)
.256" (6.5)
.276" (7.0)
.315" (8.0)
.354" (9.0)

PRICE
1F17C10 $ 19.00
1F52L31 $ 59.00
1F33F61 $ 39.00
1F33K61 $ 39.00
1F33A61 $ 39.00
1F33N61 $ 39.00

N.E.C.G. RUGER®

RIFLE FRONT SIGHTS
High-Visibility White Bead
Or Fiber Optic Rod
Speeds Target Acquisition
No-gunsmithing replacement front sights for Ruger No.
1® and M77® rifles feature sturdy,
fully-machined bodies with a
high-visibility white bead or bright fiber optic rod for fast sight
acquisition. Makes your front sight stand out even when aiming against dark foliage or muted backgrounds. Beautifully
blued sight body blends with your rifle’s original bluing.
SPECS: Steel body, blued. Fits factory sight ramp on Ruger No. 1 and M77
rifles. Heights given below are measured from bottom of base to top
of sight. White Bead - White polymer bead, .300" (7.6mm) high, .940"
(2.4mm) wide. Fiber Optic - Red fiber optic bead, .330" (8.38mm) high,
.100" (2.5mm) wide.
#661-000-064AQ .300" White Bead Front Sight, 
1F22B31�������������������������������������������������������� $ 26.00
#661-000-066AQ .330" Red Fiber Optic Front Sight, 
1F33M49������������������������������������������������������� 39.00

SAMSON SIG 556//522

QUICK FLIP FOLDING FRONT SIGHT
A2

Familiar AR Sight Picture,
Rugged Construction &
Reliable Mechanism

Machined aluminum replacement for factory front sight gives
your Sig the familiar AR-15/M16
sight picture and lets you use
HK
readily-available AR‑type clampon Picatinny rear sights. Serves as a reliable backup sight that
deploys and retracts with the press of the large, easy-to-find
release button. Spring mechanism locks in both deployed and
folded positions, and is concealed to resist fouling from dust
and dirt. AR-style post is the correct height to regulate with
Samson and other many other commercial Picatinny railmountable rear sights for the AR-15/M16 (will not work with
SIG 556/522 factory rear sights). Post adjusts for elevation using
the standard four-prong AR front sight tool. A2 model features
a wide field of view and thick protective ears that guard the
post from impact. HK model has globe-style ears to give you a
centered target-style shooting picture. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. 1" (2.5cm)
long when deployed, 21/8" (5.4cm) long when folded, 11/4" (3.18cm) wide.
Post height regulates correctly with Samson Quick Flip Folding Rear
Sights and ARMS #40A/#40L rear sights (both available separately), plus
most A2-height rail-mounted AR-15/M16 rear sights.
#100-005-375AQ A2 Front Sight, 1B81A38����������������������� $ 94.99
#100-005-374AQ HK Front Sight, 1B81A38��������������������� 94.99

N.E.C.G

CLASSIC EXPRESS SIGHT

Magnum Clamp Won’t Loosen
Under Recoil
Flip-up, windage adjustable, express-style sights clamp securely into
the pre-contoured base so they won’t
shoot loose, even under heavy recoil. Blank leaves require trimming to correct height. Drill and tap, or silver solder to barrel. P1
single leaf. P2 two leaves. P3 three leaves.
SPECS: Steel, blued, polished finish. 31/16" (8cm) long. 1/4" (6.3mm) wide. 2.6
oz. (774g) weight. Fits barrel diameters: L .730" to .830", XL .830" to .930".
STOCK #
STYLE
PRICE
1F129M99 $ 135.00
#661-001-830AQ
P1-XL
1F125D61 $ 144.00
#661-002-730AQ
P2-L
1F125C61 $ 144.00
#661-002-830AQ
P2-XL
1F139E99 $ 154.00
#661-103-830AQ
P3-XL
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rifle/shotgun sights

MIDWEST INDUSTRIES SIG 556

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

MERIT

KENSIGHT M1 CARBINE

#3 & #4 TARGET SIGHT DISC
Adjustable Aperture
Eyepiece For Popular
Target Sights

Precision sight receiver discs with 10,
click-adjustable iris settings (.022" to .125" dia.) let shooters match peep sight aperture
to light conditions. Internal spring eliminates face wobble.
#3LS fits most Redfield, Lyman and Williams receiver sights.
Separate model fits Browning 1885 factory sight. Master models
add a 11/2" (3.8cm) dia. flexible neoprene light shield and a steel
cup that completely shades the opening. a
b
SPECS: Steel. 3/4" (19mm) dia. x 1/4" (6.3mm) thick disc. #3LS - 7/32" (5.6mm)
5
- 40 thread on /16" (7.9mm) lg. shank. Browning 1885 - 10-32 thread shank
fits Browning factory tang sights.
#571-003-001AQ Merit #3LS, 1G37K87�������������������������� $ 56.99
66.00
#571-003-002AQ Merit #3LS Master, 1G44C00����������
56.00
#571-003-004AQ Browning 1885, 1G37K33������������������
66.00
#571-003-014AQ Browning 1885 Master, 1G44F00��
#4 HUNTING SIGHT DISCS - Compact, adjustable receiver sight
discs give choice of iris openings from .025" to .155" diameter.
External “click” spring.
SPECS: Steel. 1/2" (12.7mm) diameter x 1/4" (6.3mm) thick disc, 7/32" (5.6mm)
- 40 thread. #4LS - 11/32" (8.7mm) long shank. #4 10-32 - 5/16" (8.7mm)
long shank, fits Marble tang sight. #4 SS – 5/16" (8.7mm) long shank, fits
Lyman #2 tang sight.
#571-000-002AQ #4 10-32 Sight Disc, 1G32I50������������� $ 48.99
#571-000-003AQ #4 SS Sight Disc, 1G32F00������������������� 48.00
#571-004-002AQ Merit 4LS Sight Disc, 1G32P72����������� 48.99

RIMFIRE
RECEIVER SIGHT
N.E.C.G

Precision Target Acquisition;
Mounts On Grooved Rimfire Receivers
Machined, steel peep sight gives
you a precise sight picture for pin-point
accuracy from your match or hunting rifle. Sight attaches to
grooved, 3/8" dovetail, rimfire receivers. Fully adjustable for
windage and elevation; comes with .093" and .125" apertures,
plus a handy wrench for easy installation. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. 1" (2.5cm) long, 3/4" (19mm) wide, 1/2"
(12.7mm) high. .093" (2.3mm) and .125" (3.1mm) apertures. Fits grooved,
3
/8" (9.5mm) rimfire receivers.
#661-000-044AQ Rimfire Receiver Sight, 1F79B99 ����� $ 90.00

GHOST
RING PEEP SIGHT

N.E.C.G. CZ 550

Precision Crafted For Reliable
Function; Fully Adjustable
Beautifully machined, all steel peep sight features the larger
opening of a .096" I.D. ghost ring aperture for close range encounters with dangerous game. Extra-thick steel clamps with
slotted, knurled knobs lock solidly to the rear square bridge on
CZ 550 rifles. Integral indexing lug engages notch on left side
of receiver for complete immobilization of sight and proper
return-to-zero. Ghost ring provides a wide field-of-view and
eliminates small peep obstruction caused by snow and other
debris. Fine threaded sight post is locked in place with two, Allen head setscrews to prevent loosening under the heaviest
recoil; each half of post turn yields approximately 1/2" elevation
correction at 100 yards. Left and right clamps adjust independently for precise windage control. Installation requires no
modification to rifle.
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. 7/8" (2.2cm) long, 11/2" (3.8cm) wide, 3/4"
(1.9cm) high, .096" (2.4mm) diameter aperture. 1.7 oz. (48g) wt. Includes
aperture adjustment tool and Allen wrenches.
#661-000-046AQ CZ-550 Ghost Ring Sight, 1F79Q99���$ 90.00
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SIGHT APERTURES
A Complete Selection
Of Williams Apertures
Have the right combination of aperture and disc always
on hand. Perfect to change
between hunting and target shooting or as replacements for
b
missing ones. Fit Williams and Lyman, 7/32"-40 sights. a
STANDARD SHANK SIGHT APERTURES - Standard lengthshank
fits Williams Foolproof, Target Foolproof, and 5D only.
SPECS: 7/32"-40 thread. 3/8" or 1/2" STD Aperture Paks include three, 3/8" or
1
/2" O.D. apertures: one each with .050", .093" and .125" aperture holes.
7
/8" x .050" Target Aperture Pak includes three, 7/8" O.D. apertures with
.050" aperture holes.
#080-766-380AQ 3/8" Std. Aperture Pak, 8K24E93��������� $ 59.99
#080-766-500AQ 1/2" Std. Aperture Pak, 8K30H28��������� 36.99
#080-766-705AQ 7/8" x .050" Tgt. Apts., 8K36K91����������� 46.99
INDIVIDUAL STANDARD APERTURES - One Per Package
SPECS: 7/32"-40 thread. 3/8", 1/2" or 7/8" O.D apertures.
#080-766-381AQ 3/8" x .050" Aperture, 8K9P68�������������� $ 22.99
#080-766-382AQ 3/8" x .093" Aperture, 8K9E68��������������� 23.99
#080-766-383AQ 3/8" x .125" Aperture, 8K9A68��������������� 22.99
#080-766-501AQ 1/2" x .050" Aperture, 8K12F21������������� 17.99
#080-766-502AQ 1/2" x .093" Aperture, 8K12G21������������� 17.99
#080-766-706AQ 7/8" x .050" Aperture, 8K13I63 ������������� 16.99
LONG SHANK SIGHT APERTURES - Fits Williams
WGRS ONLY. Longer shanks allow correction
for proper eye relief. Standard or brass-ringed,
Twilight (TW) aperture.
SPECS: 7/32"-40 thread. 3/8" Long Shank (L/S) or 3/8"
Twilight, Long Shank (TW L/S) Aperture Paks include
three, 3/8" O.D., long shank apertures: one each with .050", .093" and
.125" holes.
#080-784-380AQ 3/8" L/S Aperture Pak, 8K33L34����������� $ 43.99
#080-784-390AQ 3/8" TW L/S Aperture Pak, 
8K31Q34������������������������������������������������������� 41.99
TWILIGHT APERTURES - A light gathering brass ring surrounds
the peep to enhance visibility in low light. Fits Foolproof, Target
Foolproof, and 5D sights only.
SPECS: 7/32"-40 thread. Standard length shank. 3/8" Twilight (TW) Aperture
Pak includes three 3/8" O.D. apertures: one each with .050", .093" and .125"
aperture holes. Individual apertures also sold separately.
#080-767-380AQ 3/8" TW Aperture Pak, 8K35E67�������� $ 47.99

Modern, high-quality reproduction of the original rear sight
makes restoring your M1 carbine
easier and the final job look authentic. Patterned after the factory
rear sight using modern CAD/CAM design techniques and
wire EDM cut from 4140 bar stock for tight tolerances. Features
audible clicks for precise windage adjustment and preset range
increments for elevation adjustment.
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. Fits M1 Carbine.
#100-004-084AQ Rear Aperature Sight, 5A24I77 ��������� $ 26.99

APERTURE FRONT SIGHT
Globe Style Sight For
M14/M1A & Garand
Reduces Eye Fatigue
Cleaner sight and
target definition plus
greatly reduced eyestrain
for higher match scores.
Installs easily; no permanent alterations to rifle.
Legal in NRA “Match Rifle” category only. a
b
SPECS: Blued steel, 1" (2.5cm) long, .625" (15.8mm) diameter, .8 oz. (25g)
wt. Includes 1 aperture.
#034-200-001AQ M1 Garand Sight, 4C56G99������������������$ 79.99
#034-200-014AQ M1A/M14 Sight, 4C56F99 �������������������� 79.99

MJT TARGET SIGHT

LYMAN

90 MJT UNIVERSAL RECEIVER SIGHT Features windage and elevation knobs
with click detents in minute and 1/4
minute graduations. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum body, steel
knobs. Matte black finish. Adjusts from 1.06"
(2.6cm) to 1.56" (3.9cm) above bore line. Includes 7/8" (22mm) target disc w/.040" (1mm) aperture. Wt. 4 oz. (113g).
Fits Williams Foolproof Bases. For .22RF target rifles.
#539-090-000AQ MJT Receiver Sight, 5K82H22����������� $ 99.99
20 MJT GLOBE FRONT SIGHT - Machined steel,
globe front with interchangeable inserts.
SPECS: Steel, blued. 11/4" (3.1cm) long, .875" (22.2mm)
diameter. 3/8" (nominal) dovetail. 1.8 oz. (51g) wt. .700"
(17mm) from bottom of dovetail to center of aperture.
Includes 2 posts, 5 aperture inserts.
#539-620-000AQ MJT Globe Sight, 5K40C74����������������� $ 49.99
93 MJT AR-15 & MATCH RIFLES TARGET FRONT SIGHT - Machined steel globe front with interchangeable
inserts. Knurled bezel locks aperture in place.
Fits standard dovetail bases. Accepts Anschutz
inserts. Quick-detach locking thumbscrew retains sight on base.
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. .550" (13.9mm) from
bottom of dovetail to center of aperture. 11/4" (3.1cm) long, .750" (19mm)
diameter. Includes - five disc inserts with .126" (3.2mm), .154" (3.9mm),
.161 (4.1mm), .169" (4.3mm), .177" (4.5mm) apertures; Two post inserts
with .067" (1.7mm) and .102" (2.6mm) wide posts.
#539-620-100AQ 93 Match Sight, 5K54Q70�������������������� $ 64.99

LYMAN

TARGET FRONT SIGHT
Low, All Steel With Eight Inserts

All steel front sight with eight interchangeable sight inserts that are locked
into place by threaded cap. Sight includes insert set. a
b
SPECS: Sight tube- 9/16" (14.3mm) dia.. Dovetail
3
base is /8" (9.5mm) wide for standard dovetail.
Use 17AML with 57SML Receiver sight. 17 ATC is for use with factory vernier tang sight on T/C muzzleloaders. 17AEU fits European 9mm (nominal
.360" x .070") dovetail. HEIGHT is from bottom of dovetail to center of
aperture.
STOCK #
MODEL
HEIGHT
#539-017-360AQ
17AHB
.404"
#539-017-444AQ
17AEU
.465"
#539-017-445AQ
17AMI
.494"
#539-017-446AQ
17AML
.494"
#539-017-532AQ
17AUG
.584"
#539-017-852AQ
17ATC
.854"
— Advise # — 17A Front Sight, 5K31N50��������������������������$ 39.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

RECEIVER SIGHT

3 Styles Fit Hundreds Of Gun Models

High Quality Reproduction Of
The Factory Original

INDIVIDUAL TWILIGHT APERTURES - One Per Package
#080-767-050AQ 3/8" x .050" TW Aperture, 8K12K33������ $ 17.99
#080-767-093AQ 3/8" x .093" TW Aperture, 8K12A33������ 17.99
#080-767-125AQ 3/8" x .125" TW Aperture, 8K12Q33������ 17.99

ALLEY M1A/M14

LYMAN

REAR APERTURE SIGHT

Rugged and precise sights, machined to
hug the receiver for lowest line of sight, least
protrusion. Audible-click, 1/4 minute adjustments for elevation and windage. Elevation
slide is scribed in 3 minute increments. Quick
release allows slide to be removed with a press
of a button. Elevation stop screw permits instantaneous return
to zero. Model 57 is for round receivers; M
 odel 66 is for flat
receivers, 66 WB includes semi-target knobs. The 57 SML is a
special model for tang installation on muzzleloaders such as
T/C Hawken and similar rifles and includes semi-target knobs.
The 57 SMET includes target knobs. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized. Comes with two apertures, 1/2"
5
(12.7mm) x .093" (2.3mm) and /8" (15.8mm) x .040" (1.1mm).
FITS
MODEL
STOCK #
BROWNING Sako
57 SME #539-057-002AQ
BSA Majestic
57 WJS #539-057-003AQ
COLT Sako
57 SME #539-057-002AQ
ENFIELD U.S. 1917, .30-06; British 1914 .303B (altered
57 SME #539-057-002AQ
receiver)
MARLIN 39A
66 MC #539-066-003AQ
MARLIN 336
66 LA #539-066-002AQ
MOSSBERG 402
66 MC #539-066-003AQ
MUZZLELOADERS Lyman Great Plains, Trade,Deer Stalker 57 GPR #539-000-001AQ
MUZZLELOADERS T/C Hawken and others
57 SML #539-057-004AQ
IN-LINE MUZZLELOADERS White Systems In-line
57 SMET #539-057-007AQ
REMINGTON 141
66A
#539-066-001AQ
REMINGTON 700, 721, 722, 660
57 WJS #539-057-003AQ
REMINGTON XP-100
57 WJS #539-057-003AQ
SAVAGE 10, 110
57 WJS #539-057-003AQ
WINCHESTER 64, 92, 94
66 A #539-066-001AQ
WINCHESTER 70
57 WJS #539-057-003AQ
WINCHESTER 1886 Win. & Browning
66 WB #539-000-004AQ
JAP Arisaka 6.5mm & 7.7mm
57 SME #539-057-002AQ
MAUSER 98, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 1904, 1909, 1936, G33/40 57 SME #539-057-002AQ
MAUSER 98, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 1904, 1909, 1936, G33/40 57 SMET #539-057-007AQ
SPRINGFIELD 1903
57 SME #539-057-002AQ
SPRINGFIELD 1903
57 SMET #539-057-007AQ
— Advise # — Receiver Sight, 5K82H22 ������������������������� $ 99.99
TARGET KNOBS FOR LYMAN 57 - Knurled thumb knobs replace
the original screws on the 57 series.
SPECS: Blued steel. Windage and Elevation Knob sold per each. Fit Lyman 57 series only.
#539-399-262AQ Target Elevation Knob, 5K2N30��������� $ 3.99
#539-399-261AQ Target Windage Knob, 5K2L30����������� 3.99

SHAVER

GLOBE SIGHT INSERTS

Finer Crosshairs,
Posts Or Silhouettes
For Greater Accuracy
Developed specifically for silhouette shooters using globe front
sights. Thinner, more
versatile crosshairs, posts
and apertures do away
with thick, bulky inserts; won’t hide that 500 meter ram or tiny
“black” you need to hit. a
b
SPECS: 1095 spring steel, blued. .01" (.25mm) thick. Post & Aperture Card
includes 3 apertures, 4 crosshairs, 3 posts. Lyman 17A also fits Browning
BPCR. .470" (12mm) dia. Redfield/Alley - .550" (14mm) dia. Fits Redfield
65/66 and Alley globe sights. Large Lyman/Anschutz - .675" (17.1mm) dia.
STOCK #
MODEL
PRICE
1H17E69 $ 21.95
#781-100-017AQ
Lyman 17A Sight
1H18P57 $ 19.99
#781-100-010AQ
Redfield/Alley
1H17F33 $ 20.95
#781-100-011AQ
Large Lyman/Anschutz

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

N.E.C.G

PEEP-SIGHT

Solid-steel sight is fully adjustable
for windage and elevation; provides a
primary sight when hunting dangerous
game and a scope is not practical, or an
emergency backup. Furnished with .093" and .125" diameter
apertures; allows you to shoot very accurately, even under poor
light conditions. Fits Weaver-style or Picatinny base, may be
easily removed and returned to zero every time. Includes two
elevation slides. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue finish. 11/8" (2.9cm) long, 11/2" (3.8cm) wide, 1" (2.5cm)
7
high. Aperture - /32-40 thread, accepts Williams and Merit sight discs.
#661-000-035AQ Weaver Peep Sight, 1F79C99 ������������� $ 90.00

N.E.C.G. RUGER®

RECEIVER SIGHT

Finely machined steel receiver sight
clamps to factory ring notches on Ruger rifles; serves as a primary hunting sight in situations where a scope may not be practical.
Pack as an emergency sight to save your hunt in case of scope
failure. Install and remove without loss of zero. Height matches
most M-77®, 77/22® and No. 1 factory front sights. Includes .093"
and .125" apertures that draw your eye to the sight for fast sight
b
alignment. Adjustable for windage and elevation. a
SPECS: Steel, blue finish. 11/4" (3.2cm) long. 3/4" (19mm) high. 11/4" (3.2cm)
wide.
#661-040-100AQ Receiver Sight, for Ruger,
1F79H99������������������������������������������������������� $ 90.00

SMITH ENTERPRISE M1/M14/M1A

SMITH ENTERPRISE M14

FRONT & REAR SIGHTS

TRITIUM CLOSE COMBAT SIGHT

M14/M1A Front Sight

For Easy Restorations
Or Competition

Heat-treated,
4130
chrome moly front and rear
sights make it fast and easy
to upgrade your original
military sights for improved
M1 Garand Front Sight
strength
and
accuracy.
Parkerized finish reduces glare and helps deflect light for a
clear, easy-to-acquire sight picture in all light conditions.
Match-type front sights feature a narrow, .062" wide front blade
for a crisp, clean sight picture at all normal competition ranges.
Garand Tritium front sight has a self-illuminating, green Tritium insert in the .091" wide blade for fast sight pick up in lowlight conditions. a
b
SPECS: Steel, Parkerized finish. Match Front - .062" (1.6mm) wide blade.
Includes setscew. Standard Front - .079" (2mm) wide blade. Includes
setscrew. Garand Tritium Front - .091" (2.3mm) wide blade. Includes
clamping screw.
#851-100-101AQ Match M1 Garand Front Sight, 
1E38N46������������������������������������������������������� $ 42.99
#851-000-085AQ M1 Garand Tritium Front Sight, 
1E84E99������������������������������������������������������� 84.99
#851-114-106AQ Match M14/M1A Front Sight, 
1E33B79������������������������������������������������������� 41.99

TECH SIGHTS RUGER 10/22

GI-STYLE APERTURE SIGHTS
Provides Familiar M16
Service Rifle Sight Picture &
Improved Accuracy
Replacement sight sets
give your 10/22 a longer
sight radius for improved
accuracy potential, plus the same sight picture as an AR-15/
M16 with military-issue sights. Installation requires no gunsmithing, no drilling/tapping, and no permanent alterations
to the rifle. Rear sight mounts using the factory-provided holes
for a scope base. All-steel front sight assembly has a standard
detent-locking M16 post surrounded by protective ears that
guard it from damage and misalignment. User may substitute
any aftermarket post that replaces the standard A2. TSR100 set’s
rear sight is adjustable for windage and features close-range
and long-range flip-up apertures similar to the M16A2 sight.
For even greater precision, the TSR200 set’s rear sight has a
single aperture that uses a rotating dial for fine adjustments in
elevation; click adjustable for windage.
SPECS: Front Sight - steel, blued, matte finish, .53" (13.4mm) wide, .90"
(23mm) high. Rear Sight - aluminum, black finish. 2.9" (7.4cm) long, .94"
(24mm) tall.Sold as front/rear sight sets.
#100-006-910AQ TSR100 10/22 Sight Set, 2C56F97����� $ 59.99
#100-006-911AQ TSR200 10/22 Sight Set, 2C66I62����� 69.99

TRIJICON®

Clamps Quickly To Ruger® Integral Bases

Dependable Backup Sight For Close
Range Combat In Low Light
Genuine Trijicon, self luminous vial
makes this the perfect backup sight for
close range combat in conditions with limited visibility. Wire EDM machined, steel
ears protect the tritium vial. Dovetailed base
securely clamps to Mil-Spec M14 flash suppressors or the Smith Enterprise Gas Cylinder Lock with sight
dovetail (found elsewhere in catalog). a
b
SPECS: 4140 chrome moly steel, black phosphate finish. .650" (1.6cm)
long x .625" (1.5cm) wide. .4 oz. (11g) wt.
#851-000-065AQ Tritium Close Combat Sight, 
1E75J04 ��������������������������������������������������������$ 91.99

FULTON ARMORY M1/M14/M1A

RIFLE SIGHT

Self-Luminous Replacement Sights For
Popular Rifles
The ultimate, self-luminous rifle sight.
Improves sight pickup and visibility during low-light hours when game is most
active. All sights include rugged sapphire crystal, self-illuminating Tritium lamps for a bright, well-defined aiming point
and extra-long life. Lamps guaranteed by the manufacturer to
remain self-luminous for 12 years. a
b
SPECS: Steel body, blued. Tritium insert. Includes front and rear sight unless shown in chart. All sights are adjustable if rifle or shotgun barrel was
originally equipped with factory adjustable sights.
STOCK #
FITS
PRICE
2H56K34 $ 58.00
#892-415-125AQ AR-15 A1/A2 front only
#892-415-025AQ AR-15 A1/A2 with 10-36 windage 2H78H87 $ 82.00
screws
2H126P76 $ 132.00
#892-407-001AQ Remington 74, 76, 760, 7400,
7600, 870, 1100, 11-87 (w/rifle
sights) front and rear 3-dot

TRUGLO

DOVETAIL FRONT SIGHT
Metal Body For Durability; Bright Fiber
Optic Insert Increases Visibility

Light-gathering red fiber optic rod offers
a bright, eye-grabbing bead for fast sighting.
b
Fits nominal 3/8" dovetail. a
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized finish. 3/4" (19mm) long. Red optic
3
rod is /4" long, .060" (1.5mm) diameter. Height measured from top of
ramp to top of sight.
#902-000-008AQ F/O Dovetail Front Sight, .450" High, 
2K13K54��������������������������������������������������������$ 15.99
#902-000-010AQ F/O Dovetail Front Sight, .530"
Hight, 2K13G54������������������������������������������ 15.99

REAR SIGHT ELEVATION KNOB
Replaces Worn-Out Part;
Calibrated In Yards

WILLIAMS MAUSER 96

Steel rear sight elevation
knob is drop-in ready to replace
a worn out knob on your Garand.
USGI-Spec, calibrated in yards, with one minute of elevation
at 100 yards per click, just like the original. Can also be used to
replace the elevation knob on an M14/M1A to change rear sight
calibration from meters to yards. a
b
SPECS: Steel, Parkerized, matte black. Calibrated in yards. Fits M1 Garand
and M14/M1A rifles.
#100-005-278AQ Rear Elevation Knob, 3K40Q29��������� $ 49.99

TRUGLO

RIFLE SIGHT SET
Fully Adjustable, Fiber Optic
Increases Visibility

Combination red front
and green rear provides eyecatching contrast for quick
sight alignment. Fiber optic rods gather available light and
draw your eye to the sights to get you on target fast. Machined
aluminum body adjusts for windage and elevation. Front and
rear set replaces factory sight without alteration or gunsmithing. Remington fits late production rifles and shotguns with
adjustable sights. Ruger® 10/22® fits factory barrels. Winchester
94 fits models with a front sight ramp. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, matte finish. Front and rear set.
#902-000-005AQ Rem. Rifle Sight Set, 2K23J97 ����������� $ 26.99
#902-000-006AQ Ruger 10/22 Rifle Sight Set, 
2K29A13������������������������������������������������������� 32.99
#902-000-007AQ Winchester 94 Rifle Sight Set, 
2K29L13������������������������������������������������������� 32.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

APERTURE SIGHT

No Gunsmithing
Replacement For Military
Rear Sights
Drop-in for a vast improvement in sight picture
over the military issue. Adjusts for windage and elevation; works with original front sight.
No permanent changes to rifle. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized, black, satin finish. Fits M96 and other Swed3
ish military, small ring Mausers. /8" disc dia., .150" dia. aperture. Includes
instructions.
#962-660-196AQ Aperture M96 Sight, 2F18D57 ����������� $ 20.99

WILLIAMS

GROOVED RECEIVER
FOOLPROOF
Fits All Grooved Receiver .22’s

Adjusts to fit any .22 with a receiver
groove that measures .300" to .600" wide.
No drilling, tapping or modifications required. Internal micrometer adjustments
with positive clicks. Lock-screws secure
adjustments against accidental change. Mounts low but may
require a higher than standard front sight. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum , black, anodized body. Bright steel “standard style”
windage and elevation screws. Blue steel aperture. FP-GR 13/4" (4.4cm)
wide. 121/32" (4.2cm) high. Weighs 11/4 oz. (35 g). .0093" (2.4mm) aperture opening. FP-GR-TK: 25/32" (5.5cm) wide. 15/8" body. Blue steel “Target
Knobs” adjust windage and elevation. .093" (2.4mm) aperture opening.
#962-201-606AQ Foolproof FP-GR-TK, 2F64G21�����������$ 71.99

order on the web

brownells.com

WILLIAMS

TARGET FOOLPROOF
Micrometer Click Adjustments

Deluxe Model
Shown

FOR .22 LR TARGET RIFLES - True,
target receiver sights with positive-click, micrometer adjustments on both windage and elevation, knurled target knobs and
elevation lock. All come with 7/8" x
.050" aperture sight disc. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized. HIGH, for target rifles with globe
fronts. Aperture 1.250"-1.750" above bore axis. LOW for sporter rifles with
standard front sights (may require a higher bead). Aperture .750" to 1.250"
above bore axis.
#962-201-001AQ Target FP High, 2F58B50��������������������� $ 65.99
#962-201-002AQ Target FP Low, 2F58A50����������������������� 65.99
DELUXE TARGET FOOLPROOF - Adds markings and arrows for
“UP” and “R”. Uses steel, quick-release elevation nut for elevation/windage overarm.
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized. Line of sight is 1.250"- 1.750" above
bore axis.
#962-201-210AQ D/T Foolproof Sight, 2F71B36 ����������� $ 79.99
TARGET FOOLPROOF BASES - Adapt sights above to .22 rifles.
SPECS: Rem. 510 also fits 511, 512, 513T, 521T. Rem. 540X also fits 541S,
580, 581, 582.
#962-201-075AQ Target FP Base, Win. 75, 2F15L11������� $ 17.99
#962-201-510AQ Target FP Base, Remington 510, 
2F15J11��������������������������������������������������������� 17.99
#962-201-540AQ Target FP Base, Remington 540X, 
2F15C11��������������������������������������������������������� 17.99

WILD WEST GUNS

LEVER RIFLE SIGHTS
Improves Sight Picture
Rear ghost ring improves sight picture and speeds target acquisition. Adjusts for windage and elevation. WPM
94 fits side-eject Winchester 94 only;
requires drilling/tapping if receiver is
not equipped with factory mounting
holes. WPM 95 fits Marlin factory scope
base holes. a
b
SPECS: Steel, matte blued. Includes screws. WPM 94 fits Win. 94. WPM
95 fits Marlin 1895, 1894, 336, and 30.
#981-100-094AQ WPM 94 Sight, 1H00PVR������������������� $ 119.99
#981-100-095AQ WPM 95 Sight, 1H00CCR������������������� 119.99

WILLIAMS

REAR DOVETAIL FIRESIGHT
Replaces 3/8" Dovetail Rear
Sights With Fiber Optics
Highly visible fiber optic
rear sight fits lever actions,
.22 rimfires, and most American-made rifles with the
standard 3/8" dovetail. Bright
green dots are easily seen
under most light conditions
and help you get on target quickly. Adjustable for windage and
elevation. No gunsmithing required. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black. Green fiber optic rod. Approximately 5/16"
from bottom of blade to bottom of notch. Fits 3/8" dovetails.
#962-000-098AQ Dovetail Rear Firesight, 2F14B23������$ 16.95
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rifle/shotgun sights

Provides Excellent Sight Picture,
Clamps To Weaver-Style Bases

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

WILLIAMS AK/SKS

ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT
Drop-In Replacements For
Military Front/Rear Sights
No gunsmithing required for
increased accuracy and improved
sight picture with this aperture rear
sight for hunting or target shooting.
Fully adjustable for elevation and windage. Easy to install. Replacement sight is held in place with a single, hardened, steel
roll pin. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, blued, matte finish. Aperture - 3/8" disc dia. with .150"
dia. aperture. Includes roll pin and instructions. Fits all AK or SKS rifles
and carbines.
#962-445-600AQ Aperture SKS Sight, 2F18M57������������� $ 20.99
#962-474-760AQ Aperture AK Sight, 2F18F57 ��������������� 20.99
SKS FIRESIGHT SET - Bright, red
fiber-optic front and adjustable
aperture rear sight makes a fast,
accurate sighting combination.
Front blade fits in the SKS front
sight housing; rear aperture replaces the rear sight leaf with no gunsmithing required. Fully
adjustable for windage and elevation.
SPECS: Aluminum, blue, matte finish. Fiber optic, red, sight dot. Aperture;
3
/8" disc diameter with .150" diameter aperture.
#962-000-018AQ SKS Firesight Set, 2F28N54����������������� $ 31.99
SKS FRONT FIRE SIGHT - Fits in the SKS front sight aperture with
no gunsmithing required. Bright, red fiber-optic dot makes a
great sighting combination when used with the Williams SKS
Adjustable Rear Sight.
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. Fiber optic, red, sight dot.
#962-602-140AQ SKS Front Sight Bead, 2F15I00����������� $ 16.99

WILLIAMS

RIFLE SIGHT BEAD

All-Metal Beads For Ramps &
Dovetailed Barrels

WIDTH
Narrow
Medium
Narrow
Narrow
Medium
Narrow
Medium
Narrow
Medium
Wide
Medium
Narrow
Wide
Medium
Medium

Rear
Blade
Height

Williams
Ramp
Height

Williams
Bead
Height

STK# 1/16" GOLD
#962-161-250AQ
#962-161-251AQ
#962-161-290AQ
#962-161-310AQ
#962-161-311AQ
#962-161-340AQ
#962-161-341AQ
#962-161-370AQ
#962-161-371AQ
#962-161-372AQ
#962-161-401AQ
#962-161-450AQ
#962-161-502AQ
#962-161-531AQ
#962-161-571AQ

STK# 3/32" GOLD
NA
NA
NA
#962-165-310AQ
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

— Advise # — Williams Gold Bead, .260" thru .450"
high, 2F10J71�������������������������������������������������� $ 11.99
— Advise # — Williams Gold Bead, .500" thru .570"
high, & all “Wide”, 2F10E71�������������������������� 11.99
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Tot. Frnt
Height
abv. Bbl.

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
FP-98		
WGOS-L
WGOS-L

3/16"
1/4"

3/8"
7/16"

.280
.312
.312

.594
.594
.656

3/16"
1/4"

7/16"
7/16"
7/16"

.980
.500
.800

.345
.281
.345

BROWNING AUTO RIFLE

Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Barrel Diameter at Dovetail
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
WGRS-BAR
WGOS-BARSpecial
WGOS-BAR-L

.345

.6895

7/16"
3/8"

.345
.281

.6895
.563

3/16"

1/8"
9/32"

3/16"

5/16"
9/32

.344
.448

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

3/8"
3/8"
9/32"
5/16"
3/8"

.312
.312

.531
.500
.625
.625
.465

.281

5D-510		
WGOS-2 or M
WGOS-S or M

3/16"
1/4"

3/16"
9/32"
5/16"

9/32"

9/32"
9/32"
3/8"

3/16"
9/32"
3/16"

.740
.625
.570
.570
.469
.570
.500
.594

9/32"
3/16"
9/32"

.312
.281
.375

.406
.469
.469

.312
.312
.312

Barrel Diameter 5-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
1/4"
3/8"

3/8"
3/8"
7/16"

-

3/16"
3/8"
-

5/16"
9/32"
7/16"
3/8"

-

9/32"
9/32"

3/16"
1/4"

3/8"
5/16"
3/8"

FP-99S		
WGOS-L

3/16"

9/32"
3/8"

1/4"

3/8"
3/8"

.531
.500
.689
.563

.281
.281
.345

FP-99S		
WGOS-L

3/16"

9/32"
5/16"

.500
.406
.469

1/4"
5/16"

7/16"
3/8'
7/16"

500
.450

.260
.281
.281

FP-340		
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

3/16"
3/16"

5/16"
9/32"
5/16"

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 21-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Bead above Barrel
3/16"

3/16"
9/32"

Williams
Bead
Height

5D-JEMS or
FP-JAP
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

Barrel Diameter 5" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.260
.281
.281
.281

7.7 JAP

.469

.312
.281

7/16"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"

5D-JEMS or
FP-JAP
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

7/16"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"

.260
.312
.312
.312

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 21" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel
FP-A-KRAG
WGOS-L
WGOS-L
WGOS-L

.782
.565
.435

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

7/16"
3/8"
7/16"
7/16"

5/16"
5/16"

.281
.281

WINCHESTER 69

Barrel Diameter 2-3/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 23-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel
3/16"

9/32"

.500
.500

.312
.281
.281
.345

.281

Barrel Diameter 5-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
FP-70, 5D-70
WGOS-M

3/16"

3/8"
5/16"

.469

.790
.613
.477

.312
.281

FP-70, 5D-70
WGOS-M

1/4"

3/8"
3/8"

.594
.500

1/4"
3/8"

3/8"
3/8"
7/16"

.281
.281
.345

91, 94, 95 MAUSERS

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel
FP-98 or
5D JEMS
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

3/8"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"

.594
.563

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

5/16"
3/8"
7/16"

.281
.312
.312
.312

FP-88		
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGRS-100

3/16"
3/8"
-

5/16"
5/16"
7/16"
3/8"

.312
.312
.345
.312

.531
.531
.689
.594

.750
.650

.500
.542

1/4"
3/8"

7/16"
5/16"
7/16"

.479
.469

.312
.312
.312

#4 SMLE

FP-SMLE or
5D-SMLE
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

1/4"
3/8"

7/16"
5/16"
7/16"

.260
.281

WINCHESTER 100, . 243, .308

.542
.563

.875
.625
.550

.260
.312

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.312
.312
.312

FP-88		
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGRS-100

3/16"
3/8"
-

.260
.281
.345
.345

30 CARBINE

Barrel Diameter 2-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 18" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

.775
.575
.600
.605
.563
.625

WGRS-M1-CAR
FP-30-M1
Military Rear
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

1/4"
5/16"

9/32"
3/16"
9/32"
3/16"
9/32"

.312
.260
.260
.312
.281

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

.820
.600
.475
.531
.533
.531

FP-17 or
5D-JEMS
WGOS-L
WGOS-L

1/4"
3/8"

7/16"
3/8"
7/16"

.500
.354
.448
`.406
.469

.890
.655
.780
.375
.281
.375

FP-SMLE or
5D-SMLE
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

1/4"
5/16"

9/32"
3/16"
9/32"

.770
.260
.345
.312

’03 SPRINGFIELD

.719
.563
.719

FP-’03 or
5D-JEMS
WGOS
Special
WGOS
Special
751

.448
.439
.500
.930
.660
.747

-

9/16"

.260

.729

3/16"

7/16"

.312

.656

5/16"

9/16"

.281

.751

’03-A3 SPRINGFIELD

’03-A3 Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel
FP-’03-A3 or
’03-A3
WGOS
Special
WGOS
Special
WGRS-’03-A3

.656
.531
.656
.717
.750

’03 Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel
.700
.575
.450

1917 ENFIELD

.312
.345
.312

.479
.500
.689
.627

MILITARY RIFLES
.448
.531

.260
.281
.281

5/16"
5/16"
7/16"
3/8"

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20-1/2" ahead of Receiver
OD of Flash Hider Should be Cut to 750
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

.785
.560
.440

656
.531
.656
.775
.630
.770

#5 SMLE

.665
.575
.550

.500
.563
.625
.712
.580
.740

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

WINCHESTER 94, .30-30, .32 WIN.

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
.745
Barrel Diameter 18-1/2" ahead of Receiver
.600
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
.450
FP-94 or
5D-94-36
5/16"
.260
WGOS-S/M
3/16"
9/32"
.281

FP-SMLE or
5D-SMLE
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

.563
.531
.594
.656

.281
.281
.281

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

.800
.575
.510

.563
.563
.689
.760
.685
.485

7.62 RUSSIAN M91

WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

.656
.563
.625
.689
.900
.600
.485

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver

.795
.565
.545

.312
.281

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel
FP-98 or
5D-JEMS
WGOS-L
WGOS-L

.782
.638
.232

.604
.531
.594
.656
.890
.670
.460

GERMAN 98 MAUSER

3/16"

.604
.500
.563
.625
.745
.620
-

AMERICAN KRAG

.406
.469

Tot. Frnt
Height
abv. Bbl.

.735
.635
-

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

.715
.565
.260

WINCHESTER 88

.870
.585
.500

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

.281

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
.542
.500
.563

.312
.260

Barrel Diameter 3-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 19" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
.563
.563
.689

9/32"

Williams
Ramp
Height

#1 SMLE

SAVAGE 340

.790
.590
.685

.656
.531
.656

.725
.584
.260

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20" ahead of Reciever
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.800
.575
.550

SAVAGE 110

FP-110		
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

.312
.312
.312

WINCHESTER 70 FEATHERWEIGHT

.312
.260

Rear
Blade
Height

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Military Front Sight above Barrel

WINCHESTER 70 WESTERNER, STANDARD

.505
.505

Barrel Diameter 4-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
FP-99S		
WGOS-S

.450 Bead
.450 Bead
.450 Bead
.583 Bead

.312
.312
.345
.281

SAVAGE 99DL, .358

FP-99S		
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

7/16"
5/16"
7/16"

Rear
Sight
		

6.5 JAP

WINCHESTER 63

FP-94 or
5D-94/36
WGOS-M

.816
.625
.475

Barrel Diameter 4-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
WGOS-L
5D-22/410

3/16"

WGOS-M

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 17-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

Barrel Diameter 3-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 19-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.625
.625
.450

REMINGTON 700, 725

FP-70, 5D-70
WGOS-M or L
WGOS-M or L

-

1/4"
3/8"

Tot. Frnt
Height
abv. Bbl.

.730
.555
-

WINCHESTER 64, .30-30

.531

.860
.580
.412

Barrel Diameter 3-3/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.755
.619
.326

Barrel Diameter 3" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 23" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Bead above Barrel
3/16"
1/4"

3/16"

FP-RU, 5DRU
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGRS-44

FP-98 (Fits Right
or Left Hand) MS
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

FP-94		
WGOS-S

.312

SAVAGE 99F, .308

REMINGTON 580, 581, 582, .22

WGRS-54
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

FP-RU		
5D-RU		
WGRS-RU
WGOS-L

.500
.500
.625
.625

SAVAGE 99R, 99EG, .300 SAVAGE

REMINGTON 572

3/16"
3/16"

5/16"

Williams
Bead
Height

Barrel Diameter 5" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel

.893
.587
.826

Barrel Diameter 3-3/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
.469

.281
.312
.312

Barrel Diameter 3-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 21-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel
FP-740 AP
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

.375
.469
.531

.281

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
1/4"
5/16"

-

Williams
Ramp
Height

WINCHESTER 61, 61 MAGNUM

.800
.600
.425
.640

.281
.281
.281
.281

Barrel Diameter 4-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.740
.615
.298

.730
.607
.258

REMINGTON 552-572 BDL

FP-740 AP
5D-572		
WGRS-54
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

5/16"
5/16"
7/16"
7/16"

Barrel Diameter 4-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 4-1/2" at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel
FP-788		

.594
.531
.594
.656

WGOS-S
3/16"
5/16"
-

SAVAGE 99E (old style)

REMINGTON 550

3/16"

.563
.469
.531
.594

.281
.281
.312

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel
WGOS-S or M

REMINGTON 760, 740, 742

FP-760 or
5D-570/740
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WRGS-760

Rear
Blade
Height

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.312
.312
.312
.312

SAVAGE 24 V

.563

.281
.281
.312
.312

Barrel Diameter 4-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 23" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

3/8"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"

RUGER 44 MAGNUM

REMINGTON NYLON 66, 76, 10, 11, 12

FP-760N,
5D-760N
5D-510 (for round
receiver)
WGOS-S
WGOS-S
WGOS-S

1/4"
5/16"
3/8"

Rear
Sight
		

WEATHERBY MARK V

RUGER 10-22

.860
.640
.480

Barrel Diameter 3" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 18" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp above Barrel

FP-70, 5D-70
WGOS-M
WGOS-M
WGOS-M

Tot. Frnt
Height
abv. Bbl.

.750
.605
.535

Barrel Diameter 2" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.780
.675
.350

.312
.260

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

Williams
Bead
Height

REMINGTON 788

7/16"

MARLIN 336

FP-36 or
5D-94/36
WGOS-L

.605
.875
.560

-

MARLIN 39A, .22 Caliber

FP-39 or 5D-39
WGOS-M

.689
.625
.689

3/16"
3/16"

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22-1/2" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

Williams
Ramp
Height

Barrel Diameter 4-12/" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 20-3/4" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel (old style)
Height of Factory Front Sight above Barrel (new style)

BROWNING 308 AND 270 (FN Mauser)

FP-98		
WGOS-L
WGOS-L

Rear
Blade
Height

Barrel Diameter 5-1/4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter 22" ahead of Receiver
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

.980
.585
.700

Barrel Diameter 4" ahead of Receiver
Barrel Diameter at Muzzle
Height of Factory Ramp and Bead above Barrel

Rear
Sight
		

REMINGTON 721, 722

COMMERCIAL RIFLES
BROWNING 30-’06 (FN Mauser)

REMINGTON 510, 511, 512

Thin, streamlined, almost invisible blade with a machined bead
gives a crisp, highly visible sight
picture. a
b
SPECS: Steel blade, blued. Brass bead,
polished. Nominal .375" dovetail. Narrow are .250" (6.35mm) wide to
fit Williams Streamlined and Shorty Ramps. Medium are .340" (8.6mm)
wide to fit factory ramps including Marlin and Remington. Wide are
.531" (13.5mm) for dovetailed barrels on .22 rifles and muzzleloaders. All
heights include the .090" thick dovetail portion itself.
HEIGHT
.260"
.260"
.281"
.312"
.312"
.343"
.343"
.375"
.375"
.375"
.406"
.450"
.500"
.538"
.570"

WILLIAMS SIGHT SELECTION CHART
Rear
Sight
		

.900
.600
.820

-

9/16"

.312

.781

5/16"

9/16"

.312

.781

3/8"
-

9/16"
9/16"

.345
.345

.815
.814

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

WILLIAMS

Easy-to-install front sights for
popular centerfire and muzzleloading rifles gather ambient light for superb visibility. The more
light, the brighter the round, red beads glow; won’t “wash
out” even in the strongest sunlight. Narrow sights fit Williams
Streamlined and Shorty Ramps. Medium sights fit most factory
ramps including Marlin and Remington. Wide sights are for .22
rimfire rifles and muzzleloaders. a
b
SPECS: Blued steel. Fiber optic insert. Beads: 1⁄16" (1.6mm) dia. Fit nominal
3⁄8" dovetail. Number indicates height, letter (N, M or W) indicates base
width. Height is measured from bottom of dovetail to top of sight. N
Series -.250" (6.3mm) wide base. M Series - .340" (8.6mm) wide base. W
Series - .531" (13.5mm) wide base.
STOCK #
HEIGHT/WIDTH
STOCK #
HEIGHT/WIDTH
#962-564-320AQ
260 N
#962-564-430AQ
375 M
#962-564-330AQ
290 N
#962-564-440AQ
406 M
#962-564-340AQ
312 N
#962-564-450AQ
450 M
#962-564-350AQ
343 N
#962-000-085AQ
500 M
#962-564-360AQ
375 N
#962-564-460AQ
538 M
#962-564-370AQ
406 N
#962-564-470AQ
570 M
#962-564-380AQ
450 N
#962-590-830AQ
375 W
#962-564-390AQ
260 M
#962-590-790AQ
437 W
#962-564-400AQ
290 M
#962-590-800AQ
500 W
#962-564-410AQ
312 M
#962-590-810AQ
538 W
#962-564-420AQ
343 M
#962-590-820AQ
570 W
— Advise # — Rifle Fire Sight, 2F14C26����������������������������$ 15.99
FIRE SIGHT ASSORTMENT - Have
the most popular sights on-hand
for quick repairs and installations to
get your customers back to shooting quickly! Handy kit contains red,
fiber optic front sights in seven different heights and both narrow and
medium base widths, plus two sights
with red fiber optic rods for mounting
directly on the barrel. Also included are two rear dovetail sights
and two sets of six inch long, fiber optic rods for replacement
and repair. Aluminum, rear sights with eye-grabbing, green,
fiber optic dots really stand out in low light. They fit 3/8" dovetails
and feature screw adjustment for elevation. Kit saves you approximately 50% over buying single beads. A perfect, moneysaving kit for your shop.
SPECS: Front Sights: Blued steel body. Red fiber optic rods. Seven (7).250"
(6.3mm) and (7) .340" (8.6mm) wide sights to fit narrow and medium
front sight bases (14 total). Heights: .260", .290", .312", .343", .375", .406",
and .450". Two (2).531" (13.5mm) sights to fit directly in a dovetail on
the barrel. Heights: .538" and .570". Rear Sights: Aluminum, black matte.
Green fiber optic rod. 21/2" (6.35cm) long. Replacement Rods: 6" (15.2cm)
long. Two (2) 0.060" (1.4mm) diameter orange rods, two (2) 0.040" (1mm)
diameter yellow rods.
#962-000-064AQ Williams Fire Sight Assortment
Kit, 2F119I93 ������������������������������������������� $ 134.99
FIRE SIGHT HOOD - Protects front blade from
those damaging accidental bumps. Open top allows plenty of light to reach the fiber optic rod. Fits
Williams Streamlined Dovetail Ramps.
SPECS: Steel, blue. .630" (16mm) diameter. 1" (2.5cm) long.
#962-000-016AQ Fire Sight Hood, 2F8L50������������������������� $ 9.99
WGOS REPLACEMENT REAR SLIDE/BLADE - Fits all standard
Williams adjustable, rear guide open sights. Aluminum blade
contains two, green, fiber optic dots; use with existing factory
front or choose a replacement Fire Sight Rifle Bead listed above.
SPECS: 1/4" and 5/16" height only.
#962-602-180AQ 1/4" Fire Sight WGOS Slide/Blade, 
2F18D53������������������������������������������������������� $ 20.99
#962-602-190AQ 5/16" Fire Sight WGOS Slide/Blade, 
2F18N53������������������������������������������������������� 20.99

ONE-PIECE FIRE SIGHT RAMP
Replaces Fragile, Plastic Ramps With
Sturdy, One-Piece Metal

Assemble Complete Sights
Or Replace Blades
To Change Sight Picture
Precision-made sight bases and
blades milled from high-tensile
strength, rustproof alloy. Dovetailed
windage and elevation adjustments
have hardened gib locks. Make adjustments quickly by loosening one
U-Notch
Sq.-Notch
screw. No dovetailing of barrel necessary. Bases and blades sold separately. Blades can also replace
the aperture on WGRS sights. a
b
SPECS: Bases and blades: aluminum, black anodized finish. Bases - All
models except the One Inch have .5625" c-to-c hole spacing. Small .347" radius, fits .660" to .730" dia. barrels Medium - .395" radius, fits .730"
to .830" dia. barrels. Large - .440" radius, fits .830" to .930" dia. barrels. XLarge - .5625" c-to-c hole spacing .475" radius, fits .900" to 1" dia. barrels.
One Inch - 1" c-to-c hole spacing, .500" radius, fits 1" dia. barrels. 26mm
- .550" radius, fits 1" to 1.1" dia. barrels. Blades available in 3/16" (4.8mm), 1/4"
(6.3mm), 5/16" (7.9mm), and 3/8" (9.5mm) heights. Range of adjustment for
each listed in table below.
WGOS/WDOS BASES
STOCK #
FOR SIGHT
FITS BARREL DIAMETER
#962-600-000AQ WGOS
Small, .660" - .730" dia.
#962-607-000AQ
WGOS
Medium, .730" - .830" dia.
#962-608-000AQ WGOS
Large, .830" - 930" dia.
#962-611-000AQ
WGOS
X-Large, .900" - 1" dia., .5625" c-to-c
hole spacing
#962-609-000AQ WGOS
One Inch, 1" dia., 1" c-to-c hole spacing
#962-626-000AQ
WGOS
26mm, 1" - 1.1" dia.
— Advise # — WGOS Base, 2F16F43 ��������������������������������� $ 18.99
#962-400-000AQ WDOS Base, 2F10L36�������������������������� $ 11.99
BLADE HEIGHT & RANGE OF ADJUSTMENT
BLADE
TOTAL SIGHT HEIGHT
HEIGHT
On WGOS Base*
On WDOS Base
3
⁄16"
.369" (9.4mm)-.431" (10.9mm) .281" (7.1mm)-.345" (8.8mm)
1
⁄4"
.431" (10.9mm)-.493" (12.5mm) .345" (8.8mm)-.406" (10.3mm)
5
⁄16"
.493" (12.5mm)-.555" (14.0mm) .406" (10.3mm)-.468" (11.9mm)
3
⁄8"
.555" (14.0mm)-.617" (15.7mm) .468" (11.9mm)-.531" (13.5mm)
#962-350-118AQ Square Notch Blade, 3/16", 2F8E46 ������� $ 9.99
#962-350-218AQ U-Notch Blade, 3/16", 2F7L86������������������� 8.99
#962-350-225AQ U-Notch Blade, 1/4", 2F7B86������������������� 8.99
#962-350-231AQ U-Notch Blade, 5/16", 2F7G86 ����������������� 8.99
#962-350-237AQ U-Notch Blade, 3/8", 2F8Q46������������������� 9.99

WILLIAMS

STREAMLINED DOVETAIL RAMP
Long & Graceful
Polished
and
Blued Steel. Screwon models have two
attaching screws,
one under sight and one on ramp. Hole spacing on Remington
b
model matches factory drilled and tapped barrels. a
SPECS: Fractional height listed in table is the overall ramp height measured from top of barrel to top of ramp. Decimal height listed is measured
from top of barrel to bottom of dovetail. Width of ramp is .250" (6.3mm).
Supplied without hood.
STOCK #
#962-020-097AQ
#962-020-344AQ
#962-020-469AQ
#962-021-282AQ

HEIGHT
/16" (.0975")
7
/16" (.3445")
9
/16" (.4695")
3
/8" (.2820")
3

STYLE
Screw-On
Screw-On
Screw-On
Remington

PRICE
2F21M49 $ 23.99
2F21N36 $ 22.99
2F21N36 $ 22.99
2F21H49 $ 23.99

#962-026-000AQ Streamlined Ramp Hood, 2F6Q07������$ 6.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

No need to worry about breaking a
sight ramp when you’re busting through
heavy brush. Solid, one-piece, CNC machined aluminum ramp attaches with one 6-48 screw and
gives you a bright, glowing, sight picture. Fire red, fiber optic
rod glows brightly using only available, natural light for high
visibility. a
b
SPECS: CNC machined aluminum, black. Fire red fiber optic rod. #70105
- height = .410", fits barrel dia. of .625"; #70220 - height = .485", fits barrel dia.of .875"; #70678 - height =.634", fits barrel dia.of .650". Gunsmith
installation recommended.
#962-000-065AQ #70105 Fire Sight Ramp, 2F14G26��� $ 15.99
#962-000-066AQ #70220 Fire Sight Ramp, 2F14F26��� 15.99
#962-000-067AQ #70678 Fire Sight Ramp, 2F14C26��� 15.99

SHORTY DOVETAIL RAMP

WILLIAMS

Compact & Attractive For Smaller Guns
Polished, blued steel.
Hoodless. Sweat-on or screwon. a
b
SPECS: Height shown in parenthesis in chart is from top of barrel to bottom of dovetail. Width of ramp is
.250" (6.3mm). Made only in heights shown.
STOCK #
HEIGHT
STOCK #
HEIGHT
#962-010-188AQ 9/32" (.188)
#962-010-032AQ 1/8" (.032)
#962-010-282AQ 3/8" (.282)
#962-010-094AQ 3/16" (.0945)
— Advise # — Shorty Ramp, 2F16G86 ����������������������������� $ 18.99

WILLIAMS

MUZZLELOADER FIRE SIGHT
Fast, Accurate Sighting
For All Light Conditions
Contrasting red front
and green rear, fiber optic
dots offer quick sight alignment; won’t wash out in bright light,
improve contrast in low light. Fully adjustable, “U”-notch, rear
sight gives precise alignment for long range shots. Replaces
factory sights with only minor fitting. Machined from aircraft
aluminum for years of service. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum body, black, matte finish. Bead - .058" (1.2mm) diameter, .89" (22.6mm) long. TC - Thompson Center. Octagon model
fits newer guns with .836", c-to-c hole spacing. Knight Fire Sight fits all
models without Williams factory rear sight. Knight Mk-85 fits models with
factory installed Williams rear sight. May require minor fitting. Remington
sets are available with a standard notch rear sight or a .15" (3.8mm) diameter ghost ring rear sight. Models to fit 2003 & Earlier muzzleloaders
with 3/8" dovetail front sight ramps or 2003 & Later muzzleloaders with
1-piece ramped front sights.
STOCK #
#962-622-550AQ
#962-000-054AQ
#962-000-055AQ
#962-622-560AQ
#962-622-570AQ
#962-622-580AQ
#962-565-300AQ
#962-000-056AQ
#962-000-083AQ
#962-000-084AQ
#962-622-600AQ

FITS
CVA Octagon Barrel
CVA Round Barrel
CVA Optima/Optima Pro
TC Octagon Barrel
TC New Englander
Knight Fire Sight
Rem 2003 & Earlier, Notch
Rem 2003 & Later, Notch
Rem 2003 & Earlier, G. Ring
Rem 2003 & Later, Ghost Ring
Traditional Lightning Fire, Buckhunter, Timberridge & Cabela’s

order on the web

brownells.com

PRICE
2F28K50 $ 31.99
2F28H50 $ 31.99
2F28M50 $ 31.99
2F28H50 $ 31.99
2F28B50 $ 31.99
2F35J64 $ 39.99
2F22M14 $ 24.99
2F22P14 $ 24.99
2F22N79 $ 25.99
2F22F79 $ 25.99
2F28I50 $ 31.99

WILLIAMS

“WGRS” RECEIVER SIGHT
• Easily Installed
• Compact • Rustproof
• Low Profile • Lightweight
• Positive Windage &
Elevation Adjustments
In most cases, these
sights utilize dovetail or existing screw holes on top of
receiver to give guns the advantage of peep sights. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized. Peep height is approximately the
same as a 3/16" (4.8mm) Open Sight Blade.
STOCK #
MODEL
#962-100-037AQ WGRS-37

FITS
Ithaca 37, Rem. 870/1100/11-87
shotguns (drilling/tapping req’d)
#962-100-044AQ WGRS-44
Ruger® 44; use .500 to .560 front
#962-100-022AQ WGRS-RU-22
Ruger 10/22®; use .500 to .570
front
#962-100-054AQ WGRS-54
Sav-Ans 54, 64, 141, 141M, 153,
153S; Rem 541S, 552BDL, 572BDL;
Win 310, 320. Can be fitted to
most dovetailed receiver .22’s
#962-100-070AQ WGRS-70
Post-war Win 70 (ex .375), 670, 770
#962-100-700AQ WGRS-700
Remington 700, 721, 722
#962-100-742AQ WGRS-742
Rem 742ADL, 760ADL; For BDL’s
use FP-740AP Foolproof
#962-100-740AQ WGRS-7400
Rem 4, 7400, 6, 7600
#962-000-019AQ WGRS-336
Marlin 336
#962-100-750AQ WGRS-BAR
Browning sporting Hi-Power auto
rifle and lever
#962-100-760AQ WGRS-FN
Any FN Mauser (and others) w/ 1/2"
hole spacing
#962-100-001AQ WGRS-M1-Carb. Dovetail on .30 M1 Carbine
#962-100-158AQ WGRS-HR
H&R Topper/Handi-Rifles & Ruger
Mk II pistols (drilling/tapping
required)
#962-100-085AQ WGRS-KN
Knight MK-85 Modern Muzzleloader
#962-100-003AQ WGRS-DISC
Knight DISC, Browning T-Bolt
#962-100-086AQ WGRS-Legend Modern Muzzleloading Legend &
Wolverine, fits factory holes
#962-100-751AQ WGRS-CVA
CVA Apollo, Traditions, Deerhunter
and others w/octagon bbl or
receiver
#962-000-027AQ WGRS-CVA Rnd CVA with round barrel, Win. X-140
#962-100-143AQ WGRS-Mini 14/30 Mini-14® Ranch Rifle & Mini Thirty®
#962-100-770AQ WGRS-M/L
Muzzleloader with octagon barrels
#962-100-775AQ WGRS-TC
T/C Contender
#962-000-015AQ WGRS-TC
T/C Encore
#962-100-002AQ WGRS-Black
T/C Black Diamond
Diamond
#962-000-068AQ WGRS-Savage
Savage 110 Accu-trigger (round
receiver) (for use w/538M bead)
— Advise # — Guide Receiver Sight, 2F31Q36 ��������������$ 35.99
RUGER FRONT/REAR SIGHT SET - A WGRS rear sight and .570"
high gold bead front makes a fast system for Ruger carbines.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Front - 1/16" gold bead, .570" high.
#962-445-650AQ WGRS-RU-22 Set, 2F37G65����������������� $ 41.99
GHOST RING APERTURE - Use with WGRS-37
for a fast sight picture on combat and slugshooting shotguns.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. .195" (4.9mm)
diameter aperture.
#962-100-901AQ Ghost Ring Aperture, 2F3P95 ������������� $ 5.95
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rifle/shotgun sights

Glowing, Fiber Optic Dots For
Faster Sight Pickup

WILLIAMS

BLADES & BASES FOR
“WGOS” & “WDOS” SIGHTS

WILLIAMS

RIFLE FIRE SIGHT

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS RIFLE

COWBOY FRONT EXPRESS SIGHT

WEAVER BACKUP SIGHT

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

WILLIAMS RIFLE

FIRE SIGHT REAR SIGHT & SETS
Upgrade Your Factory Sights With Easy-To-See, Fiber Optics
All sets feature a bright red, fiber optic, front sight and fully
adjustable peep or U-notch, rear sight. U-notch, rear sight sets
use the highly accurate, 3-dot pattern with two green, fiber optic dots at the rear for sharp contrast and quick sight acquisition in all light conditions. No drilling or tapping required for
most rifle models. Dovetailed front and rear sights may require
minor fitting. a
b
REMINGTON FIRE SIGHTS - Fiber optic, U-notch, rear sight attaches to the factory, rear
sight ramp to improve
visibility; adjusts for
windage and elevation.
Contrasting, red, front
sight really stands out for
fast pickup and alignment. 2003 & Earlier fits Remington rifles
and muzzleloaders with dovetailed, front sight ramps, plus
all Remington shotguns. 2003 & Later fits Remington rifles
and muzzleloaders manufactured from 2003 to present with
1-piece, ramped front sights.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized.
#962-565-300AQ Remington Fire Sights, 2F22M14����� $ 24.99
#962-000-056AQ 2003 & Later Rem. Fire Sights, 
2F22P14 ������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
REMINGTON GHOST RING FIRE SIGHTS - Bright,
high contrast fiber optic sights with large aperture, rear ghost ring provide fast, accurate sight
alignment in all light conditions. The more
light, the brighter the beads glow. Front
sight has a single red insert, rear ghost
ring has two green inserts to form an
easy-to-align, 3-dot sight picture.
2003 & Earlier fits Remington
rifles and muzzleloaders with 3/8"
dovetail front sight ramps, plus
all Remington shotguns with 3/8"
dovetail front sight ramps. 2003
& Later fits Remington rifles
and muzzleloaders manufactured from 2003 to present with
1-piece, ramped front sights. Both sets include front and rear
sights.
SPECS: Black, matte finish. Fiber optic insert. Bead - 1/16" (1.6mm) dia. Ghost
Ring - .15" (3.8mm) dia. aperature. 2003 & Earlier - Steel front 3/8" dovetail
sight. Aluminum rear sight. 2003 & Later - Aluminum front ramp sight and
rear sight; includes steel 6-48 tpi front mounting screw.
#962-000-083AQ 2003 & Earlier Ghost Ring Fire
Sights, 2F22N79��������������������������������������� $ 25.99
#962-000-084AQ 2003 & Later Ghost Ring Fire Sights, 
2F22F79������������������������������������������������������� 25.99
RUGER® 10/22® FIRE SIGHTS - High
visibility, fast to pickup, sight systems for the Ruger® 10/22®. WGRS
features low profile, guide receiver,
peep sight and red, fiber optic, front
sight. 3-Dot has U-notch rear blade
with green dots, red front sight. Adjustable for windage and elevation.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Front
- .530" high, 1/16" red fiber optic bead. Fits
Ruger 10/22 only.
 F37Q07����$ 41.99
#962-633-300AQ WGRS-RU22 Fire Sights, 2
#962-602-130AQ 3-Dot Ruger Fire Sights, 2F17P86������ 19.99
BROWNING LEVER ACTION FIRE SIGHTS - Bright, easy-to-see,
U-notch, rear sight improves sight acquisition during periods of low light.
Excellent for hunting or target shooting. Green rear and contrasting red
delivers a fast, accurate, 3-dot, aiming
system.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Fits Browning BLR.
#962-000-020AQ BLR Fire Sights, 2F27I07���������������������� $ 30.99
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MARLIN & WINCHESTER LEVER ACTION FIRE SIGHTS - For
Marlin and Winchester
lever action rifles. Dovetail replaces factory front
and rear sights. Rear sight
is screw adjustable for
elevation and drift adjustable for windage; has
two, green, fiber optic
dots. Front has red, fiber
optic rod. FP sight sets
have a Foolproof, microadjustable, peep sight and
red, front Fire Sight. Peep
mounts to existing holes in top or side of receiver, depending on model. WGRS-336 includes a compact, low profile, peep
sight and red, front Fire Sight. Fully adjustable peep mounts to
the rear scope mount holes for easy installation.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Dovetail fits all Winchester and Marlin
lever actions with ramped front sights. FP-94/36 fits Win. 94 top eject and
models 55, 63, 64, and 65; Marlin 36, 336, 1894, 1895 and 444. Will not
fit Win. 94/22. Requires two holes in the left side of the receiver and will
require drilling and tapping on the newer guns. FP-94SE fits Win. 94 angle
eject, except Big Bore models. FP-336 fits Marlin 36, 336, 1894, 1895 and
444. Attaches to the top of the receiver and bolts up to factory drilled and
tapped holes. WGRS-336 fits Marlin 336, 444, 44 and 1895.
#962-602-170AQ Dovetail Fire Sights, 2F29M29����������� $ 33.99
#962-633-310AQ FP- 94/36 Fire Sights, 2F62G14��������� 69.99
#962-000-057AQ FP- 94SE Fire Sights, 2F62I14������������� 68.99
#962-000-059AQ FP- 336 Fire Sights, 2F62F14��������������� 69.99
#962-000-058AQ WGRS-336 Fire Sights, 2F37A07������� 41.99
5D LEVER ACTION FIRE SIGHTS Dependable Williams 5D peep
sights without micrometer adjustments fit Winchester Angle Eject
and Marlin centerfire lever actions
that are drilled and tapped for scope
mounts. Highly visible red front fire
sight is correct height for ramped
barrels.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Steel screws and aperture.
#962-000-099AQ Winchester 5D Fire Sight Set, 
2F44H22������������������������������������������������������� $ 51.95
MARLIN RIMFIRE FIRE SIGHTS - Dovetail sights replace the
factory open sight sets on
your Marlin rimfire. Ushaped, green, fiber optic,
rear sight contrasts well
with the red, front bead.
Adjustable for windage
and elevation.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. Model 60 also fits 915Y, 925, 925M, 981T, and 983T.
#962-000-061AQ Marlin 25N/25NM Fire Sights, 
2F21M40������������������������������������������������������� $ 23.99
#962-000-092AQ Marlin 60 Fire Sights, 2F23A05��������� 29.99
WGOS REPLACEMENT SLIDE/BLADE Rear slide/blade combo fits all standard
size, Williams, adjustable, rear guide,
open sight bases. Converts traditional,
rear iron sights into Fire Sights. Aluminum blade contains a single, U-shaped,
green, fiber optic rod for 2-dot accuracy.
Use with existing factory front sight or
with fiber optic, Williams Rifle Sight Bead found elsewhere in
catalog. Available in three heights.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. 3/16" (4.8mm), 1/4" (6.4mm), and 5/16"
(7.9mm) high.
#962-000-081AQ 3/16" WGOS Slide/Blade, 2F18K53������� $ 20.99
#962-602-180AQ 1/4" Fire Sight WGOS Slide/Blade, 
2F18D53������������������������������������������������������� 20.99
#962-602-190AQ 5/16" Fire Sight WGOS Slide/Blade, 
2F18N53������������������������������������������������������� 20.99

Excellent Insurance Against
Scope Failure

Faster To Find Than Factory Sights;
Legal For SASS Competition
Get your Cowboy lever rife on target faster
and enjoy higher overall scores. White dot express-style front sight works with either your
factory rear or and aftermarket ladder-adjustable
rear “V”. Provides extremely fast pick-up in all light conditions,
so you can knock down those steel cowboy targets even faster.
Includes instructions plus two nylon try-sights to help establish
b
required front sight height before actual sight installation. a
SPECS: All-steel, matte finish, black. .500" (12.3mm) high, .148" (3.7mm)
3
thick blade, nominal /8" (9.mm) wide dovetail. Fits Winchester legacy lever
action rifles and Marlin Cowboy rifle, all calibers.
#006-000-155AQ .500" Express Front Sight, 6K23N57 ���$ 27.00

Ghost-ring aperture is a fast, alternative, open sight that will save
your hunt if your scope fails. Perfect
for use on in-line muzzleloaders
when hunting no-scope areas. Attaches in just seconds, without gunsmithing, to any Weaver-style base. Fully adjustable for
windage and elevation. Includes front Test Post. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. .191" (4.8mm) diameter aperture. Weaver
- .275" (7mm), High Weaver - .500" (12.7mm) from top of base to center
of aperture.
#006-105-000AQ Weaver Backup Sight, 6K51Q07 ��������$ 58.50
#006-105-001AQ High Weaver Backup Sight, 
6K51I07���������������������������������������������������������� 58.50

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS AK-47

24/7 TRITIUM STRIPE FRONT SIGHT
For Low-Light, Tactical Situations
Machined, steel, front post features a tritium
vial for low-light target acquisition and an eyecatching white outline for use during daylight
hours. Replaces factory windage drum and front
sight post. Each full turn of front post moves
point of impact approximately 4" at 100 yards. Includes installation instructions, tools, and locking adhesive. a
b
SPECS: Steel, matte black finish. Fits AK-47 rifles.
#006-000-150AQ AK-47 24/7 Front Sight, 6K55A00����� $ 63.00

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS AK-47

TRITIUM EXPRESS SIGHT SET
Big Dot Front Sight
Puts You On Target Fast;
Fully Adjustable Rear Sight
For Improved Accuracy
High visibility sight combination easily replaces the
factory sights on your AK-47 or variant for fast sight acquisition in high stress or low light conditions. Machined steel set
includes an adjustable white stripe, V-notch rear sight and a
genuine Trijicon brand titrium lamp with large white ring for
the front. Front sight completely replaces the factory windage
drum and front sight post. Large, single setscrew in the tangent rear sight provides fine adjustments for elevation; dual
setscrews in the dovetailed rear V-notch block securely lock-in
your windage settings. Includes installation tools, thread locking agent, and detailed instructions. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. Front Sight - .160" (4.1mm) diameter
white ring with .075" (1.9mm) diameter tritium lamp. Rear Sight - .140"
(3.6mm) high vertical white stripe. Fits AK-47 and clones.
#006-000-161AQ AK-47 Tritium Express Set, 
6K94M29��������������������������������������������������� $ 108.00

WGOS REPLACEMENT SLIDE/GHOST RING - Rear slide/ghost
ring sight fits all standard size Williams adjustable rear guide open sight bases. Features a large light gathering ghost ring with
two green, fiber optic dots for sharp contrast
and quick sight acquisition in all light conditions. Ring aperature naturally centers to
draw the eye to the front sight for faster target acquisition and
improved accuracy. Fully adjustable for windage and elevation.
Rugged, low-profile aluminum sight has an anodized finish
for resistance against scratches. Use with existing factory front
sight or with fiber optic, Williams Rifle Sight Bead found elsewhere in catalog.
SPECS: Aluminum, black anodized. 1/4" (6.4mm) high. Aperature - 5/32" (3.9mm) I.D.
#962-000-082AQ 1/4" WGOS Slide/Ghost Ring, 2F7J11�� �� $ 7.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE

TRITIUM SIGHT SETS
for HK & SPRINGFIELD

Fast Target Acquisition In Full & Low Light
Steel sight sets feature tritium front sight for quick pickup
in full light, half light, and low light. HK 91/93/94/MP5 sight set
has a Standard Dot front sight and windage/elevation adjustable rear sight. M1A/M14 sight set has a 24/7 Tritium strip front
sight and a .125" aperture rear sight for fast acquisition. Available for M1A Scout Rifles with 18" barrels and M1A/M14 rifles
with 22" barrels. a
b
SPECS: Steel, matte black. Tritium insert on front sights. M1A Scout fits
rifles with 18" barrels. M1A/M14 fits rifles with 22" barrel. Gunsmith installation recommended.
#006-000-137AQ Std Dot Tritium, HK 91,83, 94, MP5, 
6K94L29����������������������������������������������������� $ 108.00
#006-000-138AQ 24/7 Tritium, M1A Scout, Bush
Rifle, 6K102J14��������������������������������������� 117.00
#006-000-152AQ 24/7 Tritium, M1A/M14 Rifle, 
6K102D14��������������������������������������������������� 117.00

SMITH ENTERPRISE

WESSON & HARRINGTON
LONG RANGE SIGHT
Extremely Versatile Buckhorn Sight;
Sight, Base & Screws,
All-In-One
Precision-machined, buckhorn, rear sight and base include screws that fit the holes in
your Wesson & Harrington rifle
for drop-on, no gunsmithing installation. Slider has a detent
that lets you feel each adjustment; setscrew locks into place.
Ladder has side markings so you can easily repeat the right
yardage settings. Drift adjustable for windage; setscrew locks
your setting. a
b
SPECS: Machined steel, blued finish. Sight - Ladder has approximately
27
64
1 / " (3.6cm) height adjustment; Buckhorn aperture 5/16" (8mm) I.D. Base
- 19/64" (7.5mm) high from bottom of receiver to top of base, 23/4" (7cm)
long, 5/8" (15.9mm) wide.
#851-000-045AQ Wesson & Harrington Sight, 
1E140C85��������������������������������������������������� $ 166.67

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

LYMAN

FOOLPROOF & 5D RECEIVER SIGHTS

NO. 2 TANG SIGHT

Dependable, Accurate Sights - Available For Most Guns
FOOLPROOF RECEIVER SIGHTS - Internal micrometer adjustments lock positively to prevent accidental movement
of sight setting. No obstructions to impair and blot out shooter’s field of vision.
Weighs only 11/2 oz. Standard hole spacing to fit guns factory drilled and tapped
for receiver sight. Foolproof features adjustment screws for windage and elevation. Foolproof-TK comes equipped with target knobs.
SPECS: Alum., black, anodized. Steel screws. See chart below.
— Advise # — Foolproof-TK Sight, 2F64E21�������������������� $ 71.99
— Advise # — Foolproof Sight, 2F57M07 ������������������������ 63.99
STK#
FOOLPROOF-TK MODEL
AIRGUN
#962-000-046AQ 046 FPAG-TK
BENJAMIN, 340, 342,
NA
347 (need higher front
sight)
BRNO w/out d’tail
#962-000-041AQ FP-98-TK
receiver
BROWNING, B-92
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
BLR
NA
BPS
#962-000-077AQ FP-11/87-TK
DAISY, 99 & 299
NA
ENFIELD 1917 & Br 14
NA
HIGGINS, 30/30 Lever #962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
HUSQVARNA w/out #962-000-041AQ FP-98-TK
d’tail receiver
ITHACA M-37
NA
JAP TYPE 38 & 99
NA
MARLIN, A-1
NA
30-30
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
36
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
336
#962-000-062AQ FP-336-TK
39A
#962-000-036AQ FP-39-TK
39A*
#962-000-070AQ FP-39-TKTM
56, 57, 62
NA
80, 81
NA
94
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
93
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
99 Auto Load
NA
.44 Mag & 44
#962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK
MAUSER 98
#962-000-041AQ FP-98-TK
REMINGTON 11-48
NA
31
NA
48, 58, 11-48
NA
700 Left Hand
NA
870, 1100, 11-87
#962-000-077AQ FP-11/87-TK
RUGER 10/22 & 44
#962-000-050AQ FP-RU-TK
Mag
Fits

STK#
5D
NA

FOOLPROOF TARGET KNOBS - All Foolproof
sights (except TK models) use the Short Elevation Knob. The Long Elevation Knob is
Target
Knob
for use with Foolproof-TK target sights. †
indicates Short Windage Knob, †† indicates
Long Windage knob. The Elevation Gib Lock
Knob fits both standard Foolproof and FoolGib Lock
Knob
proof-TK models. a
b
#962-157-520AQ Target Windage Knob, Long, 
2F5C83����������������������������������������������������������� $ 6.99
#962-157-530AQ Target Windage Knob, Short, 
2F5H83����������������������������������������������������������� 6.99
#962-157-240AQ Target Elev. Knob, Long, 2F6F58�������� 7.99
#962-157-250AQ Target Elev. Knob, Short, 2F6E58������� 7.99
#962-000-079AQ Elevation Gib Lock Knob, 2F5J99 ����� 8.99

MODEL

STK#
FOOLPROOF
NA

#962-150-790AQ 5D-SH

NA

MODEL

NA

#962-200-098AQ FP-98 ††

NA
#962-200-036AQ FP-94/36 †
NA
#962-200-072AQ FP-71 ††
NA
NA
#962-150-770AQ 5D-JEMS
NA
#962-150-770AQ 5D-JEMS
NA
#962-150-094AQ 5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ FP-94/36 †
NA
#962-200-098AQ FP-98 ††
#962-150-123AQ
#962-150-770AQ
#962-150-081AQ
NA
#962-150-094AQ
#962-150-001AQ
NA
NA
NA
#962-150-081AQ
#962-150-094AQ
NA
NA
#962-150-094AQ
#962-150-770AQ
#962-150-123AQ
#962-150-123AQ
#962-150-123AQ
#962-150-770AQ
#962-150-123AQ
NA

NA
NA
NA
#962-200-036AQ
5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ
5D-336 #962-200-002AQ
#962-200-039AQ
#962-000-069AQ
#962-200-088AQ
5D-81
NA
5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ
#962-200-036AQ
#962-200-088AQ
5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ
5D-JEMS #962-200-098AQ
5D-12/37
NA
5D-12/37
NA
5D-12/37
NA
5D-JEMS
NA
5D-12/37
NA
NA
5D-12/37
5D-JEMS
5D-81

FP-94/36 †
FP-94/36 †
FP-336 †
FP-39 †
FP-39-TM
FP-88/100 ††
FP-94/36 †
FP-94/36 †
FP-88/100 ††
FP-94/36 †
FP-98 ††

5D RECEIVER SIGHT - Same dependable,
accurate construction as the Foolproof
models but without micrometer adjustments. Windage and elevation adjustments are easily made by loosening
screws, moving the sight, and re-tightening the screws. Excellent for hunting
rifle applications that don’t require regular tweaking of the sight adjustment settings. Stop screw provides an accurate guide, so the 5D sightwill
return to absolute zero upon detaching and reattaching to the
gun. Standard hole spacing for easy, secure mounting.
SPECS: Aluminum, black, anodized. Steel screws. Advise Stock # from
chart below.
— Advise # — 5-D Sight, 2F34P49������������������������������������� $ 36.99

STK#
STK#
STK#
Fits
FOOLPROOF-TK MODEL
5D
MODEL FOOLPROOF
RUGER continued
#962-000-077AQ FP-11/87-TK
NA
NA
Mini-14 Ranch
SAKO FINNWOLF
NA
NA
#962-200-088AQ
SAVAGE (See Stevens)
NA
NA
#962-200-099AQ
99
99DL-w/tang safe
NA
NA
#962-200-099AQ
110
#962-000-042AQ FP-110-TK
NA
NA
SEARS Centerfire Lever #962-000-039AQ FP-94/36-TK #962-150-094AQ 5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ
SHERIDAN, Model C
NA
#962-150-790AQ 5D-SH
NA
SHOTGUNS
NA
#962-150-123AQ 5D-12/37
NA
Pump/Flat Rec’s
SPRINGFIELD ’03
NA
#962-150-770AQ 5D-JEMS
NA
STEVENS 300 series
NA
NA
#962-200-340AQ
620
NA
#962-150-123AQ 5D-12/37
NA
THOMPSON/CENTER
NA
NA
#962-200-860AQ
Contender
Hawken/Renegade
NA
NA
#962-200-815AQ
WINCHESTER 9422
NA
05, 07 & 10
NA
12, 1200, 1400
NA
12-25
NA
55 & 65
#962-000-039AQ
64 & 94
#962-000-039AQ
71, Win/Brwg 1895
NA
repro.
86, Win/Brwg 1895
NA
repro.
88
NA
94 Angle Eject
#962-000-040AQ
Big Bore
NA
100 Auto
NA
150 & 190
NA
241
#962-000-039AQ
250-255, 270-275, 290
NA
WEATHERBY, Mk V
#962-000-041AQ
*Mounts in rear scope mount holes.

#962-150-094AQ
NA
#962-150-123AQ
#962-150-123AQ
FP-94/36-TK
NA
FP-94/36-TK #962-150-094AQ
NA

FP-88/100 ††
FP-99S †

FP-94/36 †

††Long windage knob.

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS RIFLE

APERTURE REAR SIGHT
POST FRONT SIGHT
FP-340 †

Fast Sighting With Ghost-Ring Apertures

FP-T/C ††

The potential accuracy of aperture sights with the sighting
speed of open sights. All-steel construction. a
b

#962-200-072AQ FP-71 ††

NA
#962-200-088AQ FP-88/100 ††
FP-94SE-TK #962-150-195AQ 5D-94SE #962-200-194AQ FP-94SE †
NA
#962-200-094AQ FP-94/375 †
NA
#962-200-088AQ FP-88/100 ††
#962-150-123AQ 5D-12/37
NA
FP-94/36-TK
NA
#962-200-036AQ FP-94/36 †
#962-150-123AQ 5D-12/37
NA
FP-98-TK
NA
#962-200-098AQ FP-98 ††

†Short windage knob.

The original folding
tang sight that increases
sight radius for greater potential accuracy with your
favorite lever action rifle.
Sight features rugged, allsteel construction, knurled
locking screw, index marks
on aperture post, .093"
quick sight and .040" large disc apertures. Includes rear stock
screw and front tang screw. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue. M-94, c-to-c 2.200", fits Winchester Model 94. M-36,
c-to-c .845", fits Marlin Models 336, 30 and 1895. Win. 1886, fits original
Winchester and Browning copies without tang safety. Some rifles may
require drilling and tapping. Can be adapted to other rifles with tangs.
#539-050-002AQ Winchester 94 No. 2 Tang Sight, 
5K81K07������������������������������������������������������� $ 93.99
#539-050-036AQ Marlin 36 No. 2 Tang Sight, 
5K81M07 ����������������������������������������������������� 93.99
#539-050-086AQ Winchester 1886 No. 2 Tang Sight, 
5K81L07������������������������������������������������������� 93.99

FP-99S †

FP-Hawken
††
5D-94/36 #962-200-810AQ FP-GR ††
#962-200-072AQ FP-71 ††
5D-12/37
NA
5D-12/37
NA
#962-200-036AQ FP-94/36 †
5D-94/36 #962-200-036AQ FP-94/36 †
#962-200-072AQ FP-71 ††

NA

SHOP ONLINE AT BROWNELLS.COM

APERTURE REAR SIGHTS - Easy-to-install, fully machined, allsteel sights with windage and elevation-adjustable bases are
pre-machined to fit quickly using the rear scope base holes
on many popular rifles. A fast, accurate sight for brush hunting applications. Adjustments are secured with dual setscrews.
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. .191" (4.8mm) diameter aperture. Marlin
Lever, Ruger® 10/22® and Rem. 700 fit factory, rear hole pattern. Win. 92
fits Model 92 and clones and Win. 94 Angle Eject. Win. 92 requires drilling
and tapping of receiver. Win. 94 Top Eject requires drilling and tapping of
bolt. Use with .350" (8.8mm) post front sight. Mauser requires drilling and
tapping, use .350" (8.8mm) front sight. Ruger Mini Thirty®/Ranch replaces
factory aperture.
STOCK #
#006-103-300AQ
#006-103-095AQ
#006-103-098AQ
#006-103-700AQ
#006-103-014AQ
#006-103-092AQ

order on the web

brownells.com

FITS
Marlin 30AS, 336, 1894
Marlin 1895 in 45-70, .444
Mauser 98
Rem. 700
Ruger Mini Thirty®/Ranch
Win. 92/94 Angle Eject

PRICE
6K47K14 $ 54.00
6K47J14 $ 54.00
6K47C14 $ 54.00
6K47H14 $ 54.00
6K47L14 $ 54.00
6K47K14 $ 54.00

POST FRONT SIGHTS - Modified post front
sight with vertical white line insert is fast and
easy to see in all light conditions. Variety of
heights to fit a wide selection of rifles.
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. Fits nominal 3/8" x
.375" dovetail. .100" (2.54mm) wide post has .040"
(1mm) wide stripe, heights listed in chart. Heights measured from top of
blade to bottom of dovetail. Includes Test Post Sight.
STOCK #
#006-113-250AQ
#006-113-300AQ
#006-113-350AQ
#006-113-400AQ
#006-113-450AQ
#006-113-500AQ
#006-113-600AQ

Search by category, keyword, stock #, firearm make or model.
Narrow your results by highest rated, most popular, USA made & more!
Read reviews, see additional product photos, watch videos, all online.

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

MODEL

The Original No. 2; Now Back In Production

HEIGHT
.250" (6.35mm)
.300" (7.62mm)
.350" (8.89mm)
.400" (10.16mm)
.450" (11.43mm)
.500" (12.7mm)
.600" (15.24mm)

PRICE
6K23D57 $ 27.00
6K23E57 $ 27.00
6K23E57 $ 27.00
6K23H57 $ 27.00
6K23N57 $ 27.00
6K23A57 $ 27.00
6K23J57 $ 27.00
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rifle/shotgun sights

WILLIAMS

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS LEVER ACTION

SIMS VIBRATION LABORATORY

MARBLE

APERTURE REAR & FRONT SIGHT SETS

DEAD CENTER DUAL-COLOR
SHOTGUN SIGHT

SMITH ENTERPRISE

IMPROVED PEEP TANG SIGHT

FLIP-UP REAR SIGHT

Interchangeable Posts For Quick Change From
Short- To Long-Range Configuration

Two Sight Pictures In One

Combines The Accuracy Of
Aperture Sights With The
Speed Of Open Sights
Easy-to-see post front and
ghostring rear get you on target
fast for brush hunting and action shooting. All steel construction, front/rear sets provide the
correct front sight for each model, eliminating the guess work
of choosing sights. Easy-to-install, fully machined to fit existing rear scope base and front sight holes/dovetails. Windage
and elevation adjustable with dual set screws. Modified post
front sight with vertical white line insert provides excellent target contrast, is quick to pick up in all light conditions. Includes
.191" and .230" I.D. apertures. a
b
SPECS: Rear – Steel, blue, matte finish. Win. 92 and Win. 94 Top Eject
require drilling and tapping of receiver. Front - Steel, blue, matte finish.
Fits .250" or .340" wide front bases or nominal 3/8" dovetail, as noted. Post
- .100" (2.7mm) wide with .030" (.76mm) wide stripe.
STOCK #
#006-000-140AQ
#006-000-141AQ
#006-000-143AQ
#006-000-144AQ
#006-000-145AQ
#006-000-147AQ

FITS
Marlin 336 w/ 3/8" dovetail barrel
Marlin 1895SS, 444SS w/ 3/8" dovetail barrel
Marlin 39A ,w/ .250" & .340" wide front base
Win. 92, 94 Angle Eject Big Bore w/dovetail barrel
Win. 94 w/ 20-24" dovetail barrel
Win. 94 Trapper w/ dovetail barrel

— Advise # — Aperture & Post Sight Set, 6K70L71������� $ 81.00
MARLIN INTEGRAL POST AND BASE SET - One-piece front base,
plus a fully adjustable ghost ring
rear sight for Marlin lever guns.
Hunters and competitive shooters alike will benefit from the
faster sighting offered by the
.191" and .230" inside diameter
rear apertures and .100" wide, white line front sight blade. Ghost
Ring sets include a rear ghost ring sight that mounts directly to
the receiver without drilling and trapping. Lever Rail Ghost Ring
sets include a rear ghost ring sight that mounts in the milled
sight recess on the XS Sight Systems Lever Rail (available separately below).
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. 1895 Ghost Ring Set - Fits Marlin 1895
with .700" and 1.00" c-to-c front ramp screws. .528" high front sight measured from top of barrel to top of blade. 336/1894/30AS Ghost Ring
Set - Fits Marlin 336, 1894, and 30AS with .700" c-to-c front ramp hole
spacing. Lever Rail Ghost Ring Sets - For XS Lever Rail applications only.
Models available for Marlin 1895 and 336.
#006-000-033AQ 1895 Ghost Ring Set, 6K70I71������������� $ 81.00
#006-000-024AQ 336/1894/30AS Ghost Ring Set, 
6K70F71 ������������������������������������������������������� 81.00
#006-000-162AQ 1895 Lever Rail Ghost Ring Set, 
6K70N71������������������������������������������������������� 81.00
#006-000-164AQ 336 Lever Rail Ghost Ring Set, 
6K70C71������������������������������������������������������� 81.00
DRC WINGED 1895 GHOST-RING SIGHT SET - Give your 1895
Guide Gun an extremely durable
sight that withstands the toughest
hunting and field use. Sturdy steel
wings protect the rear sight body
from damage. Windage and elevation adjustable, ghost-ring rear furnished with .191" and .230" diameter
apertures. One-piece front post and base has highly visible,
.100" wide, white line, front post.
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. 1895 - Fits Marlin 1895 with .700" and
1.00" c-to-c front ramp screws. .528" high front sight measured from top
of barrel to top of blade.
#006-000-037AQ DRC 1895 Marlin Sight, 6K94C29�� � $ 108.00
MARLIN 1894/1895/336/308MX LEVER RAIL - Lightweight
scope rail mounts to Marlin centerfire lever gun without drilling and trapping. Accepts Weaver-style or Picatinny accesso-
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Dual-Color Fiber Optics
Provide Exceptional Contrast
& Clarity; Easy To Install
Red fiber optic rod surrounded by a contrasting green
outer fiber optic sleeve creates a
unique, dual-color dot with exceptional contrast and clarity in
all light conditions. Available in
choice of two mounting systems
that attach the sight to the shotgun rib without screws, drilling or tapping. Both systems index against the original front
bead to prevent shifting under recoil. Simple, stick-on Adhesive
mounting system installs easily on any ventilated rib .296" wide
or wider. Magnetic system uses powerful magnets and interchangeable, low-profile mounting adapters to fit a wide range
of rib widths to hold the sight in place. a
b
SPECS: Rods/Sleeves - Polymer fiber optic. Base - Plastic, black. 2" (5.1cm)
5
long x /16" (7.6mm) wide. Adhesive - Center Rod: .06" (1.5mm) dia. Outer
Sleeve: .12" (3mm) dia. Magnetic - Center Rod: .05" (1.3mm) dia. Outer
Sleeve: .08" (2mm) dia. Includes adapters to fit .24", .25", .29", .313", .315",
and .39" wide ventilated ribs.
#100-005-456AQ Adhesive Dual-Color Sight, 
7K9I94������������������������������������������������������������$ 11.99
#100-004-196AQ Magnetic Dual-Color Sight, 
7K26K99�������������������������������������������������������� 29.99

ries, including the Marlin 1894,
1895 or Marlin 336/308MX Lever Rail Ghost Ring set (above).
Extra-long rail gives plenty of
versatility in mounting scope
directly over the receiver or forward over the barrel for intermediate eye relief optics or red
dot sights. Requires removal of factory rear sight. Gunsmith
installation recommended.
SPECS: Aluminum, black, matte finish. 11" (27cm) long, .830" (21mm)
wide. 3 oz.(85g) weight. Includes mounting hardware.
#006-000-170AQ Marlin 1894 Lever Rail, 6K47L14�� �� $ 54.00
#006-000-151AQ Marlin 1895 Guide Gun Lever Rail,
54.00
6K47G14����������������������������������������������������
#006-000-165AQ Marlin 336/308MX Lever Rail, 
54.00
6K47I14������������������������������������������������������
MARLIN 1894/1895/336/308MX LEVER RAIL SIGHT SYSTEM Convenient kit combines the
lightweight Lever Rail onepiece scope rail with backup
iron sights for mounting on
your Marlin lever rifle without drilling and trapping. Rear
ghost ring is fully adjustable for
windage and elevation, with
interchangeable .191" and .230"
diameter apertures for fine-tuning accuracy. One-piece front
sight has .100" wide white-line post.
SPECS: Lever Rail - Aluminum, black, matte finish. 11" (27cm) long, .830"
(21mm) wide. 3 oz. (85g) weight. Includes mounting hardware. Sights Steel, matte black finish. Front sight: .100" wide, .528" high measured from
top of barrel to top of blade. 1895 fits Marlin 1895 with .700" (17.8mm) and
1" (2.5cm) c-to-c front ramp screws. 336 fits round barrel Model 336 only.
#006-000-167AQ Marlin 1894 Lever Rail Sight
System, 6K117D86�������������������������������� $ 135.00
#006-000-166AQ Marlin 1895 Lever Rail Sight
System, 6K117P86�������������������������������� 135.00
#006-000-168AQ Marlin 336 Lever Rail Sight
System, 6K117I86���������������������������������� 135.00
#006-000-169AQ Marlin 308MX Lever Rail Sight
System, 6K131A21�������������������������������� 150.30

Gives the single-shot or lever gun
shooter the period looks of a traditional
tang-mounted peep sight, plus new adjustability features that allow fast changes from
short- to long-range settings. Great for the
cowboy shooter who wants to use the same gun in cowboy
competition and long-range side matches, or as an alternative
to vernier-type sights on single-shot rifles used in BPCR and
other long-range competitions. Each sight comes with a post
that is the correct height to regulate the same as the original
factory iron sights. Click adjustable for windage and elevation;
each click is approximately 1/4" of adjustment at 100 yards. For
larger elevation changes, you can easily swap in a higher or
lower post (available below); choose a lower post for close-in
shooting and a taller post for longer ranges. All components
are precision CNC machined from 4140 steel, with critical parts
heat-treated for extra strength. To purchase, find your gun in
the left column, then find the correct sight kit and mounting
screw set for it in the right column. Use with Marble’s front
sights, available separately. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued. Drilling and tapping may be required for installation
on older guns. Sight kit includes base, Low (L) or Standard (S) height post,
1
/2" O.D. aperture disc with .055" peep, and Allen wrench.
Fits
post STK# SIGHT
STK# screws
American Arms 1874 Sharps
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-124AQ
Armi 1874 Sharps
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-131AQ
Ballard No. 8 Union Hill
L #579-000-168AQ #579-000-124AQ
Browning 1885 w/tang
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-132AQ
Browning 1885, 78 w/o tang
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-125AQ
Browning 1886
S #579-000-174AQ #579-000-112AQ
Browning 1892, 53, 65
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-106AQ
(Japan mfr)
Browning 1892 w/tang
S #579-000-178AQ #579-000-123AQ
safety
Browning 1895 (Japan mfr)
S #579-000-176AQ #579-000-106AQ
Browning 71LT
S #579-000-174AQ #579-000-106AQ
Cimarron 1866
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-109AQ
Cimarron 1873
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-133AQ
Colt Lightning (small frame)
S #579-000-173AQ #579-000-128AQ
EMF 1874 Sharps (not
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-131AQ
carbine)
H&R Buffalo Classic
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-125AQ
Henry .22LR Lever (H001 &
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-105AQ
H001T, not H001V)
Henry Golden Boy .22LR
S #579-000-173AQ #579-000-105AQ
(H004) & .22 Mag (H004M)
Henry Big Boy .30-30,
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-116AQ
.357/.38, .44 Mag. & .45 Colt
Marlin 1889, 1892, 1893,
L #579-000-168AQ #579-000-124AQ
1894, 25, 27, 29, 39, 39A
(old/original models)
Marlin/Glenfield 30A, 30AS,
L #579-000-170AQ #579-000-114AQ
30GT
Marlin 39A, 39AS, 39M,
L #579-000-170AQ #579-000-114AQ
39TDS (current models)
Marlin 336, incl. 444SS,
S #579-000-176AQ #579-000-114AQ
1895G, 1895SS
Remington Model 1, 2, 5
S #579-000-173AQ #579-000-130AQ
Rem. No. 1 Rolling Block
L #579-000-179AQ #579-000-100AQ
(current mfr)
Rossi 1892, 65
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-101AQ
Rossi 59, 62
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-104AQ
Savage 30G Stevens Favorite L #579-000-168AQ #579-000-124AQ
Shiloh Sharps 1874 & New
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-129AQ
Model 1874

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Machined from bar stock with
integral spring base. Flip it down,
it’s a fast pointing Buckhorn sight;
flip it up, it’s an elevator for long
range shooting. Use on blackpowder cartridge rifles at ranges
from 500 to 800 yards with .45-70 and other straight-walled
cartridges. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. Fits nominal 3/8" dovetails. 21/4" (5.7cm)
long. Provides 1.75" (4.4cm) total sight elevation.
#851-000-026AQ Flip-Up Rear Sight, 1E135H71����������� $ 169.99

Fits
post STK# SIGHT
STK# screws
Springfield 1870
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-125AQ
Taurus M62
L #579-000-168AQ #579-000-100AQ
Taylor 1874 Sharps
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-102AQ
Thompson/Center Scout
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-100AQ
Uberti 1873 (not incl.
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-100AQ
Hunter)
Uberti 1885
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-132AQ
Uberti 1886
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-100AQ
Uberti 1892
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-100AQ
Uberti Henry
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-127AQ
Uberti Rolling Block
L #579-000-179AQ #579-000-100AQ
Varner Favorite
S #579-000-166AQ #579-000-124AQ
Winchester 1866
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-102AQ
Winchester 1873
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-119AQ
Winchester 1876 & 1886
S #579-000-174AQ #579-000-117AQ
(original)
Winchester 1885 (original)
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-103AQ
Win. 1885 Low- & High-Wall L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-100AQ
(Japan mfr)
Winchester 1890, 62, 64, 65
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-117AQ
Win. 1892 (original) & 1894
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-102AQ
(all, exc. .22 cal)
Winchester 1892 (w/tang
S #579-000-178AQ #579-000-123AQ
safety)
Winchester 1895 (original)
S #579-000-176AQ #579-000-116AQ
Winchester 1895 (w/tang
S #579-000-176AQ #579-000-113AQ
safety)
Winchester 1906
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-117AQ
Winchester 53, 55
L #579-000-167AQ #579-000-102AQ
Winchester 9422 (.22LR)
L #579-000-170AQ #579-000-120AQ
— Advise # — Peep Tang Sight, 9G92C89 ��������������������$ 133.99
— Advise # — Tang Sight Screw Set, 9G4E88��������������
7.99
SIGHT POSTS - The Improved Tang Sight’s quick-release post
system makes it easy to replace the post that came with your
sight with a higher or lower one for targeting at different ranges.Choose a lower post for close-in targets or a taller post for
longer ranges. Post height is also click adjustable for fine-tuning when sighting in; each click represents 1/4" of adjustment
at 100 yards. A jam nut locks the elevation, so you can remove
and reinstall a post without losing settings.
SPECS: Steel, blued. Heights measured from base of post to center of
aperture. Low - 1.085" to 1.415" height adjustment range. 1/2" aperture
disc with .055" peep. Standard - 1.341" to 1.876 height adjustment range.
Medium - 1.875" to 2.965" height adjustment range. 3/4" aperture disc with
.032" peep. High - 2.820" to 4.770" height adjustment range. 3/4" aperture
disc with .032" peep.
#579-000-096AQ Sight Post, Low, 9G33P57����������������������$ 39.99
#579-000-097AQ Sight Post, Std, 9G33A57����������������������� 39.99
#579-000-098AQ Sight Post, Mid-Range, 9G42K15�������� 57.99
#579-000-099AQ Sight Post, Long-Range, 9G42B14 ���� 47.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

MARBLE

TANG SIGHT

PEDERSOLI

Adds a touch of authenticity to pump and lever action rifles, whether they’re used for hunting or Cowboy
Action Shooting. Provides better sight definition and faster target acquisition in the field or on the range.
Locates the aperture closer to the eye for a clear sight picture; longer sight radius increases accuracy. All steel
construction with micrometer adjustments for windage and elevation. Folds to the rear for storage. Mounting
screw set must be purchased separately. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued. Older guns may require drilling and tapping. Includes (2) 1/2" diameter apertures: .055" (1.4mm) and .102"
3
(2.6mm) size holes, and (1) /4" diameter aperture with .032" (.81mm) hole. Savage 99 will not fit late rifles with top safety. Late
rifles with safety at trigger will require drilling and tapping. Mounting screw sets sold separately.
STOCK #
#579-009-824AQ
#579-009-800AQ
#579-009-804AQ
#579-000-150AQ
#579-009-833AQ
#579-000-084AQ
#579-009-829AQ
#579-009-805AQ
#579-009-827AQ
#579-009-819AQ
#579-009-807AQ
#579-000-015AQ
#579-009-811AQ
#579-000-003AQ
#579-000-149AQ
#579-009-808AQ
#579-009-803AQ
#579-000-001AQ
#579-009-800AQ
#579-009-801AQ
#579-009-806AQ
#579-000-085AQ

TANG SIGHT & REPLACEMENT SCREWS
Fits
Browning 1892, 53, 65 (Japan mfr)
Browning 1885 w/tang
Glenfield 30, Marlin 39, 1892, 1894 (Cowboy), 1897, 1897 Annie Oakley
Henry Lever Action .22S/L/LR & .22 Mag.
Henry Golden Boy .22LR
Henry Big Boy .44
Marlin 1893 & 1894 (original models made prior to 1932 only)
Marlin 336/1895, 444S
Marlin 25, 27, 29, 39A, 1892, 1897 (original) Ballard #8 Union Hill, Savage 30G, Stevens Favorite
Remington Model 1, 2, 5
Rossi 1892, 65
Savage 99 (see price below)
Uberti and Cimarron 1866
Uberti and Cimarron 1873
Uberti 1885
Win. 53, 55, 64, 1892 (original), 1894 (except .22)
Win. 62, 1890, 1906
Win. 1885 Low Wall (Japan)
Win. 1885 Hi-Wall (Japan), TC Scout
Win. 1876 & 1886 (original)
Win. 1886 (Japan), Browning 1886
Win. 94 (tang safety), 94 Legacy, 94 Trails End™

Superb Long-Range Accuracy & The Right Period Styling

STOCK # SCREWS
#579-000-106AQ
#579-000-132AQ
#579-000-114AQ
#579-000-105AQ
#579-000-100AQ
#579-000-102AQ
#579-000-124AQ
#579-000-114AQ
#579-000-124AQ
#579-000-100AQ
#579-000-101AQ
#579-000-124AQ
#579-000-105AQ
#579-000-105AQ
#579-000-132AQ
#579-000-102AQ
#579-000-117AQ
#579-000-100AQ
#579-000-100AQ
#579-000-118AQ
#579-000-112AQ
#579-000-108AQ

— Advise # — Marble Tang Sight, 9G109I57 ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 126.99
— Advise # — Mounting Screw Set For Marble Tang Sight, 9G4L88�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
5.99

HIVIZ BENELLI SHOTGUN

REMINGTON VERSAMAX

FIBER OPTIC FRONT SIGHT

COMPETITION MASTER FRONT SIGHT

For Faster Targeting
In Low-Light Conditions;
Interchangeable Red & Green Rods
Fiber optic sight maintains excellent sight/target contrast in a broad
range of lighting conditions and lets
you quickly change the fiber optic rod
from red to green. Easily replaces the
front post on Benelli M1, M2, M3, M4, Nova Tactical and Super
Nova Tactical shotguns with ghost ring rear sight. Unique, Ushaped rod gathers far more light than a standard straight rod—
perfect for low-light situations. Comes with two green and two
red interchangeable rods that can be changed quickly using
the included tool, so you can customize the sight picture or
replace a damaged rod quickly. Elevation adjustable.
SPECS: Steel, matte black, with 2 green and 2 red fiber optic rods. Includes
rod removal tool, carrying case, and instructions. Fits Benelli M1, M2,
M3, M4, Nova Tactical, and Super Nova Tactical shotguns with ghost
ring rear sight.
#638-000-191AQ Benelli Shotgun FO Front Sight, 
8C22B89 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99

Fiber Optic Sight
For Higher Visibility
Highly-visible, fiber optic
sight provides a bright, yellowgreen aiming point for faster
sight acquisition to help you get
on target quickly. Sight installs
with a single screw and can be
added to the gun in minutes.
Optional HiViz Accessory Kit has a red
light pipe and a white, non-fiber optic
white insert along with the necessary
installation tool to adapt the sight to the
shooter’s needs. a
b
SPECS: Sight - Steel, black oxide finish. 15/16" (2.4 cm) length, 1/4" (6.4 cm)
width, 5/32" (4 cm) height. HiViz Accessory Kit includes 1 red light pipe, 1
solid white insert, and installation tool.
#767-000-952AQ Comp Master Front Sight, 
7F19N15��������������������������������������������������������$ 22.99
#767-000-953AQ Versamax HiViz Accessory Kit, 
7F24J51���������������������������������������������������������� 30.99

. . . THE GUNSMITH’S CHOICE™
Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Single-shot rifles of the Old West are capable of tremendous
range and accuracy, but fixed, factory sights rarely allow these
guns to reach their full potential. In the days before compact
scopes, target shooters and hunters seeking tack-driving accuracy relied on precisely adjustable vernier tang-mounted
rear sights and globe front sights. Pedersoli offers BPCR silhouette shooters, competitors, and Cowboy Action shooters taking
part in Schuetzen side matches affordable, high-quality replica
sights that function just like the originals. Get your Winchester
1885, Rolling Block, Sharps, Ballard, Trapdoor Springfield, or
other vintage single-shot rifle performing—and looking—its
best.
“CREEDMOOR” REAR TANG SIGHTS Named after the famous range on Long
Island that hosted many long-range
rifle competitions in the 1870s and
‘80s, the Creedmoor ladder-type sight
is fully adjustable for windage and elevation and works equally well on cartridge rifles and muzzleloaders. Sight is
precision machined from steel and attaches to tang with supplied setscrews
and folds down when not in use. The
Universal model is available in middle-range 2"
and long-range 3" heights. The windage adjustment mechanism is on the eyepiece, allowing the
eyepiece to dropped close to the base for close-in
shots. The Soule model provides maximum adjustability to fit any hunting or target shooting
conditions. Elevation is adjustable in precise increments of 1 MOA, and one full turn of the windage knob moves the point of aim left or right by
21/2 MOA in 1/2 minute increments. Large knurled
knob at the sight base allows fast, accurate return Goodwin Style
to center or previous setting. Choice of Short,
Tang
Middle, and Long Range models. Goodwin Style
sights offer precise windage adjustments with 1.26" movement
for high wind conditions. Elevation adjustment totals 3.94" for
long-range shooting and the tilt screw on the base lets you keep
the sight perfectly vertical, no matter the elevation or angle.
Goodwin-Style structure lets you reach the rifle’s chamber with
any cleaning device and inspect the barrel between shots.
SPECS: Steel, blued. Elongated rear mounting hole allows installation
on most rifles. Drilling and tapping of tang may be required. Distance
between mounting holes 2.20"-2.29" (5.6-5.8cm). Mounting screws and
installation instructions included.
#100-002-377AQ Univ. Middle Range 2" Tang Sight, 
4A148G79 ������������������������������������������������� $ 159.99
#100-002-376AQ Univ. Long Range 3" Tang Sight, 
4A150Q81��������������������������������������������������� 159.99
#100-002-378AQ “Soule” Short Range 2" Tang Sight, 
4A221M20������������������������������������������������� 239.99
#100-002-379AQ “Soule” Middle Range 3" Tang
Sight, 4A219B43������������������������������������� 239.99
#100-002-380AQ “Soule” Long Range 4" Tang Sight, 
4A249K33 ������������������������������������������������� 269.99
#100-010-691AQ Goodwin Style Tang, 4A221B03����� 239.99
SPIRIT LEVEL TUNNEL FRONT SIGHT W/INSERTS - Windageadjustable, tunnel front
sight comes with 12 interchangeable inserts so
you can choose the sight
picture that’s best for the
distance and range of your
target. The spirit level helps you hold the rifle completely upright to eliminate inaccuracies caused by tilting to the left or
right. Perfect companion for the Creedmoor Rear Sights.
SPECS: Steel, blued. 1" (2.8cm) OAL, 113/32" (3.6cm) maximum width at
adjustment knobs. Fits 3/8" (9.5mm), 60° dovetail. Instructions included.
#100-002-382AQ Spirit Level Tunnel Sight w/
Inserts, 4A140L74�������������������������������� $ 149.99

order on the web

brownells.com

SMITH ENTERPRISE M-95

LONG RANGE SIGHT
Authentic Cowboy Action Look;
Great For Long Distance Shooting
Versatile,
CNC-machined,
steel sight lets you shoot both long
and short distances. Flipped up,
the ladder adjusts from 100-1100
yards; flipped down, the flat top,
V sight provides fast target acquisition for short shots. Ball detents
provide an audible and felt click for
b
each graduation on the ladder. Fits rifles with a 3/8" dovetail. a
SPECS: Steel, black oxide finish. 21/8" (5.4cm) long. Ladder provides 123/64"
(3.4cm) height adjustment. Fits rifles with a 3/8" (9.5mm) dovetail.
#851-000-046AQ M-95 Long Range Sight, 
1E131C94 ��������������������������������������������������� $ 169.99

SHOTGUN SIGHT
CONVENIENCE KIT
The Tools & Sights You Need To
Install/Replace Sight Beads
Everything you need to achieve a
Professional shotgun sight repair or
installation. Each kit includes the right
drill bit and bottoming tap, plus sight(s) to help you clean up
existing threads or install a sight with a larger, stronger shank.
The Brownells 6-48 Kit features two, #4 brass front beads. Each
Bradley kit has an Ivory, Bradley-type front sight.
SPECS: Bradley sights have 3/32" (2.38mm) long shanks.
#078-021-048AQ 6-48 Brownells Kit, 8G7F52 ����������������� $ 9.99
#078-021-256AQ 3-56 Bradley Sight Kit, 8G11B01��������� 12.99
#078-021-248AQ 6-48 Bradley Sight Kit, 8G8A50 ��������� 11.99

VARIABLE APERTURE HADLEY-STYLE EYEPIECE - Rotating, detent-locking disc in the eyepiece lets you select
one of eight aperture sizes to match your sight
setting to current lighting conditions for optimum
accuracy. Change settings with a flick of your
thumb; no cumbersome disassembly or loosening and tightening of the eyepiece. Soft rubber
ring minimizes pain from accidental contact with eyepiece on
recoil. Fits both Universal and Soule-type Creedmoor sights.
SPECS: Steel, blued. 1.25" (3.1cm) diameter.
#100-002-381AQ “Hadley”-Style Eyepiece, 4A72P55�� � $ 89.99
FOLDING FRONT SIGHT - Serves as a globe
sight for long-range shooting when raised, or
you can fold it down and use the built-in blade
for close work. Ball/detent mechanism positively locks sight in folded or extended position. Fits rifles with 3/8", 60° dovetails.
SPECS: Steel, blued, and natural-finish brass. Fits 3/8"
(9.5mm), 60° dovetail.
#100-002-383AQ Folding Front Sight, 4A63H74����������� $ 69.99
TUNNEL FRONT SIGHT W/INSERTS - Tunnel front sight comes
with 12 inserts letting you
choose the best sight picture for your shooting conditions. Works great with
Creedmoor rear sights.
Steel construction for long
life and matte finish cuts
glare. Inserts lock into plce
with knurled, threaded cap.
SPECS: Steel, matte blue finish. Sight – 11/5" (3cm) OAL. 5/8" (1.5cm) wide.
Fits 3/8" 60° dovetail.
#100-010-696AQ Tunnel Front Sight W/Inserts, 
4A41L04������������������������������������������������������� $ 44.99
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rifle/shotgun sights

COWBOY TARGET RIFLE SIGHTS

Period Looks, Superb Accuracy

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

SHOTGUN SIGHT KITS
TWO KITS THAT COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER, A TOTAL OF 160 PRECISION,
ECONOMICAL, GOOD-LOOKING, REPLACEMENT SHOTGUN BEADS

SHOTGUN SIGHT KIT “A”

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SHOTGUN SIGHT KIT “A” CONTAINS:
Head Dia. Thread Shaft Drill & Tap Sizes
.067
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.130
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.067
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.130
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48

Color
G
G
G
G
W
W
W
W

Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “A” is a practical, economical assortment of top-quality, replacement shotgun sights. The workmanship is superb, being done on the most modern and up-to-date machinery in the U.S.A. The sight globes are true spheres
- not lop-sided as those found on many other sights at a higher price. The threads are cut onto the shank, and are clean, sharp
and well-machined for the best possible fit. Shanks are threaded right up to the base of the bead so you can set the sight exactly
onto the barrel.
   Your choice of sights in the Kit is extremely wide. There are 2 shank sizes, 3 bead sizes and 2 bead colors, giving you a total
of 8 different sights to choose from so you can fit nearly any gun that comes into the shop.
   The two shank sizes are 3-56 and 6-48. Size 3-56 is one of the most widely used shanks in the industry and will fit most guns
having threaded sight holes. The 6-48 shaft was chosen for the alternate size to be used when the original hole must be redrilled
and tapped - or where there is no hole at all - because 6-48 is the firearm industry standard screw size, and every gunshop in the
country will have the drill and tap on hand to make the new hole.
   Bead sizes are .067, .130 and .175, (the most popular sizes), giving your customer the choice of small, medium or large
beads. In addition, each bead size is available in Gold color - machined from finest brass; or White color - machined from high
tensile aluminum alloy. Neither color will bleed at the heels, wear off with hard use, or chip and peel, as almost all enameled
sights eventually do.
   Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “A” comes to you very attractively displayed in a clear plastic counter case. Each individual sight
number is in its own plainly identified box on a black tray. There are 10 sights of each number, giving you a total of 80 sights in the
Kit - 40 Gold and 40 White - a complete inventory of top-quality shotgun sights with an absolute minimum of capital invested.
Don’t pass up the opportunity to cash-in on the shotgun sight replacement market. For an unbelievably low investment you
can have a complete, correctly balanced and assorted inventory of 80 superb shotgun sights, each carrying Brownells guarantee
of perfect workmanship and materials. Don’t let yourself get caught short when you can have them on hand so easily. Order your
Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “A” today! a
b
SPECS: Brass and Aluminum Beads in 31/2" (8.9cm) x 7" (17.8cm) clear plastic box.
#080-532-000AQ Shotgun Sight Kit “A”, total of 80 sights in Counter Case, 8K40G73 ���������������������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99
SINGLE PAK REFILL SIGHTS FOR KIT “A”
STOCK #
#080-532-129AQ
#080-532-130AQ

NO.
1
2

STOCK #
#080-532-131AQ
#080-532-132AQ

NO.
3
4

STOCK #
#080-532-133AQ
#080-532-134AQ

NO.
5
6

STOCK #
#080-532-135AQ
#080-532-136AQ

NO.
7
8

— Advise # — Single Pak Shotgun Sight Refills, 8K1J76���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 3.99
10 PAK REFILL SIGHTS FOR KIT “A”
STOCK #
#080-532-001AQ
#080-532-002AQ

NO.
1
2

STOCK #
#080-532-003AQ
#080-532-004AQ

NO.
3
4

STOCK #
#080-532-005AQ
#080-532-006AQ

No.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

SHOTGUN SIGHT KIT “B”

SHOTGUN SIGHT KIT “B” CONTAINS:
Head Dia. Thread Shaft Drill & Tap Sizes
.067
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.130
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.130
8 - 40
No. 28 - 8-40
.175
8 - 40
No. 28 - 8-40
.067
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.130
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.130
8 - 40
No. 28 - 8-40
.175
8 - 40
No. 28 - 8-40

Color
G
G
G
G
W
W
W
W

Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “B” is truly the natural and logical companion to the original Kit “A” - giving you all the sights that
Kit “A” doesn’t contain, but that you need to have for a really versatile and complete replacement shotgun sight inventory. Plus,
in Kit “B,” we took the practical step of making the White beads out of stainless steel. Stainless is stronger, won’t crush or distort
when the beads are installed, does not have to be removed when the gun goes into the hot bluing solution (and won’t dissolve
and ruin your bluing bath once it’s in there)!! Plus, the stainless won’t break off at the top of the shank, stays shiny forever, stands
up to tougher use in the field, and generally a lot better sight.
But, the real advantage of Kit “B” is that by combining it with Kit “A”, you can now have a selection of shank sizes unequaled
among shotgun sights. So, if you get a gun in your shop with a badly misshapen, worn or stripped-out sight hole, you will have
a bead of exactly the same size, but with a shank one size larger. Replacement is then just a simple matter of drilling out the hole
to the next size larger, tapping, and inserting the new bead.
The most important thing is that the Kit saves you time, giving faster work turnaround in the shop, which makes you more
money. It also eliminates “patching-up” the original hole (which often then requires repairing the blue, too) and redrilling and
tapping for the original size shank. And, it gets your customer back in the field sooner which makes him happy, and makes you
look good! Like the original Kit “A”, the workmanship is superb, the sight globes are true spheres, the threads are cut onto the
shank, so they are clean, sharp, and give the best possible fit. And, they are threaded right up to the base of the bead so you can
set the sight exactly onto the barrel.
Thread sizes are 6-48 and 8-40 - two of the most common and popular thread sizes in the gun industry, so everyone has the
necessary drills and taps. The bead sizes are .067, .130 and .175, again the most popular sizes, and the same as those used in Kit “A”.
The Gold beads are machined from finest brass; the White beads from tough stainless steel. Because these are solid metal
beads, they cannot bleed, chip, peel or have the color wear off.
As the companion to Kit “A”, Kit “B” also comes in a clear plastic counter case. Each individual sight number is in its own clearly
identified box on a black tray. There are 10 sights of each number, giving you a total of 80 new sights. By itself, a complete inventory of 3 very popular sizes in 2 colors, with 6-48 and 8-40 shanks; but as a companion to Kit “A”, an unbeatable assortment of the
most versatile and useful shotgun sight beads available anywhere. And, right at your fingertips, ready to install for your customers.
Order your Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “B” today. a
b
SPECS: Brass and Stainless Steel Beads in 31/2" (8.9cm) x 7" (17.9cm) clear plastic box.
#080-532-100AQ Brass/SS Shotgun Sight Kit “B”, total of 80 sights in Counter Case, 8K40K73������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99
SINGLE PAK REFILL SIGHTS FOR KIT “B”
STOCK #
#080-532-137AQ
#080-532-138AQ

NO.
21
22

STOCK #
#080-532-139AQ
#080-532-140AQ

NO.
23
24

STOCK #
#080-532-141AQ
#080-532-142AQ

NO.
25
26

STOCK #
#080-532-143AQ
#080-532-144AQ

NO.
27
28

— Advise # — Single Pak Shotgun Sight Refills, 8K1N76����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$ 3.99
NO.
5
6

STOCK #
#080-532-007AQ
#080-532-008AQ

NO.
7
8

— Advise # — 10 Pak Shotgun Sight Refills, 8K9Q99�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99

STOCK #
#080-532-121AQ
#080-532-122AQ

NO.
21
22

10 PAK REFILL SIGHTS FOR KIT “B”
STOCK #
NO.
STOCK #
#080-532-123AQ 23
#080-532-125AQ
#080-532-124AQ 24
#080-532-126AQ

NO.
25
26

STOCK #
#080-532-127AQ
#080-532-128AQ

NO.
27
28

— Advise # — 10 Pak Shotgun Sight Refills, 8K14F99�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$ 24.99

N.E.C.G. SHOTGUN

SIGHT BEAD

LYMAN

SHOTGUN SIGHT

Mammoth Tusk For Look Of
A Traditional Ivory Bead
This meticulously crafted front bead is made
from genuine Mammoth ivory to give a fine shotgun the look of traditional elephant ivory, without
violating international trade restrictions. Practical,
too, because it gives a clean, easy-to-see, glarefree, white dot in all light conditions.
SPECS: Turned Mammoth ivory, natural finish. .157" (4mm) dia. bead. Undersized 6-48 thread; secure with epoxy adhesive.
#661-104-004AQ 4mm Sight Bead, 1F10K80������������������� $ 12.99
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SHOTGUN SIGHT THREADS

.146" - 48 TAP
IVORY FRONT
No. 10
(Use #29 Drill)

FRONT
No. 10D
(6-48 thread)

REAR
No.11
(Use #47 Drill)

#539-101-010AQ No. 10 Front Sight, each, 5K5K85������ $ 6.99
#539-111-028AQ No. 11 Rear Sight, each, 5K5G85�������� 6.99
#539-101-012AQ No. 10D Front, Screw-in,w/wrench, 
5K5K85���������������������������������������������������������� 6.99

A special three-flute tap for the oversized Poly-Choke
Extra Long Shank (5/16") and Bev-L-Blok sights. Use .125" (1/8")
drill with this tap. a
b
#080-598-146AQ .146"- 48 Taper Tap, 8K20A00����$ 29.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

   These sizes are correct to the best of our knowledge, however, sizes may vary with year, country of
manufacture, etc. Browning, 3mm-5 (Metal bead), 3-56
(Ivory bead); Franchi, M3.0x0.50; Ithaca, 6-48; Marlin,
3-56; Mossberg, 5-40; Remington, 6-48; Ruger®, 3-56;
Smith & Wesson, M2.5x0.45; Weatherby, 3-56; Winchester, 3-56.

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

BRADLEY™

SIGHT BEAD

Shouldered Beads Install To The Right Height Every Time; Popular Sizes In Brass & Stainless Steel

No.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

SHOTGUN SIGHT KIT “C” CONTAINS:
Head Dia. Thread Shaft Drill & Tap Sizes
.130
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.130
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.175
3 -56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
6 - 48
No. 31 - 6-48
.067
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.130
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56
.175
6 - 48
No.31 - 6-48
.175
3 - 56
No. 45 - 3-56

The Original “Bead-On-A-Block”
Standard Bradley - Places the front sight bead on a block of
steel for positive indexing, greater surface area and increased
strength. Available in red and white colored plastic or gold brass
beads. Solid Brass Bradley - Uniform yellow brass (gold) or white
brass (silver) beads with positive-stop skirts. a
b
SPECS: Standard Base - steel, blue. Bead - plastic, red, or white. Brass
Beads - gold or silver. Metric beads are all white color.

Color
G
G
G
G
W
W
W
W

STANDARD BRADLEY BEADS
STK# EA.

Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “C” is a must have for any gunsmith or sporting goods store looking to save valuable time and
really please their customers. We have taken everything that’s great about our Shotgun Sight Kits “A” and “B” - like their unparalleled selection of high quality and size- popular sight beads- and added a special feature to make the beads in Kit “C” fast, easy,
and convenient to install. . . everytime. Every sight bead in Shotgun Sight Kit “C” has the advantage of skirted shoulders. What this
means to you, the professional gunsmith or the sporting goods store owner, is you’ll never have to get out your mike or calipers
again to ensure you’ve installed the sight to its proper height. No more guesswork either! Because when the skirted shoulder
reaches the barrel, it provides a positive stop that lets you know the sight is at its optimum height. Every sight from Shotgun Sight
Kit “C” installs with fool-proof ease - saving you both valuable shop time and, even more important, the nightmare of upsetting
a valuable customer. Not only will customers be pleased with the installation you do, they’ll also love the huge selection of sizes
and styles from which to choose. We selected the most popular sizes from our Shotgun Sight Kits “A” and “B”, because we know
that’s what your customers will come in and ask you for. Plus, we know how important it is to offer different styles to please as
many shooters as possible. That’s why Kit “C” offers each size bead in both Gold and White. It provides the perfect selection; Gold
brass for a classy, traditional look many shotgun owners are partial to and White stainless steel for a sight bead so strong it even
stands up to hot bluing. Thread sizes include 3-56 and 6-48 with bead diameters of .067", .130", and .175" to give your customers
the choice of small, medium and large beads. Also, for easy storage and quick identification, we’ve followed the same, convenient layout of Kits “A” and “B” to make it as simple as possible to find the sight you need. Kit “C’s” plastic counter case is divided
into eight compartments to keep the beads organized and right at your fingertips. Plus, if you put this great-looking kit on your
counter for your customers to see, it’s a great way to create more business by reminding people to replace broken or damaged
sight beads. Brownells Shotgun Sight Kit “C” is everything you’ve been looking for; a huge selection, superb quality, and now the
convenience of skirted shoulders. Order this time-saving, customer pleasing kit today and enjoy the speed, precision, and ease
with which each of these sights installs. a
b
SPECS: Brass and Stainless Steel Beads in 31/2" (8.9cm) x 7" (17.9cm) clear plastic box.
#080-000-080AQ Brass/SS Shotgun Sight Kit “C”, 8K40B73�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99
SINGLE PAK SHOULDER BEAD FOR KIT “C”
STOCK #
#080-001-001AQ
#080-001-002AQ

NO.
10
11

STOCK #
#080-001-003AQ
#080-001-004AQ

NO.
12
13

STOCK #
#080-001-005AQ
#080-001-006AQ

NO.
14
15

STOCK #
#080-001-007AQ
#080-001-008AQ

NO.
16
17

NO.
10
11

10-PAK SHOULDER BEADS FOR KIT “C”
STOCK #
NO.
STOCK #
#080-000-119AQ
12
#080-000-121AQ
#080-000-120AQ
13
#080-000-122AQ

NO.
14
15

STOCK #
#080-000-123AQ
#080-000-124AQ

BEAD TPI
SHANK Color
SIZE
LENGTH
1
5
#146-184-011AQ #146-184-031AQ /8"
3-56
/32"
Red
5
#146-184-012AQ #146-184-032AQ 1/8"
3-56
/32"
White
1
5
#146-184-013AQ
NA
/8"
3-56
/32"
Gold
5
#146-186-011AQ #146-186-031AQ 1/8"
6-48
/64"
Red
5
#146-186-012AQ #146-186-032AQ 1/8"
6-48
/64"
White
1
5
#146-186-013AQ
NA
/8"
6-48
/64"
Gold
9
#146-187-012AQ #146-187-032AQ 1/8"
6-48
/64"
White
5
#146-532-412AQ #146-532-432AQ 5/32"
3-56
/32"
White
7
#146-532-712AQ #146-532-732AQ 5/32"
6-48
/64"
White
5
9
#146-532-812AQ #146-532-832AQ /32"
6-48
/64"
White
1
#146-532-912AQ #146-532-932AQ 5/32"
8-40
/8"
White
— Advise # — Std Bradley Bead, each, 6D6G95 ������������� $ 6.99
— Advise # — Std Bradley Bead, 3-pak, 6D12D00��������� 20.99
METRIC BRADLEY BEAD
STK# EA.
STK# 3-PAK
BEAD SIZE
TPI
1
#146-000-001AQ
#146-000-005AQ
/8"
2.5mm
1
#146-000-002AQ
#146-000-006AQ
/8"
3mm
5
#146-000-004AQ
#146-000-008AQ
/32"
3mm
5
NA
#146-000-007AQ
/32"
2.5mm
— Advise # — Metric Bradley Bead, each, 6D8L99�������� $ 8.99
— Advise # — Metric Bradley Bead, 3-pak, 6D22L89���� 22.99
BRASS SKIRTED BEADS

— Advise # — Single Pak Shouldered Bead, each, 8K2I22������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 4.49
STOCK #
#080-000-117AQ
#080-000-118AQ

STK# 3-PAK

NO.
16
17

— Advise # — 10-Pak Shoulder Bead Refills, 8K15I99������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $ 29.99

STK# EA.
STK# 3-PAK
TPI
Color
Size
1
#146-003-013AQ #146-003-033AQ
6-48
Gold
/8"
1
#146-010-113AQ #146-010-133AQ
3-56
Gold
/16"
#146-020-114AQ #146-020-134AQ
3-56
Bright Silver 1/16"
1
NA
#146-005-033AQ
5-40
Gold
/8"
1
NA
#146-030-135AQ
3-56
Dull Sliver
/16"
— Advise # — Brass Skirt Bead, each, 6D2K95 ���������������� $ 2.99
— Advise # — Brass Skirt Beads, 3-pak, 6D6I12�������������� 8.99

MARBLE

SHOTGUN SIGHT

3 Styles of Thread-In Sights
EXPERT TYPE - A beautiful sight for most ribs. Shoulders on sight make for easy installation.
SPECS: Bead: 1/8" (3.2mm). Shank length: 3/32" (2.4mm). Gold
bead with 3-56 thread or Ivory (white plastic) bead with 3-56 or 6-48
b
thread. a
#708-310-332AQ 3-56 Expert, Ivory, 9G4I70��������������������� $ 6.99
#708-310-631AQ 6-48 Expert, Gold, 9G4B59 ������������������� 6.99
#708-310-632AQ 6-48 Expert, Ivory, 9G4E70������������������� 6.99
EXPERT FIBER OPTIC - A bright, eye catching, fiber optic
sight for ribs. Shoulders on sight make for easy installation.
SPECS: Bead: .0700" (1.7mm) dia. Shank length: 3/32" (2.4mm).
Thread size: 3-56 or 6-48. Color: Green or Orange .
Color
STK# 3-56 THREAD
STK# 6-48 THREAD
Green
#708-305-331AQ
#708-305-631AQ
Orange
#708-305-332AQ
#708-305-632AQ
— Advise # — Expert Fiber Optic Sight, 9G5C55������������ $ 7.99

TRUGLO

STRUT-STOPPER
SHOTGUN SIGHT
High Contrast Tunnel Sight For
Much Improved Accuracy
Advanced tunnel sight with highly
visible green or red fiber optic rod
provides improved sight contrast in all light conditions. Front
sight dot is only visible when properly aligned, forcing correct shooting form and increased accuracy. Features a polymer
base that installs over the ventilated rib and is held firmly in
place with a high-strength dual sided tape for quick installation
without screws. Does not require rear sight. Fits all shotguns
equipped with 1/4", 7mm, or 5/16" wide ventilated ribs and removable front beads, including most Remington, Browning, and
Ithaca shotguns. a
b
SPECS: Base - Polymer, black. 3¼" (8.2cm) long. Rods - Polymer, (1) red or
(1) green, 15/16" (3.3cm) long x .06" (1.5mm) dia. Sight fits all shotguns with
¼" (6.3mm), 9/32" (7mm), or 5/16" (7.9mm) wide ventilated ribs.
#902-000-120AQ Strut-Stopper Sight, Red,
2K13K60��������������������������������������������������������$ 15.99
#902-000-121AQ Strut-Stopper Sight, Green, 
2K13J60�������������������������������������������������������� 15.99

MEPROLIGHT®

SHOTGUN NIGHT SIGHT
CARLSON’S

MEPROLIGHT® TRU-DOT

MARBLE

DAY/NIGHT SHOTGUN BEAD

#223 MID-RIB SHOTGUN BEAD

Constantly Visible Sight
Almost Like Magic!
Unique, universal shotgun sight bead
stays visible in all light conditions: bright
sun, heavy overcast, late afternoon shadows, deep woods hunting. Tritium gas
light source sealed in the center of a blued
steel bead. On bright days, the shooter
sees a black bead with a light center. As the light fades, the center becomes a soft green glow. No switches, batteries, wires, or
charging—the sight is always “on.” Drop-in replacement bead
for Remington 870, 1100, and 11-87. Installation on other shotguns may require drilling and tapping.
SPECS: .160" (4.06mm) H x .158" (4.01mm) W. .110" (2.8mm) long shank.
6-48 thread.
#387-314-405AQ TRU-DOT Bead, 2B27M77��������������������$ 34.55

HIGH VISIBILITY SHOTGUN BEAD

Installs Easily, Ensures Perfect Sight Alignment

Easy-To-See White Or Fluorescent Red

Tapered, ivory-color, mid-rib bead helps prevent can-ting the gun or aiming over the top of the
front bead. Stake-on design installs easily at center
of barrel or 12" to 16" from muzzle. Drill a #45 hole,
follow with #226 Bead Sight Reamer, and press-fit
in place. a
b
SPECS: Ivory-colored, .080" (2mm) diameter.
#579-223-000AQ #223 Ivory Mid-Rib Sight, 9G3F80��� $ 4.99

Provides an easy-to-pick-up front
bead in all types of hunting conditions.
On dark or cloudy days the white bead is
fast and easy to see. On bright, sunny days the fluorescent red
bead remains visible in even the brightest light.
SPECS: Plastic bead, steel base, blued. 3-56 or 6-48 thread.
#155-400-003AQ 3-56 White High Vis. Bead, 5E4K70�� �� $ 5.99
- 6 or More 3-56 White High Vis. Bead, 5E3Q76 ��� 5.50
#155-400-004AQ 3-56 Red High Vis. Bead, 5E4D70�������� 5.99
- 6 or More 3-56 Red High Vis. Bead, 5E3A76�������� 5.50
#155-400-001AQ 6-48 White High Vis. Bead, 5E4G70 ��� 5.99
- 6 or More 6-48 White High Vis. Bead, 5E3D76 ��� 4.99
#155-400-002AQ 6-48 Red High Vis. Bead, 5E4P70�������� 5.99
- 6 or More 6-48 Red High Vis. Bead, 5E3B76�������� 5.50

#226 BEAD SIGHT REAMER Tapers and de-burrs after drilling hole for Marble #223 MidRib Shotgun Bead.
SPECS: Steel. 1" (25mm) long, 1/8" (3.2mm) diameter.
#579-226-000AQ #226 Bead Sight Reamer, 9G3F80����� $ 6.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

order on the web

brownells.com

Always On For Low Light Visibility
Rugged, all-steel replacements for
factory sights have high visibility green
Tritium inserts that provide optimum
sight definition in low light conditions.
Front and rear sights have their own Tritium source. Constant light level, not affected by weather; maintenance free.
SPECS: Blued steel with green Tritium inserts. M1 Benelli has post front
and ghost ring rear. Fits M1 and M3 Ghost Ring. M2 Benelli has post front
and ghost ring rear. Fits M2, Nova, and Super Nova with ghost ring rear
sight. Tactical Benelli fits M1 Tactical M and Practical. Remington fits guns
originally equipped with rifle sights. Mossberg has front post only. Fits 500
and 590 with factory ghost ring rear sight only.
#387-400-510AQ M1 Benelli Night Sight, 2B87B69��� $ 102.45
#387-000-052AQ M2 Benelli Night Sight, 2B87N69�� � 102.45
#387-400-511AQ Tact. Benelli Night Sight, 2B87F69 102.45
#387-310-460AQ Rem. 870, 1100, 11-87 Night Sight, 
2B85E69����������������������������������������������������� 101.35
55.30
#387-400-500AQ Mossberg Night Sight, 2B46C89�����
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rifle/shotgun sights

SHOTGUN SIGHT BEAD KIT “C” WITH SHOULDERS

RIFLE/SHOTgUN SIGHTS

HIVIZ SHOTGUN

FIBER OPTIC SIGHT
Improves Target Visualization
Light gathering, polymer rod
works in low light as well as bright
to provide an easy-to-see, fastpointing dot. Four colored rods let you change sights to fit
shooting conditions. Locating fingers on each end center the
sight on your rib; two strong magnets prevent movement. a
b
SPECS: Base - Plastic, black. Rods - Polymer, red, green, yellow, orange.
.170" (4.3mm) diameter sighting dot. M-300 - fits ribs 7/32" (5.5mm) to 5/16"
(8.2mm) wide. M-400 - Fits ribs 5/16" (8.2mm) to 7/16" (11.3mm) wide. MPB
- Fits all 16, 20 and 12 gauge, non-ribbed barrels.
#638-300-000AQ M-300 Fiber Optic Sight,
8C16N00 ������������������������������������������������������$ 18.99
#638-400-000AQ M-400 Fiber Optic Sight, 
8C16N00 ������������������������������������������������������ 18.99
#638-100-000AQ MPB Fiber Optic Sight, 8C16K00 ������ 18.99
COMP SIGHT - Light gathering, polymer rod provides an easy-to-see dot
in low light and bright daylight. Steel
base replaces front bead, screws on
for a secure mount. Includes eight
interchangeable light pipes, three
orange, three green and two white
in three diameters: .105", .115" and .130" for competition, law
enforcement and field use. Four sight mounting screws are
supplied to fit nearly all shotgun ribs, plus a rotary carrying case
for storing light pipes and spring release key.
SPECS: Steel base, matte black. 1" (2.5cm) long. Screw/fits: 3-56" for Ruger, Beretta/Benelli, Browning Target Citori, Krieghoff; M3X.5" for Browning Gold and Citori Field; 5-40" for Mossberg; 6-48" for Remington (with
threaded bead) and SKB sporting models.
#638-000-001AQ Comp Sight, 8C28M77 ������������������������� $ 33.99
TOM BUSTER II SIGHT SET - Fits shotguns with vent ribs between 11⁄64" and
7⁄16" wide and a removable front sight.
Rear has two green dots and adjusts
for windage and elevation. Front has
one green and one orange, interchangeable rod. Sights fit a variety of
shotguns and kit includes five installation screws.
SPECS: Rear Sight – Steel base, black. 2½" (63mm) long, ¾" (19mm) wide,
1
/8" (3.1mm) high. Front sight – 2½" (63mm) long, ¼" (6.3mm) wide, ¼"
high. Includes: 3-56; 3mm x .5; 3mm x .6; 5-40; 6-48. Gunsmith installation recommended.
#638-000-038AQ Tom Buster II Sight Set, 8C26A06��� $ 30.99
FLAME SIGHT - Replaces the front
bead with a highly visible fiber optic
rod on all shotguns with a ventilated
rib. Screws are included to fit all front
bead thread sizes. An easy way to upgrade to a bright front sight for hunting, target shooting, or tactical use.
SPECS: Base – steel black oxide finish. Approximately 7/8" (2.2cm) long.
Fluorescent LitePipe available in green or red. Replaces front sight bead
on all vent ribbed shotguns.
#638-000-040AQ Flame Sight, Green, 8C11I98��������������� $ 14.99
#638-000-041AQ Flame Sight, Red, 8C11E98 ����������������� 14.99
FLASHPOINT & TRICOMP SIGHTS Each versatile unit includes triangular
and round, full-dot sighting tubes you
can snap in and out, depending upon
your situation. Mount to virtually any
ventilated-rib shotgun. TriComp unit
has a steel base and includes 9, 1¼"
tubes. Flashpoint unit has a steel base
and includes 8, 2" tubes, varying in
color, size and shape.
SPECS: TriComp: Base - Steel, black-oxide finish. Approximately 1¾"
(45mm) long. Includes (9) tubes. (3) round, .090" (2.3mm) O.D.; (3) round,
.125" (3.2mm) O.D.; red, green, white. (3) triangular, .140" (3.6mm) high;
red, green, white. Flashpoint: Base - Steel, black-oxide finish. Approxi-
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mately 2½" (64mm) long. Includes (8) tubes. (2) round, .1" (2.5mm) O.D.;
red, green. (2) triangular, .14" (3.6mm) high; (2) triangular, .18" (4.6mm)
high; (2) triangular, .20" (5mm) high; red, green.
#638-000-032AQ FlashPoint Sights, 8C19Q49��������������� $ 23.99
#638-000-033AQ TriComp Sights, 8C28K77������������������� 33.99
SPARK II SIGHT - Highly visible, fiber optic
front sight features a unique, interchangeable mounting post system for easy installation on most major brands of shotguns
with plain or ribbed barrels. Pre-tapped,
steel sight base accepts five, included
mounting posts to accommodate shotguns drilled and tapped
for 6-48, 5-40 or 3-56, plus the popular 3mm x .5 or 3mm x .6
metric sizes. Bright, fiber optic LitePipe provides superior light
transmission from dawn ‘til dusk, perfect for low light hunting
conditions, as well as competition and self defense guns where
fast sight acquisition is paramount. Requires drilling and tapping on shotguns with factory, press-fit bead sights.
SPECS: Sight Base - Steel, blue finish. .204" (5.2mm) long x .137" (3.5mm)
wide. Bead - Polymer, available in Red or Green. .362" (9.2mm) long x .106"
(2.7mm) diameter. Sight Height - .167"(4.2mm) high from top of barrel to
top of bead. 6-48 fits Remington, Weatherby, SKB and Ithaca. 3-56 fits
Browning Citori target guns, Benelli, Beretta, Ruger, and Winchester. 5-40
fits Mossberg. 3mm x .5 fits Browning Gold and Citori field guns. 3mm x
.6 fits Browning Citori Hunter.
#638-000-016AQ Red Spark II Sight, 8C7G65����������������� $ 10.99
#638-000-088AQ Green Spark II Sight, 8C7G65 ����������� 10.99
FOUR IN ONE II SIGHT - Highcontrast, light gathering front and
rear sights for Browning, Benelli,
Mossberg and Winchester shotguns can be used with the front
only for wing shooting or in combination with the rear for a precision rifle-type sight. Removable
rear is windage and elevation adjustable to increase your accuracy when hunting deer or turkey. Front sights include red
and green rods that easily interchange to maintain sight visibility in low or bright light. Two-dot rear sight includes one red,
green, white, and black rod for a variety of color combinations.
Wing shooting front sight is held securely to ventilated rib with
included screws, and will not shake loose under recoil. Rear
sight clamps firmly around ventilated rib with machine screws
and is used in combination with an additional front sight that
secures over the wing sight with included pin, both are easily removed. Rods remove and install easily using light finger
pressure and the included plastic pick. Requires removal of
existing front sight and drilling and tapping.
SPECS: Fits Browning BPS and Benelli ribs 5/16" (7.9mm) wide, and Mossberg or Winchester ribs 3/8" (9.7mm) wide. Base - Plastic, matte black. Front
Wing Base - 2¾" (7cm) long x ¼" (6.3mm) wide. Front Rifle Base - 2¼"
(5.7cm) long x 5/16" (7.6mm) wide. Rear base 2¾" (7cm) x ¾" (1.9mm) wide.
Front Rod – Polymer, (1) red, (1) green, 13/8" (3.4cm) long x .1" (2.5mm) dia.
Rear Rod - Polymer, (1) red, (1) green, (1) white, (1) black, .05" (1.3mm) dia.
#638-000-078AQ Four In One II, 8C26M06������������������ $ 30.99
MAGNI-COMP SIGHT - Innovative
tunnel sight with highly visible red
or green rod provides exceptional
sight contrast in all light conditions.
Front sight dot is only visible when
using correct head alignment, forcing
proper shooting form and increasing
accuracy. Red or green fiber optic rods
are easily interchanged allowing you to change sight color
when light conditions change. Designed to fit ventilated ribs
with removable front beads. Contains a compact, stainless steel
base that is secured firmly to the ventilated rib using included
screw, making it ideal for heavy recoil loads or ported barrels.
Sight base uses a locking spring to keep the light rod secure,
yet allows easy interchangability of the red or green rod in the
field with provided key. Includes five different size sight screws
for a variety of ribs.
SPECS: Base - 1704 stainless steel, matte black finish, 1¼" (3.1cm) long.
Rods – polymer, (1) red, (1) green, 11/16" (17.8mm) long x .07" (1.8mm) dia.

MARBLE

TRUGLO

TRITIUM SHOTGUN SIGHT

GLO-DOT SHOTGUN SIGHT
High Visibility Glowing
Dot No Batteries
Required

Gets You On Target Quickly
In Low & Regular Light
CNC-machined, steel sight uses eyecatching tritium to provide a fast sight picture in low light and an easily-noticeable, white ring for regular
light. White ring is recessed to protect it from being scratched
and to ensure proper light reflection from any angle. Five different thread diameters fit most shotguns. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. Approximately .32" (8.1mm) long, 3/16"
3
(4.8mm) wide, .21" (5.4mm) high. /32" (2.4mm) shank length. See price line
for thread diameter. 6-48 Oversize (OS) has a diameter of .146" (3.7mm).
#579-000-078AQ 6-48 Tritium Shotgun Sight, 
9G25H16 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99
#579-000-079AQ 6-48 OS Tritium Shotgun Sight, 
9G25G16������������������������������������������������������� 37.99
#579-000-080AQ 5-40 Tritium Shotgun Sight, 
9G25D16������������������������������������������������������� 29.99

TRUGLO

BRITE-SITE SHOTGUN SIGHT
Tritium & Fiber Optic Sight Provides
Superior Contrast, Day Or Night
Advanced Tritium Fiber Optic
technology combines glow-in-thedark tritium with a bright, fiber optic
rod to keep you on target during all
lighting conditions. Highly visible, 3/16" diameter green dot ensures quick sight acquisition. Heavy duty, precision-machined
aluminum base with protective wrap-around cage prevents
damage and snagging. Mounts to barrel with included 6-48
tpi screws that hold tight under the heaviest recoil. Hardcoat
anodized for durability. Not designed for ventilated rib barrels;
gunsmith installation recommended. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum base, black. Base - 21/2" (6.3cm) long x 5/8" (1.6cm) wide.
1
3
T.F.O. rod - green, 2 /8" (5.4cm) long x /16" (4.8mm) dia.
#902-000-112AQ Brite-Site Shotgun Sight, 
2K77F90������������������������������������������������������� $ 87.99

TRUGLO SHOTGUN

STARBRITE DELUXE SIGHT
Durable, Machined Aluminum & Bright
Fiber Optic Bead
Highly visible, bright red or green, aiming point lets you concentrate on following
the target and making the shot. Improves
sight acquisition in all light conditions for
fast, almost automatic alignment. Machined
aluminum body provides years of rugged service. a
b
SPECS: Body: aluminum, black, anodized finish. Bead: .250" (6.35mm)
3
long, .05" (1.3mm) dia. Shank length: /32" (2.4mm). Thread sizes 3-56 tpi,
5-40 tpi, 6-48 tpi.
STK# 3-56
STK# 5-40
STK# 6-48
Color
#902-000-048AQ #902-000-050AQ
#902-000-052AQ Red
#902-000-049AQ #902-000-051AQ
#902-000-053AQ Green
— Advise # — Starbrite Deluxe Shotgun Sight,
2K7K11������������������������������������������������������������������ $ 7.99

Includes five screw sizes: 3-56" fits Winchester, Beretta, Benelli, and Ruger
shotguns; M3 x .5" fits Browning BPS, Gold and Citori Field guns; M3 x
.6" fits Browning Citori Hunter; 5-40" fits Mossberg shotguns; 6-48" fits
Ithaca, Remington, and SKB field models.
#638-000-072AQ Magni-Comp, 8C31G46������������������������$ 37.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Lightweight, fiber-optic rod presents a bright, glowing
bead for better visibility in both bright and low light hunting
conditions. Mounts to the top of all ventilated rib shotguns using dual-sided tape (included). Does not require front bead removal. May also be installed by drilling and tapping rib, screws
not included. a
b
SPECS: Base - Plastic, matte black. 3" (7.6cm) long. Rods - Polymer, red or
1
green. 2 /4" (5.7cm) long x .060" (1.5mm) dia. Fits all ventilated rib shotguns.
#902-100-090AQ Red Glo-Dot Sight, 2K13M21������������ $ 14.99
14.99
#902-100-091AQ Green Glo-Dot Sight, 2K13I21����������
GLO-DOT II - Bright, high-visibility
red or green fiber optic rod snaps in
place behind factory front bead on
plain barrel 12 or 20 gauge shotgun;
no gunsmithing required. Notch in
base uses factory bead to locate GloDot II sight correctly along bore axis.
SPECS: Base - Plastic, matte black. 21/2" (6.35cm) long. Rods - Polymer,
red or green. 21/4" (5.7cm) long x .078" (2mm) dia. Fits 12 and 20 gauge,
un-ribbed barrels .728" (18.5mm) O.D. or larger.
#902-093-728AQ Red Glo-Dot II Sight, 2K15L10����������� $ 16.99
#902-092-728AQ Green Glo-Dot II Sight, 2K15A10������� 16.99
GLO-DOT XTREME - Magnetically attached, highly visible
fiber optic sight provides exceptional sight acquisition in
all light conditions. Features
four different bases with different internal mounting dimensions that fit a variety of ventilated ribs. Polymer base snaps
onto the rib and is held firmly in place with a high-strength
magnet for quick installation without screws. Includes one
red, green, yellow, and amber fiber optic rod. Rods are easily
interchanged using thumb and finger pressure. Notch in base
uses factory bead to locate sight correctly along bore axis. Two
sets of magnets allow mounting sights on two shotguns with
different width ventilated ribs. Includes pocket sized, steel case
for convenient storage. Universal fit for all shotguns equipped
with 1/4" (6.4mm), 5/16" (7.9mm), 3/8" (9.5mm), or 1/2" (12.7mm) wide
ventilated ribs. Includes one base of each size.
SPECS: Bases - Plastic, black. (1) .260" (6.5mm), (1).330" (8.4mm), (1) .420"
(10.7mm), (1) .520" (13.2mm) internal dimension. 2" (5.1cm) long. Rods Polymer, (1) red, (1) green, (1) yellow, (1) amber. 113/16" (2cm) long x .060"
(1.5mm) dia. Includes (2) sets of magnets & steel carry case. Universal fit
for all shotguns equipped with 1/4" (6.4mm), 5/16" (7.9mm), 3/8" (9.5mm), or
1
/2" (12.7mm) wide ventilated ribs.
#902-000-124AQ Glo-Dot Xtreme, 2K22P41 ������������������� $ 25.99

TRIJICON SHOTGUN

ADJUSTABLE NIGHT SIGHT
Low Light,
Tactical Sight System
Rugged, steel rear sight has
quick-to-use, single screw adjustment for windage and elevation that won’t work loose with recoil. Ghost ring aperture
has two tritium inserts for fast sight pickup. Steel, post front
sight has single, glowing tritium dot that puts you on target
fast in daylight or darkness. Glass lamps, sealed in aluminum
cylinders with polished sapphire windows for a crisp outline
of light. a
b
SPECS: Steel, matte finish, black. Fits plain barrel Rem. 870, 1100 and
11-87. Can be adapted to other models. Requires drilling and tapping
receiver. Front sight epoxies over factory sight. Includes epoxy.
#892-004-004AQ Shotgun Adjustable Night Sights, 
2H130J99��������������������������������������������������� $ 136.00

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

SCATTERGUN TECHNOLOGIES REMINGTON

Tritium Provides Excellent
Sight Acquisition, Day Or Night
Self-illuminating, Tritium dot
front sight combined with a large
light gathering rear ghost ring provides extremely fast sight acquisition during day or low light conditions. Rear ghost ring is
available with or without tritium. Trak-Lock rear sight features
a single set-screw for windage and elevation adjustments.
Rugged, low-profile steel body has black parkerized finish for
durability. TF12 contains tritium dot front sight with standard
rear ghost ring. TFR12 includes tritium dot front sight with tritium two dot rear ghost ring for precise alignment while aiming.
Both models available for 12 and 20 gauge. TF12FO contains
Tritium front sight only. Fits 12 gauge. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black parkerized. Fits plain barrel Rem. 870, 1100, 11-87,
SPT-12. Adapts to fit other guns. Requires drilling and tapping of receiver;
front sight epoxies over factory front. Includes rear mounting screws.
TF12 - Tritium front sight with standard rear ghost ring. Fits 12 gauge.
TFR12 - Tritium front sight with tritium rear ghost ring. Fits 12 gauge.
TF12FO - Tritium front sight only. Fits 12 gauge.
#800-110-000AQ TF12 Tritium Front w/Standard
Rear, 12 gauge, 8Z103N45 ����������������� $ 119.99
#800-000-007AQ TFR12 Tritium Front/Rear, 12
gauge, 8Z125C96����������������������������������� 149.99
#800-000-009AQ TF12F0 Tritium Front Sight, only, 
8Z55E14����������������������������������������������������� 69.99

TRU-POINT XTREME
SHOTGUN SIGHT SET

TRUGLO

Fast & Accurate
Sighting
Highly visible, fiber
optic sight brings your
eye quickly to the sight
in all light conditions.
Improves accuracy for slug
and turkey guns. Contrasting red front and green rear
fiber optic rods are easy to
Tru-Point Xtreme
locate in low-light. All steel
front and rear sights clamp
solidly to rib. Maintains sight settings, prevents shifting under recoil. Adjustable for windage and elevation. Magnum Pro
Gobble Dot features a conventional rifle-style rear sight with
square notch that works well in most light conditions. Models
available for 5/16" (7.9mm), 3/8" (9.5mm), 6mm, and 8mm wide
ventilated ribs. Tru-Point Xtreme features a rear sight that includes a square notch sight blade and an easily interchangeable ghost ring. Fits all shotguns equipped with 1/4", 5/16", or 3/8"
wide ventilated ribs. a
b
SPECS: Magnum Pro Gobble Dot - Steel, black. Front Sight - 1.4" (3.5cm)
long. Rod - Polymer, red, 15/16" (23.6mm) long x .029" (.7mm) dia. Rear Sight
- 1.4" long. Rod - Green, .035" (.89mm) dia. Fits 5/16" (7.9mm), 3/8" (9.5mm),
6mm, and 8mm wide ventilated ribs. Tru-Point Xtreme - Aluminum, anodized, matte black. Front Sight - 15/16" (3.3cm) long. Rod - Red, 1" (2.5cm)
long x .060" (1.5mm) dia. Rear Sight - 17/16" (3.6cm) long. Ghost Ring - 1/4"
(6.4mm) I.D. Rods - Green, .029" (.7mm) dia. Fits 1/4" (6.4 mm), 5/16", or 3/8"
wide ventilated ribs.
#902-000-002AQ .250" Magnum Pro Sight,
2K44P87������������������������������������������������������� $ 50.99
#902-000-003AQ .375" Magnum Pro Sight,
2K44H87 ����������������������������������������������������� 50.99
#902-000-004AQ 6mm Magnum Pro Sight,
2K44D87������������������������������������������������������� 50.99
#902-000-028AQ Benelli Magnum Pro Sight, 
2K44L87������������������������������������������������������� 50.99
#902-000-119AQ Tru-Point Xtreme Sight, 2K35J88 ��� 40.99
Magnum Pro

WILLIAMS

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS REMINGTON SHOTGUN

WILLIAMS

SHOTGUN SHORTY RAMP

TACTICAL GHOST RING SIGHT SET

UNIVERSAL “SLUGGER”
FIRE SIGHT

Speeds Sight Acquisition

Mounts Rifle Sights On
Plain Barrel Shotguns
Steel,
screw-on/
solder-on ramps with
3
standard /8" dovetail and a checkered rear surface to cut glare.
.4375" radius designed for 12 gauge barrels with .875" outside
diameter. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. 13/4" (4.4cm) long x .612" (15.5mm) wide.
1
Heights - /8" (3.1mm), 3/16" (4.7mm), 3/8" (9.5mm). Accepts narrow ramp
sight blades.
#962-011-125AQ Shorty Ramp, 1/8", 2F21J14 ������������������� $ 22.99
#962-011-187AQ Shorty Ramp, 3/16", 2F21B14������������������ 22.99
#962-011-375AQ Shorty Ramp, 3/8", 2F21H14������������������� 24.99

VANG COMP SYSTEMS
REM 870/1100/11-87

GHOST RING SIGHTS

Convert your shotgun to a tactical workhorse. Banded front sight
features green, tritium dot surrounded by a white ring. Supplied
shims ensure barrel band clamps
snugly around muzzle. Contoured
rear sight requires drilling and tapping; includes two interchangeable aperture sizes. Completely
adjustable for windage and elevation. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. Front Sight - Tritium dot with white ring,
3
/4" (19mm) high from top of barrel. Rear Sight - Base, 11/2" (38mm) long,
3
/4" wide, 1" (25mm) long. Small aperture I.D., 3/16" (4.8mm); large aperture
I.D., 7/32" (5.6mm). Fits Rem 870, 1100, 11-87 shotguns with .860-.885"
(21.8-22.5mm) muzzle diameters.
#006-000-107AQ Tactical Ghost Ring Sight Set, 
6K133P57��������������������������������������������������� $ 153.00
#006-000-118AQ Banded Front Sight, only, 
6K62F86����������������������������������������������������� 72.00

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS SHOTGUN

Extremely Rugged;
Provides Fast Target Acquisition
Heavy duty Picatinny rail
with integral ghost ring sight
naturally centers for fast target acquisition during tactical ops. Front sight features a
blade with white dot and solid
steel side guards for maximum protection. Aperature is fully adjustable for windage and elevation using clearly
marked adjustment screws that hold under heavy recoil. Front
sight is adjustable for elevation with included tool. Rail allows
mounting or scopes and red dot sights. Designed for non-ribbed
b
barrels. a
SPECS: Fits Remington 870/1100/11-87 shotguns with non-ribbed barrels. Front sight requires soldering with Silvaloy 355 (not included). Ghost
ring/rail requires drilling and tapping receiver for 8-40 tpi screws. Includes
mounting hardware and instructions. Front Sight - Steel, in-the-white,
.110" (2.8mm) diameter white dot. Ghost Ring/Rail - One-piece, hard
anodized aluminum sight body and rail. 2.2 oz.(62.4g) weight. Rail - 23/4"
(7cm) long x .830" (21mm) wide. Aperature - Steel, black. .23" (5.8mm) I.D.
.5" (mm) high from top of receiver to center of aperature.
#100-003-640AQ Rem. 870/1100/11-87 Ghost Ring
Front Sights, 6K56D34 ������������������������� $ 69.99
#100-004-335AQ Rear Ghost Ring Sight w/Rail, 
6K171N43����������������������������������������������������� 189.99

TACTICAL GHOST
RING SIGHT SET
For Tactical & Hunting Use
Includes green tritium front sight and two, interchangeable, fully adjustable, rear ghost ring apertures to accommodate long- and short-range shooting. Steel wings give added
rear sight protection. Dovetailed front sight fits factory sight
ramp with minor fitting. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish. Tritium dot/white ring front sight, 3/8"
(10mm) high. Rear Sight – base, 11/2" (38mm) long, 3/4" (19mm) wide, 1"
(25mm) long. Small Aperture I.D. - 3/16" (4.8mm); Large Aperture I.D. 7
/32" (5.6mm). Rear sight requires drilling and tapping, front sight requires
sight ramp.
STOCK #
FITS
PRICE
6K117A86 $ 135.00
#006-000-108AQ Rem. 870/1100/11-87
#006-000-109AQ Mossberg 500/590, Ithaca 37 6K117A86 $ 135.00
— Advise # — Tactical Sight Set, 6K117A86����������������� $ 135.00

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS SHOTGUN

BIG DOT TRITIUM FRONT SIGHT
Installs Easily Over The
Existing Bead Sight

XS SIGHT SYSTEMS
REM 870/MOSS 500

SHOTRAIL
Gives Your Shotgun A
Rifle-Style Sight Picture
Easy-to-install tactical
sight set has a Picatinnyrail section with ghost ring
rear sight and banded front
sight. Picatinny rail is pre-drilled for factory optic mount holes.
Ghost ring is adjustable for windage and elevation. Banded
front sight post has a Tritium dot for visibility in all light conditions. Fits barrels less than 8.860" in diameter that do not have
a front sight rib or base. a
b
SPECS: Picatinny Rail – Aluminum, anodized, black. Front/Rear Sights Stress-proof steel, black oxide finish. Fits barrels with .840" to .860" O.D.
#006-000-185AQ Mossberg 500/590/930 ShotRail, 
6K145J36�������������������������������������������������� $ 166.50
#006-000-186AQ Rem 870 ShotRail, 6K145N36���������� 166.50

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

High-visibility Tritium
dot front sight surrounded
by a large white ring helps improve target focus and low light
sight acquisition and sight recovery after muzzle flash. Installs
over existing front sight beads from .125" - .140" diameter by
filling the cavity on the underside of the sight with Brownells
Acraglas Gel, then pressing the sight over the bead and allowing it to fully cure. If existing bead is too small or too large,
replace with Brownells #6 bead for 3-56 threads or #26 for 6-48
threads. Some shotgun barrels may require drilling and tapping of existing hole to 6-48 for installation of #26 Brownells
bead. Remington Pedestal model with stepped bottom fits
Remington shotgun barrels with front sight pedestal. Vent Rib
model with flat bottom fits shotgun barrels with ventilated ribs.
Plain Barrel model with cupped bottom fits round shotgun barrels. Includes instructions. a
b
SPECS: Machined steel, black, matte finish. Big Dot .161" (4mm) diameter.
Fits beads from .125" (3.2mm) to .140" (3.5mm). Remington Pedestal fits
Remington front sight pedestals. Vent Rib fits ventilated ribs. Plain Barrel
fits round barrels. Includes instructions.
#006-000-158AQ Remington Pedestal Big Dot
Tritiuim, 6K47P14����������������������������������� $ 54.00

order on the web

brownells.com

Quickly Turns
Rib-Equipped Shotguns
Into Slug Guns
Give your favorite
shotgun a more accurate,
rifle-style sight picture in
only minutes. Clamps to vent-rib; fast to install and fast to remove. Adjusts for windage and elevation. Front sight provides
a red dot that glows in all ambient light conditions. The more
light, the brighter it glows; won’t “wash out”, even in direct sunlight. U-Notch rear blade is equipped with a bright green rod
on either side of the notch for precise, low-light sight alignment. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, black, anodized, matte. Universal fit for all
shotguns equipped with 1/4" (6.3mm), 5/16" (7.9mm) and 3/8" (9.5mm) wide,
vent ribs. Rear - “U” notch fiber optic. Front - Fluorescent red front bead
on sheared-style blade. Includes wrench and instructions.
#962-000-014AQ Universal Slugger Fire Sight, 
2F28N00 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 31.99
SHOTGUN FIRE SIGHTS - Models
for pre-2003 Remington 870/1100,
Mossberg 500, and Winchester 1300
guns equipped with slug or turkey
barrels and factory sight bases. Front sight provides a glowing
red dot that’s easily seen in all ambient light conditions. Fully
adjustable, U-notch rear has two glowing green dots for precise
sight alignment.
SPECS: Machined aluminum, black, anodized. Rear - “U” notch fiber optic. Front - Fluorescent red front bead on sheared-style blade. Includes
instructions. Remington fits Remington shotguns with 3/8" dovetail front
sight ramp.
#962-565-300AQ Remington Fire Sights, 2F22B14 ����� $ 24.99
#962-000-001AQ Mossberg Fire Sights, 2F24N21��������� 27.99
#962-000-002AQ Winchester Fire Sights, 2F26N43����� 28.99
REMINGTON GHOST RING FIRE SIGHTS
- Bright, high contrast fiber optic sights
with large aperture, rear ghost ring provide fast, accurate sight alignment in
all light conditions. The more light, the
brighter the beads glow. Front sight has a
single red insert, rear ghost ring has two
green inserts to form an easy-to-align,
3-dot sight picture. Fits Remington shotguns with 3/8" dovetail front sight ramp.
SPECS: Steel front 3/8" dovetail sight. Aluminum rear sight. Black, matte
finish. Fiber optic insert. Bead - 1/16" (1.6mm) dia. Ghost Ring - .15" (3.8mm)
dia. aperature.
#962-000-083AQ 2003 & Earlier Ghost Ring Fire
Sights, 2F22K79��������������������������������������� $ 25.99
ITHACA 37 FIRE SIGHT - Contrasting,
green rear and red front dots provide
excellent sight visibility. Eye-catching
colors give fast, accurate sight alignment against dark backgrounds. Fully
adjustable for windage and elevation;
replaces factory rear sight and front
bead. Fits Deerslayer models, no gunsmithing required. Metal
body construction for durable service.
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized, matte black. Rear - 21/2" (6.4cm) long, fits
nominal 3/8" dovetail. Front blade - 5/8" (15.9mm) long.
#962-000-017AQ Ithaca 37 Fire Sight, 2F29K99������������� $ 34.99

#006-000-159AQ Vent Rib Big Dot Tritium, 
6K47C14������������������������������������������������������� 54.00
#006-000-160AQ Plain Barrel Big Dot Tritium, 
6K47E14������������������������������������������������������� 54.00
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